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ABSTRACT
Purpose
This study was an attempt to determine the role of the vocational 
agriculture teacher as conceived by five professional education groups: 
agriculture teachers, teacher educators, parish superintendents, parish 
supervisors, and state staffs.
A knowledge of the role concepts held for the teacher by those who 
are responsible for his training, supervising his activities, and admin­
istering educational programs, enhances his possibilities for performing 
in an acceptable manner. Not only is it important for the teacher to 
know what others conceive, but he too, must hold a strong, clear philoso­
phy of the role which a teacher of vocational agriculture should assume 
if he is to perform with a high degree of efficiency and effectiveness. 
This is supported by a Scripture of the Bible, which states: "As he 
thinketh deep down in his heart, so is he." This bit of wisdom is 
accepted by the writer, who insists that it is hardly possible for an 
individual to operate on a higher plane than that of his thoughts and 
concepts.
It was hoped that this study would point out many areas in which 
the vocational agriculture teacher may and must find himself involved 
if his program is to be a success.
Procedure
The descriptive survey method with the questionnaire technique 
was used in this study. Questionnaires containing 12 role items and 
78 activities were mailed to 75 teachers, 31 teacher educators, 13 parish 
superintendents, 15 parish supervisors of instruction, and 16 state staff 
members. All participants were males except four - three supervisors of 
instruction, and one former guidance counselor.
Basically, data for this study were collected from the five 
states in Region VII - Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and 
Texas, however, teacher educators from eleven other states were asked 
to respond to the questionnaire thus involving individuals with strong 
concepts and many years of experience in research along with the prac­
titioner. It was believed that such individuals are in a favorable 
position to make evaluations as to what the role of the teacher of 
vocational agriculture really is.
The instruments were first submitted to a group of 15 persons 
as a test for clarity, validity, and pertinency of items. All jury 
members responded.
The mean responses of the five groups were calculated to obtain a 
rating for each item from each professional group. As a test of signifi­
cant differences among these groups, the analysis of variance procedure 
was used. Where differences were found, the teachers were compared with 
the other four groups and the teacher educators were compared with the 
remaining three groups - teachers excluded - to see if they held different 
views from their counterparts. The F-test was applied in determining the
degree of differences existing. Finally, the null hypothesis was set up 
as the basis against which each test was to be made and was accepted or 
rejected at the .05 level of confidence.
Findings
Significant differences existed among the responses to 26 of the 
78 role activities at the .05 level of confidence. When these 26 activi­
ties were used in two comparisons, the teachers differed with their 
counterparts with respect to 15 activities while the teacher educators 
differed with the remaining three groups in their responses to 10 of 
these role activities.
None of the items were rated Extremely Important by an average 
of all responses.
Nine items - High School Instruction; FFA and Leadership; Work 
Experience; Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up; Summer Programs; 
Educational Resources; Program Organization; In-Service Education, and 
Evaluation - were Very Important according to the average of all re­
sponses. Other items evaluated as being Important were - Post High 
School Instruction and Recruitment and Selection. Slightly Important 
was assigned to Extra Class Activities, and neither item was considered 
inappropriate.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is a fast growing industry which is undergoing 
rapid and significant changes in its demands upon education. The effect 
of this upon society is felt by every individual, organization, and 
social system.
The educational field cannot escape sharing in the burdens brought 
about by this phenomenon, and the responsibilities necessary for the pro­
per channeling of the same. Every teacher, therefore is required to 
assume a certain portion of these activities in order to make for 
successful functioning of the whole educational system. This would 
certainly involve the vocational agriculture teacher who represents an 
occupational field which supplies approximately forty per cent of the 
jobs in the United States--Agriculture.
As society changes, as modes of living and occupational oppor­
tunities vary, the role of the vocational agriculture teacher must also 
be modified if his teachings are to harmonize with societal needs, and 
demands. The degree to which the teacher is likely to make effective 
adjustment to the new requirements will depend to a great extent upon 
his concepts as well as those held by the administrators and society 
relative to the emerging roles of the teacher of vocational agriculture 
in a dynamic society.
2Adjusting to the many changes and preparing students to assume
such responsibilities as will be demanded by a society which is in a
high state of flux, is no easy task and requires much consideration and
effort on the part of the teacher. In Pugh's Language(56:55)
...the teacher must be able to conduct a classroom that 
might resemble a miniature United Nations, a Communications 
Center, or a Scientific Laboratory with the aid of films, 
filmstrips, tape recordings, television, and bulletin 
boards. These activities are to be presided over with 
dignity and competence by a person who must also be skilled 
in teaching the fundamentals of reading, writing, speaking, 
calculating, and above all, thinking.
The agriculture teacher is ever conscious of the fact that many 
expectations of him are held by various persons. If he is to work 
effectively and with some degree of acceptance by those who give direc­
tion to his program, it is necessary that he understand the role expecta­
tions held for him to fulfill. An important prerequisite to the performance 
of teacher functions is that of recognizing just what these desired roles 
are.
The future of vocational agriculture in the high schools is linked 
inevitably with the future of agriculture generally. This involves farm­
ing and non-farm employment which are further affected by the application 
of science, research, and mechanics. Up to the early eighteenth century, 
agriculture and farming were considered synonymous terms with the major 
objective in agriculture being confined to that of meeting the food 
production needs of the individual farm or local community within the 
boundary of an individual's fence. As cities grew, the fence line had 
to be extended, forming first the county or parish boundary and still 
later the state and national boundaries. During this period little skill
and knowledge were needed to produce sufficiently as little technolgy was 
required. Today, agriculture has changed and is still going through 
rapid modifications. It no longer consists simply of production of 
livestock and crops, but includes in addition, transporting, processing, 
and servicing of many of the things farmers need and produce. It in­
volves all occupations for which the employee needs knowledge and skills 
in agricultural subjects to succeed.
The implication here is that agriculture is changing at a ter­
rific rate, the effect of which, is felt by every individual, organiza­
tion, and social system, for surely it strikes closely to the heart of 
society. For instance, it is expected that the average size of farms 
will continue to increase, while the number of farms will decline. The 
population is predicted to continue on an upward surge demanding an 
increase in the production of food and fiber. Less human labor will be 
needed on the farm as there will be more machinery and equipment doing 
greater chores. Farmers will produce for a future market where the 
prices are predetermined, and foreign needs are likely to have a greater 
influence on the crops grown, and the prices received. More considera­
tion will be given to irrigation and the effective use of fertilizers 
and insecticides. Crop yields per acre will have to be increased and 
the use of hormones will become common practice, enabling the 
farmer to produce more pounds of meat per animal.
Most farm products will be graded and inspected according to some 
governmental standards. More foods will be processed, and highly trained 
technicians will be needed for applying weed killers and insecticides,
4harvesting, and controlling growth in crops and livestock. Finally, more 
people will develop a taste for natural beauty and will seek to find it 
through landscaping and beautification, thus, causing a tremendous expan­
sion in the production of nursery stock, trees, and ornamentals. Such 
developments will lead to flourishing off-farm agricultural businesses 
for providing finances, supplies, machinery, marketing, processing, and 
services needed by the producer.
With these types of demands imposed upon the farmer, he will need 
to be an intelligent, multiple-skilled, ambitious, and management-minded 
individual. His greatest hope for developing these characteristics lies 
with the vocational agriculture program and the vocational agriculture 
teacher. It may be necessary for him to have, in addition to the regular 
high school vocational training, one or two years of post-high-school 
training in an agricultural curriculum. He may find that continuing 
education is necessary for him to keep abreast of the scientific, mana­
gerial, and other aspects of agricultural business.
This could well lead to the question, "What kind of program or 
what kind of teacher will be needed in the future for training a compe­
tent agriculturalist?" In that the development of competencies necessary 
for success is the objective of the program, a long look at its make-up 
and its needs will be imperative. Of course, a program will be a success 
or failure depending on the interests, efforts, and attitudes of the 
vocational agriculture teacher. This is why he must know his true and 
expected role. During this period of rapid and continuous change, the 
challenge is to learn methods, to develop new programs, and to keep 
abreast of new occupational opportunities. Unless this line of thinking
5is adopted, it is possible that the agriculture teacher's program as well 
as his ideas and teaching techniques will become obsolete.
Changing technology has had its effect on farming as with all the 
other industries. Mechanization and automation have created new and 
greater demands for men and women who are better equipped to operate the 
machinery, carry on the business, and manage the total operation of the 
agricultural enterprise. New programs of education must be developed 
to provide personnel for this important field.
It seems logical that a good place to start would be with the 
vocational agricultural departments of the various high schools where 
well trained and energetic teachers promote outstanding programs in this 
regard. The teacher should remember, however, that the junior college is 
ideally suited to providing education beyond the high school and is quite 
interested in the community it serves. This, if accepted, would suggest 
a need, on the part of the teacher, for exerting strong leadership to 
keep lines of communication open from the high school to the nearby 
community and junior colleges and from the junior colleges to the four- 
year agricultural colleges and universities.
There is a need for these types of programs and consequently, much 
effort on the part of these three levels of training - the high school, 
the junior college, and the four-year college - to establish the necessary 
cooperation to make such programs a reality is desirable. The teacher 
should emerge, not only as a teacher of subject-matter, but as a recruit­
ing officer who works closely with the counselor. In order to be effec­
tive in this role, the teacher must be familiar with the potentials of 
his students, the needs of all phases of agriculture such as farming, 
business, industry, and the professions.
The high school vocational agriculture teacher could be the prin­
cipal source of information on agricultural careers and the most likely 
person to influence potential leaders to enter one of those fields.
Before the Smith-Hughes Act was passed over fifty years ago, there 
were few organized programs, national or statewise, to teach youth and 
adults skills in vocational fields. Today, more than five and one-half 
million young people and adults are enrolled in some type of vocational 
education in more than seventeen thousand schools. As one looks ahead 
and recognizes the nature and rate of change, he is bound to say that 
vocational training will be needed even more in the next half century 
than during the previous one. Vocational education will itself have to 
change equally as rapidly as that occurring in the nation.
Today, agriculture is more than production of crops and, con­
sequently, requires that consideration be given to a much broader field. 
This increased field of activity demands greater concern for more complex 
educational needs of those who will work in the broad field of agricul­
ture. This must include education, not only for farmers, but also for 
those who will be employed in the non-farm occupations which involve 
knowledge and skills in agricultural subjects. This has demanded a re­
modeling of the objectives and controlling purposes of vocational educa­
tion in agriculture. These demands are clearly visualized through the 
provisions of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 which attempted to 
broaden and strengthen the national program.
The major objectives which should serve as guides to the teacher 
of vocational agriculture as he proceeds to plan and promote programs of 
vocational education in agriculture, are:
1. To develop competencies in production agriculture,
2. To develop competencies in non-farm agricultural occupations,
3. To develop understanding of career opportunities in agriculture,
4. To secure satisfactory placement and to advance in agriculture,
5. To develop human relations abilities,
6. To develop abilities for effective leadership. (8:4)
These are only a few of the problems and possible developments with 
which the future agriculturist may have to cope. If this is so, then 
vocational education in agriculture must assume the leadership role neces­
sary for making a satisfying adjustment. Thousands of individuals will 
need to be trained. The question is: What part will the vocational agri­
culture teacher play in this effort? In fact, what is he expected to do?
It is common agreement that the final decision ultimately rests with the 
schools, but unless the facts relative to teacher ro*Les are made clear, 
instructional programs developed and promoted, and services made available 
at all levels, the job is not likely to be carried out effectively.
Thus, the role of the vocational agriculture teacher must not be 
narrowly conceived as simply that of maintaining interest in the class­
room. It encompasses also the responsibility for inspiring young men to 
seek careers as specialists in production, agricultural science, the agri­
cultural professions, and in the agribusiness world.
The big question is, "What should the teacher assume as his role 
in an attempt to achieve these goals?" This research, "The Emerging Role 
of the Vocational Agriculture Teacher," is an attempt toward a possible 
answer to this question.
Statement of Problem
In the Light of evolving social, economic, and educational condi­
tions, along with the tremendous growth of technological opportunities 
in agriculture, "What is the emerging concept of the role of the voca­
tional agriculture teacher in the present day educational setting?" To 
what extent do the conceived roles for the agriculture teacher as held 
by the teachers themselves, their administrators, the local supervisors 
of instruction, teacher educators, and the supervisors in the State 
Department of Education agree?
It was the intent of the investigator to gather and interpret data 
for the purpose of determining the emerging concept of the role of the 
vocational agriculture teacher in today's educational setting as com- 
ceived by the above named professional groups. In other words, the 
intent of this study was to identify some of the activities conceived, by 
those who give direction to the vocational agricultural program, to be 
essential to successful vocational agriculture programs.
Definition, Purpose, and Importance of Study
The aim of this study was that of determining and comparing the 
emerging concepts of the vocational agriculture teacher's role as con­
ceived by a representative group of vocational agriculture teachers, 
parish superintendents of schools, teacher educators, and vocational 
agriculture supervisors from the State Department of Education.
In order for an individual to perform his functions effectively, 
he must have a clear understanding of the activities and responsibilities 
expected of him by those who give some degree of direction to his program.
9Such a comprehension should prove to be an asset to all as they become 
involved in preparing and providing for proper educational settings in 
the field of vocational agriculture.
Agriculture, along with other businesses and industry, has 
experienced continuous change. This has resulted in possible variations 
of concepts as to what the term "agriculture" includes and implies.
These emerging concepts necessitate a re-interpretation of the agricul­
ture teacher's role as he attempts to fulfill his responsibilities to 
his students and to the community. Thus, it was the aim of this study 
to determine the desired role activities of the vocational agriculture 
teacher as conceived by the following professional education groups:
1. The Agriculture Teachers
2. Teacher Educators
3. Parish Superintendents of Schools
4. Parish Supervisors of Instruction
5. Agricultural Supervisory Staff of the State Department of 
Educat ion
Hypothesis
A knowledge of the expected roles held for the vocational agricul­
ture teacher is necessary to his successful performance of these tasks. 
Every teacher should seek to know what his conceived functions are prior 
to his attempt to execute them. Important among the individuals who hold 
expectations for the teacher’s desired responsibilities are (1) those who 
train teachers, (2) the teachers themselves, (3) those who supervise the 
teachers' activities, and (4) those who administer his programs. Thus, 
the success or failure of a teacher can be influenced by the degree of
10
consensus among professional educators who hold important concepts for 
his performance.
Based on a review of related materials, professional courses taken, 
and personal experience as a teacher of vocational agriculture, the fol­
lowing hypotheses are proposed:
1. The five professional education groups participating in this 
study hold essentially the same concepts relative to teacher 
role expectations.
2. Where the responses of teachers of vocational agriculture are 
equated with the combined average responses of the other four 
groups, their evaluation of teacher-role activities as well 
as teacher-role items, will be essentially the same.
3. When the responses of the teacher educators are compared 
with the average of all responses of the remaining three 
groups, the results will show no significant differences 
at the .05 level of confidence.
4. Each of the 78 selected activities are conceived roles of 
the teacher as held by the five professional education groups 
participating in this study.
5. Each of the 12 role items selected are considered at least 
"important" as a teacher responsibility by the five re­
sponding groups.
Limitations of Study
This study was limited to the following five professional educa­
tion groups:
1. A 20 per cent random sampling of the parish superintendents of 
Louisiana who administer vocational agriculture programs, super­
visors of instruction in Louisiana parishes where agriculture
is taught, and vocational agriculture teachers of Louisiana,
2. 100 per cent of the vocational agriculture supervisors in 
the Louisiana State Department of Education
3. State Directors of vocational agriculture in the five states 
of Region VII
11
4. Teacher Educators from the five states of Region VII.
5. Vocational agriculture teachers from the five states of
Region VII equal to the number of teacher educators.
6. Selected teacher educators from thirteen other universities 
in the nation.
For convenience in summarizing the data gathered from the above 
respondents, they were arranged into five groups as follows:
1. Vocational Agriculture Teachers
2. Teacher Educators
3. Parish Superintendents of Schools
4. Parish Supervisors of Instruction
5. State Supervisory Staff
Source and Treatment of Data
Information for this study was gathered through questionnaires 
mailed to agriculture teachers and the state supervisory staff members 
in Region VII - including Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and 
Texas - teacher educators from this same region and 13 other selected 
states, parish superintendents of schools in Louisiana with vocational 
agriculture departments under their administration, and parish supervisors 
of instruction in Louisiana with vocational agriculture departments under 
their supervision.
A close search was made for studies or publications relating to 
the role of the agriculture teacher. Information gathered was used as 
a guide in arriving at conclusions regarding the agriculture teacher's 
role as conceived by the five groups surveyed. The data collected through 
the use of questionnaires were arranged in tabular form and presented 
narratively for further clarification.
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The procedure used In testing the hypothesis set forth in this 
study was that of the analysis of variance which was considered to be 
the -most conducive method of determining the significance of the dif­
ferences among the five professional group mean responses.
The writer considers the analysis of variance to be extremely 
valuable and strikingly useful in testing experimental hypotheses in 
problems in which the significance of the differences among several means 
are desired - as in this study. Consequently, this procedure was chosen 
in preference to the use of standard deviations in determining whether to 
accept or to reject the hypothesis that there are no significant differ­
ences among the mean responses of the vocational agriculture teachers, 
the teacher educators, the parish superintendents, parish supervisors, 
and the state agricultural supervisory staff.
Definitions of Terms
In order to provide for complete understanding and comprehension 
of role expectations of agriculture teachers, it was necessary to define 
some of the terms used in narration. The following is a list of these 
terms with their definition.
1. Orientation - Orientation is a planned program for adjusting 
to the next step or situation. It involves learning about or 
becoming acquainted with future possibilities, requirements, 
and opportunities for the potential next step.
2. Placement - Placement refers to those services which assist an 
individual in obtaining a place in a social setting, an edu­
cational program, or on a job that is appropriate to his frame
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of reference and provide him with an opportunity to extend his 
horizon with new experiences. In job placement, the service 
should aid the individual in obtaining satisfactory employment 
whether temporary, permanent, or part-time.
3. Follow-Up - Follow-up is a group of services intended to secure
information about former pupils and to provide continuing ser­
vices to pupils after they leave school.
4. Job - A job is work of short duration which may or may not be
the kind of work by which one earns a living.
5. Occupation - An occupation is regular and continued worjc by 
which one earns a living.
6. Vocation - A vocation is an occupation undertaken as a life's 
work. The one big service that one is called upon to render in 
the world's work. It is no longer simply an occupation, but
a field of service.
Career - A career is an occupation or calling which forms the 
chief objective of life.
8. Education - Education is the process of learning through ex­
periences. Some of these experiences the school systematically 
supplies; others are offered by life outside the school. The 
result of education should be the continuous growth of each 
student toward his best self. This growth can take place only 
if appropriate experiences are available and if the individual 
takes advantage of them.
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9. Work-Experience - Work-experlence is a means and method in the 
program of the school by which the learner actually produces 
useful goods or renders useful services through participation 
in socially desirable work activities in the community under 
real conditions.
10. Teacher Role - A teacher role is a specific function which a 
teacher of vocational agriculture is expected to perform.
11. Role - A role is a set of expectations applied to an incumbent 
of a particular position.
12. Profession - A profession is a calling requiring specialized 
knowledge and often long and intensive academic preparation 
culminating with a college degree in liberal arts or science 
usually involving mental rather than manual work.
13. Analysis of Variance - Analysis of variance is an efficient 
statistical procedure for determining whether to accept or 
reject an hypothesis, especially, where several means are in­
volved. It is a convenient method of determining the degree 
to which scores of several groups vary from the general mean 
of all groups in a study.
Statistical Procedure
The analysis of variance of the responses given by the five pro­
fessional groups was considered to be the simplest method for determining 
whether significant differences existed. Even though most of the calcula­
tions were done by computer, thus reducing the paper-and-pencil work to a 
minimum, some explanation of the process is in order. It consists of three 
main calculations each requiring several steps. They are as follows:
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A. Preliminaries - This must be done before the calculation of the 
analysis of variance can begin. The steps consist of;
1. Carefully grouping all respondents and assigning value of
responses under each group.
2. Totaling each group values (sums) and the combined values of
all group responses (grand sum).
3. Calculating the mean for each group and a mean for all re­
spondents combined.
B, Calculating the Sums of Squares - There are several steps involved 
in this process. They are:
Step 1: Correction term (C). The formula for this calculation is
r <t*)2
C = N
where ^ X - is the sum of all scores and N is the number of
individuals responding.
Step ?• Total Sum of Squares. In this step, each value for all
respondents must be squared and the results of all squares added
to obtain a sum. From this sum, C is subtracted. The formula for
2
this tabulation is: SS. * £ ^ ---  > where SSt is the
t ^  N
2
Sum of Squares and ^ X is the result found by squaring each 
score given by all respondents and adding them to obtain a sum. 
Step 3: Sum of Squares Among Means of groups 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Here it is necessary to square the sum of each group scores and 
divide by the number of scores in the group. The results must 
then be divided by C. This formula is:
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ssA - (I*])2 + (ix2)2 . . . ...  + i i W 2 - c> where
nl n2 nn
SSA = Sum of Squares Among Means
When the number of scores in the various groups are unequal,
as in this case, the squares of the column sums must be divided
by different n's before the correction is subtracted.
Step 4 : Sum of Squares within conditions (Individual differences)
The SS within conditions is equal to the SSt minus the SS^, where 
SSt is the total Sum of Squares.
Step 5: Degrees of Freedom. Each SS becomes a variance when
divided by the degrees of freedom (df) allotted to it. There 
are 132 scores involved in this study and 5 groups of respon­
dents. These are the basis for the degrees of freedom allocated. 
The degrees of freedom (df) were determined in the following 
manner:
df for total SS ■ (N-l) or 132-1 or 131
df for within groups SS - (N-k) - 132-5 or 127
df for among means of groups SS = (k-1) = 5-1 “ 4
Where N is the number of scores for all groups combined and k
is the number of groups involved.
Step 6: The F-Ratio
F furnishes a comprehensive or overall test of the significance 
of the differences among means. In this study, the null hypothesis 
asserts that the 5 group responses are in reality the same. To 
test this hypothesis, the "among means" variance was divided by 
the "within means variance" and the resulting ratio (F) compared
with the largest possible number that could appear by chance.
A significant F does not tell which means differ significantly, 
but that at least one is reliably different from some others. 
Where F was significant, two other comparisons were made: The
teacher responses were compared with the average responses of 
the other four groups, and the teacher-educator responses were 
compared with the responses of the remaining three groups 
(teachers excluded). Where the F was not significant, there 
was no further testing, as this indicated there were no mean 
differences greater than that which could be expected by chance.
Step 7: Standard error of the difference between two means.
The best estimate of the uncontrolled variability arising 
from individual differences is given by the standard devia­
tion (SD) computed from the "within groups" mean variance. The
where SDW is the within-groups standard deviation and and Nj 
are the sizes of the samples or groups being compared.
The F-ratio was the test of significance used in this study. With 
a df of A and 127,the largest value considered to be insignificant at the 
.05 level of confidence was that of 2.28 and for a .01 level of confidence 
of 3.17. Consequently, any item reflecting a F-ratio of 2.29 or larger 
will necessitate that the hypothesis - that all groups or responses will
formula is: SE and the standard error of the
difference (D) between any two means is
SED
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show essentially the same mean value - be rejected at the ,05 level of 
confidence. The illustration below shows how the summary of the analysis 
of variance is calculated,
C . Summary Analysis of Variance.
Source df
Sums of 
Squares
Mean Square 
(Variance)
SD
(Standard
Deviation)
Among the means 
of condition 4 See Step 3
SS
df (among)
Within conditions 127 See Step 4 „ SS
df (within)
\ /  SS y  127
Total 131
Where significant differences existed among the responses of the 
five professional groups, two further comparisons were made as follows:
1. The responses of the vocational agriculture teachers were
compared with the combined responses of the other four groups
(Comparison 1).
2. The responses of the teacher educators were compared with the
responses of the responses of the remaining three professional
groups - teachers excluded (Comparison 2).
This was an attempt to give some indication of the source of the 
differences. These two comparisons are explained below.
Comparison 1: This comparison tests the hypothesis that group 1,
vocational agriculture teachers, gave the same responses as the average 
of the other four groups. When this hypothesis is rejected, then the 
appropriate conclusion is that vocational agriculture teachers have 
different responses than the average of the other four groups.
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Comparison 2: This comparison tests the hypothesis that group 2,
teacher educators, gave the same responses as the average of the other 
three groups - vocational agriculture teachers excluded. When this 
hypothesis is rejected, then the appropriate conclusion is that teacher 
educators have different responses than the average of the other three 
groups.
CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
Through a review of literature, it was revealed that, during 
the last two years, many writers have shown interest in the image of 
vocational agriculture as brought about by the Vocational Education 
Act of 1963. During these two years much was written in regard to 
the role of agriculture teachers in making their services real and 
functional in the lives of students and the community in which they 
serve. Brief summary statements of important ideas presented from 
some closely related articles and studies are, hereby given.
General Role Concepts
In evaluating the importance of the vocational agriculture 
teacher, Wilson (75:61-62) believes he should emerge, not only as 
a teacher, but also as a recruiting officer and counselor. In order 
to play such a role, the teacher must be familiar with the potentials 
of his students and the needs of agriculture as a profession, whether 
on the farm, in some agricultural business or industry. Wilson sees 
the high school vocational agriculture teacher as the principal 
source of information on agribusiness careers and the most likely 
person to influence potential leaders to enter the fields of agri­
cultural science, farming, and agribusiness. Thus, the role of 
the vocational agriculture teacher, in his thinking, is not simply
20
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that of maintaining interest in the classroom, but encompasses also 
the responsibility for inspiring young men to seek the productive 
careers as specialists in production, as businessmen, scientists, 
and specialists in the agribusiness world.
L. P. Jacks (90:184) reflected a deep sense of awareness of 
the problems of the teacher of agriculture in his "Development and 
Use of Subject Matter Materials for Vocational Education in Agricul­
ture". He emphasized that many problems have confronted agriculture 
teachers throughout the 50 year period since the adoption of the 
Smith-Hughes Act in 1917. One of the major problems, according to 
his thinking, is that of determining what to teach. When consider­
ing the purposes for teaching, this problem becomes obvious. Teach­
ing programs during most of this 50 year period were structured 
primarily to train present and prospective farmers for proficiency 
in farming. Dr. Jacks quoted the Smith-Hughes Act that:
Such education shall be to fit for useful employment 
of less than college grade and be designed to meet the 
needs of persons over fourteen years of age who have entered 
upon or who are preparing to enter upon the work of the farm.
Another problem specified by Dr. Jacks was that of securing
adequate reference materials directly related to the curriculum
objectives. According to his study, many teachers indicated the
desire for some systematic source of teaching materials to aid in
their instructional programs. This was his challenge for conducting
this study.
A study conducted by E. W. Gassie (88:6) reflected the tremendous 
importance of the Extension Agent doing 4-H club work. Some activities
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of the agent given by Gassie were: conducting group meetings,
writing circular letters, writing news articles for publication in the 
local news papers, conducting radio and television programs, making 
exhibits, and giving method demonstrations to groups.
The agent's responsibility was pictured as involving planning, 
organizing, and executing a program of educational activities for 
the young people enrolled in the program. However, the main responsi­
bilities listed for the extension agent in the execution of the 4-H 
program were:
1. The organization of 4-H club and the proper conduct of 
club meetings.
2. Supervision of 4-H club members in carrying out their 
projects and teaching subject matter which relates to 
the projects.
3. Recruitment, induction, and training of volunteer leaders 
who will assist with the execution of the program.
4. Preparation of 4-H club members for participation in 
parish, district, and state events and activities such as 
parish Achievement Day, State 4-H Short Course, 4-H 
Camps, and fairs and livestock shows.
Dr. Gassie also pointed out that many different techniques 
are used in carrying out the annual educational plan and in supplying
4-H club members with the necessary information needed to conduct 
their project, and that the agent must select the best technique to 
be used in a given situation.
"Programs in adult education will be a success or a lack of 
it depending on the interest, efforts, and attitudes cf the vocational 
agriculture teacher," Alsabrook (11:185) emphasized. He specifically 
stated that during this dynamic period, the challenge to change, and
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to keep abreast of new occupational opportunities, must receive much 
of the time of every good teacher. He further emphasized that much 
of every teacher's program, ideas, and teaching techniques have 
become obsolete and that adult education sometimes suffers from 
lack of attention due to such a multiplicity of demands made on the 
teacher's time by other areas. "Thus," he reiterated, "adult educa­
tion programs may become lost in the shuffle."
Some other reasons listed for the lack of growth in adult 
education were duplications of educational programs, lack of interest 
in adult education among teachers in certain communities, and over­
loaded work schedules which keep a teacher so busy trying to do 
something with every phase of agricultural education that he is 
unable to do any of it with any degree of adequacy.
A study was conducted by C. A. Bronson (81:579) as a means of 
evaluating the selected aspects of agricultural education programs in 
the Inter-regional and land-grant institutions of the United States. 
This study revealed the existence of general agreement among the 
head teacher trainers with respect to major objectives of agricultural 
education programs in the inter-regional land-grant departments as 
they relate to:
1. Recruiting of trainees,
2. Building the training curriculum,
3. Providing for the placement of teachers,
4. Providing in-service teacher education,
5. Conducting research,
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6. Providing necessary administration and supervision,
7, General aspects of the staff,
8, Providing instruction,
9. Providing and maintaining institutional facilities, and
10. Promoting public relations activities.
The strongest areas found in the total program in agricultural 
education were the staff, the training curriculum, and institutional 
facilities.
Charles D. Bryant (82:156) conducted a study, at Michigan State 
University, to determine the priorities that beginning teachers gave 
and perceived should be given ten teacher professional roles and to 
compare their priorities with those of experienced teachers. The 
following are the ten teacher roles considered in this study:
1. Provide organized, systematic instruction for high school 
students,
2. Provide individual instruction,
3. Provide organized, systematic instruction for young and 
adult farmer groups,
4. Develop student leadership,
5. Counsel students,
6. Utilize educational data,
7. Contribute to self development,
8. Contribute to profession,
9. Contribute to society,
10. Initiate change.
Bryant concluded that beginning teachers enter teaching, grant­
ing higher priority to teacher roles not closely related to teaching,
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and desire to increase the priority given these roles. He further 
reported that the expectations of experienced teachers for the role 
of beginning teachers appear to be unrealistic and that "their ex­
pectations far exceed their own priorities for the majority of the 
roles studied."
A similar study was performed by William Emmerson Drake (87:257) 
in which significant relationships were found when background variables 
of age, years in present school system, years in present position, 
nature of vocational agricultural programs, and per cent rural students 
were compared with expectations expressed for the eight role areas 
involved. Although the study revealed that a lack of concensus existed 
in perception of the teacher of vocational agriculture's professional 
role, the evidence gathered did not indicate conflict to the point of 
threatening the administrative structure or the quality of vocational 
education in agriculture. Nevertheless, the responses revealed that 
perceived expectations for the professional roles of the teacher of 
vocational agriculture differed both within the groups and among the 
groups.
Seventy role defining items were used by James McComas (91:247) 
in his attempt to describe and analyze the role, expectations and per­
formance for the position of the teacher of vocational agriculture.
The study revealed that the teachers rated most effective and their 
administrators had greater agreement on role expectation and role 
performance than did teachers rated as least effective and their ad­
ministrators. Thus, it was suggestive that there is positive correla­
tion between teacher effectiveness and agreement between teacher and
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administrators with respect to role expectation. It was also shown 
conclusively, that teacher effectiveness was positively related to 
job satisfaction. The most effective teachers were also admitted to 
be more active in community affairs, conducting more classes for young 
adult farmers, earning more hours beyond their highest degree, and 
maintained slightly larger enrollments in vocational agriculture.
Although Todd (98:579) recognizes the importance of modern 
buildings, fine equipment, exciting instructional tools, and materials, 
imaginative and innovative programs to the success of a program, he 
expressed a feeling that such will not necessarily guarantee its attain­
ment. He concluded that one of the limiting factors to success for 
the beginning teacher of vocational agriculture hinges upon his role 
perception for the teacher's position--his understanding of what con­
stitutes a good vocational agriculture program.
Dr. C. L. Mondart (93) asserted in a syllabus for Vocational 
Agricultural Education 218:
The agriculture teacher must be alerted to all developments 
which affect his program and finished products--the students-- 
and must make necessary adjustments to keep abreast of the 
times if vocational agriculture is to continue and grow in 
importance as a special kind of education.
If the vocational agriculture teacher is to do an effective 
job of assisting his students in making wise choices and satis­
fying adjustments, he must familarize himself with and make use 
of the information made available to him through the following 
agencies: the Extension Service, the United States Farm Census,
Aerial maps of individual farms, the office of the Soil Con­
servation Service, the office of the Production Marketing Admin­
istration, the Parish Assessor, the Parish Soil Survey Maps, 
the Parish Clerk, the Parish Land Use Committee, a local advisory 
council, community farmers, the local banks, and the Chamber 
of Commerce.
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He considered planning for an active role in gathering informa­
tion necessary for making realistic choices and intelligent decisions. 
In an editorial statement, Scarborough (59:171) depicted the 
kind of person needed as a teacher in this changing program of vo­
cational agriculture as follows:
The teacher will need to be a change oriented person who 
does not get his security from the traditional past, but from 
the changing present while looking toward the future. He 
should not be afraid of change, but rather, welcome it as a 
very valuable partner in an educational program and should not 
waste time wondering whether there will be change, for this is 
a certainty. His greatest concern should be that of determin­
ing his role in shaping these changes, and to do this he must 
see himself as a change-agent rather than a guardian of the 
past.
In depicting the type of person needed as a teacher of 
agriculture in the future, Scarborough (59:171) listed the following 
as priorities:
1. An educator more than an agriculturist,
2. An educational leader more than a pig castrator,
3. A professional educator more than an agricultural worker,
4. More concerned with educational principles than with 
agricultural practices,
5. More concerned with the latest research in education than 
with latest agricultural recommendations,
6. More a specialist in teaching than a specialist in agri­
culture ,
7. More a problem solver than an answer man, and
8. More a man of theory than of practice.
Scarborough (59:171) listed the following ideas as being impor­
tant enough to be held onto by the change-oriented vocational agricul­
ture teacher:
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1. A year round program,
2. Home visits,
3. Learning-to-do-by-doing which includes supervised practice, 
work experience, and laboratory practice,
4. Individualized instruction, and
5. Citizenship of the community.
Instructional Programs
Krebs (44:52-53) considers the Vocational Education Act of 
1963 a real vision of things being done which need to be done; a 
recognition of the many problems facing this country. He further 
adds:
These problems can be solved by sound educational programs, 
but unless the agriculture teachers are alert, the vision may 
turn out to be a mirage. Vocational education is responsible 
for the general problems of youth, and failure should not be 
charged to the student, but to society which has failed to 
provide enough vocational education.
This idea is supported by the wording of the 1963 Act, for it was 
designed to provide adequate vocational education by making it 
possible to broaden existing programs, and to develop new programs 
so that persons of all ages, interests, and abilities can be served. 
Scarborough (60:75) suggests:
The teacher and all others who are promoting adult educa­
tion must be participants in adult education for themselves.
If the teacher of vocational agriculture continues to limit 
his adult education efforts to teaching a few farmers in a 
community course each year, then adult education will slide 
further down the priority list.
On the other hand, he feels that if the teacher can become 
a coordinator of adult education programs where specialists are 
employed to teach in the area of special needs of those in modern
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agriculture, while he studies "the bigger picture" then adult educa­
tion can become the most important phase of vocational agriculture in 
the future. He referred to the "bigger picture" as including an under­
standing of the socio-economic conditions and trends affecting agri­
culture, such as, trends in population status which could be the 
key to all agricultural problems in the community.
The foregoing idea was streneously supported by Edgecomb 
(31:75-79) in his article, "The Instructor of Adults as Coordinator 
of Informational Resources." In this article Edgecomb assigned to 
the instructor a role in agriculture similar to that of the general 
practitioner in medicine. He emphasized the fact that the general prac­
titioner in medicine has a continuous contact with the patients and a gen­
eral understanding of their entire medical life. Nevertheless, he warned:
...the general practitioner refers the more complex technical 
problems to a specialist, sometimes, for observation and in 
other cases, for active participation by the specialist. In 
such cases, there is a consulting relationship between the 
general practitioner and the specialist for the ultimate 
benefit of their patient.
The analogy made by Edgecomb is that the instructor of adults 
in agriculture must maintain continuous contact with his students; he 
must have a sound understanding of their problems, goals, and capa­
bilities; he must coordinate the available agricultural information 
resources with practical farm problems; and he must know when to seek 
out information or when to involve the agricultural specialist in 
the analysis of specific farm and agricultural problems.
Teaching the basic fundamentals of problem-solving was 
considered a primary goal of the instructor by Edgecomb. Other 
roles that he should play were listed as:
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Supplying information of specialists, assisting the farmers 
with their problem solving activities, and carrying out in­
dividualized instructional visits on the farm. By helping the 
farmer analyze biased and unbiased information, the teacher 
can aid in improved selection and application of the best 
solution to his specific management problems. Though he is 
not in reality a specialist, it is his job to lead the way 
to the expanding volume of information before it is published, 
while it is being published, and after it is published.
The writer agrees that the role of the instructor should not 
be confused with the subject matter specialist who devotes his ener­
gies to depth within a specific technical area, but that the teacher 
should be thought of as an educator who can interpret research find­
ings and coordinate the resources of specialists needed so badly by 
the farmers.
Dr. J. C. Atherton (13:155-161) basing his concepts on the 
familiar Proverbs, (Proverbs 29:18) "Where there is no vision, the 
people perish", emphasized the need for close examination and planning 
of early phases of an educational program. He assigned to the planner 
of any educational program the role and responsibility for looking 
to the future so as to anticipate needs and conditions, and for making 
decisions relative to the care of these needs. Although recognizing 
the wisdom of granting a teacher a degree of latitudinal freedom in 
which to develop the individual educational program, Dr. Atherton still 
insists that "The local community has the right to expect the work 
in vocational agriculture to be planned and updated periodically as 
conditions dictate."
In his article, "Some Suggestions for Planning Local Programs",
Dr. Mumphrey (49:129) advised that planning the local program is the 
primary responsibility of the teacher of vocational agriculture, however,
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he agrees, "The counselor, principal, key farmers, and businesses or 
industrial leaders should be involved. Such groups could serve as an 
invaluable and effective advisory council in the process of program 
planning."
Johnson (41:186) insists that Team Teaching is quite complex 
requiring many professional adjustments, and is very demanding on 
teachers. He ventures the idea that, "It should involve at least two 
teachers who assume joint and simultaneous responsibility for planning, 
executing, and evaluating an instructional unit or activity." He 
conceives cooperative planning to be probably the most important 
concern of team teaching. Other activities listed in which teachers 
must participate in the team-teaching process were:
1. Decision making about class activities,
2. Evaluation of class activities and student progress,
3. Choice and use of teaching aids and materials, and
4. Communication of ideas about instructional objectives, 
teaching techniques, and evaluative criteria.
It was suggested that one teacher should be designated as team 
leader whose purpose is to focus attention on important problems and 
seek to get a thoughtful consensus. In this case he would not be so 
much a decision maker as a coordinator.
Educational mix and Team Teaching were two ideas which were 
closely scrutinized by Glen Stevens (68:256-257) in his "Supporting 
Education Among Vocational Programs." Some of his concepts are 
stated below:
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Vocational education is likely to be more concerned about 
the concept of educational mix than an occupational mix and 
guidance must be given to persons who will enter and advance 
in particular occupations. It is the selection of courses 
which make up a training program for an individual that 
needs to be the best possible mix. A student should not be 
required to take all of the agriculture a school offers in 
order to get the parts he needs.
Supporting education as a concept and as a curriculum 
reality may develop most efficiently in directions of true 
team teaching. Cooperation in providing supporting education 
will enhance greater achievement and a higher level of effec­
tiveness in vocational education fields."
Stevens also agrees that a module organization of units of 
instruction for workers in more than one type of business encourages 
team teaching.
Important implications were raised by J. R. Warmbrod's (71:171-172) 
"Challenges and Decisions in Post-Secondary Education." Some challenges 
listed were:
The general level of education in the various stated, 
rising levels of education necessary for all agricultural 
employment, and the emphasis placed upon the qualities of 
the individual in successful agricultural employment. The 
consolidation of farms and the increase of related agricultural 
industry are demanding new training, upgrading of existing pro­
grams, and expansion of training for new high school graduates.
It must be remembered that only 10 to 15 per cent of the 
high school graduates are receiving college degrees in most 
states. The remaining 80 per cent or more provide a special 
challenge for post-high school vocational education.
Warmbrod further emphasized:
Whereas major industries never cease to stress the qualities 
of the individual as important to employment, much of modern 
education with its large classes and lecture courses give rela­
tively little attention to the development of the person as an 
individual leader. This is the challenge to Post-High School 
Vocational Education in Agriculture.
Among the qualities listed as essential to the individual were: 
character, ability to communicate, leadership ability, motivation, and
enthusiasm.
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Zeppling (78:186) also visualizes ^ost-high school instruction 
as a rewarding opportunity for high school graduates of vocational 
agriculture. More specifically he stated:
It provides the teacher an opportunity to help prepare 
those students who, in high school were limited to instruction 
in operation, care, and maintenance of equipment. Such is 
essential for an individual going into an agricultural im­
plement business as a competent mechanic, and is the respon­
sibility of the post-high school program.
The information given in Zepplin's article was based on a 
program in agricultural mechanics at the Marathon County Technical 
Institute in Wausau, Wisconsin in which he discussed; the program 
generally, facilities and equipment, the curriculum, instructional 
resources, and further, as they were viewed at the Marathon County 
Institute. Zepplin feels that with the increase in mechanization and 
automation taking place in agriculture, the future is bright for the 
agricultural mechanic and advises that young men should be encouraged 
to enter agricultural mechanics occupations if their interest and 
ability are along this line of work.
Common elements in the agricultural curriculum, as proposed by 
Baker (16:6-9) consists of one or two pre-vocational courses with 
emphasis on the basic biological, physical, and social sciences asso­
ciated with occupations in agricultural businesses. As students 
enter the advanced phase--Vocational Common Elements--of the curriculum, 
courses are provided for an occupational category or for several 
occupational categories. Baker gave as an example, the possibility 
of a multiple teacher department providing the basic education re­
quired for persons employed in an agricultural supply sales and services 
business, ornamental horticultural production sales and services
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business, etc. The primary job of the teacher in planning would be 
to determine the skill and abilities needed by various occupations in 
that type business and include in classroom and laboratory instruc­
tion those skills and abilities which are common to all. The re­
mainder of the skills and abilities could be provided through occupational 
experience programs.
Baker proposed further, that, "since high school vocational 
agriculture is not designed to offer terminal education for any agri­
cultural occupation, the highly specialized skills and technical 
abilities be left for post-high school programs and on-the-job training."
"Such a program", he contended, "could be offered under one or several
multiple track curricular options." (Figure 1)
There is the possibility of a single-teacher department offering
two optional tracks where there is no difficulty in scheduling students
and where employment opportunities and experience centers are available 
for any one of the economic activities. The broad problem associated 
with providing students with a curriculum for the world of work was 
that of keeping the instructional program attuned to the rapid social 
and technological changes.
Work Experience Programs and Job Training
Fitts (32:102-103) recommends that students enroll in vocational 
agriculture classes for two years before they take cooperative agri­
culture. During this time, he feels they should have been taught the 
basic agriculture fundamentals. He proposes:
COMMON ELEMENTS PRE-VOCATIONAL COURSE
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Common Elements 
Pre-Vocational Courses 
(First Phase)
Common Elements 
Vocational Courses 
(Second Phase Occupational 
 Category Options)
<
Livestock Produc­
tion Sales.Service
Agri. Machinery 
Sales. Services
forestry Production 
Sales, Services
Crop Production 
Sales, Services
Ornamental Horticulture 
Production, Sales, Services
Agricultural Supply 
Sales, Services
Figure 1
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With this background, they should have an understanding 
of basic agricultural science and should have an idea as to 
whether they wish to pursue an occupation in production agri­
culture, an agriculture related occupation, or some non- 
agricultural endeavor. What ever his decision, his training 
will not have been lost and at the same time it helped him 
to reach his final conclusion.
To insure a successful program in cooperative part-time 
agriculture, Fitts recommends that consideration be given to the 
following factors:
1. Selection of training stations which are interested, will 
train the students properly, and will furnish a variety 
of experiences.
2. Selection of students who are willing to work and learn, 
and who can be placed in agricultural businesses suited 
to their needs and interests.
3. Instruction in the classroom related to the student's
occupation, presented in a variety of ways adapted to the 
local situation.
4. Having a training plan which is based on the ability of 
the student, type of occupation, and the actual working 
conditions of the training station.
5. Regular visitations to the training station by the teacher,
which should be brief with a friendly attitude and interest
shown in the business and the student.
David Craig (26:150-151) alleges that work experience poses 
a most intimate relationship with the concept and over-all aim of vo­
cational education, and considers it a necessary condition for individ­
uals to learn skills, knowledge, and attitudes for making a beginning 
and advancement in an occupation. He further relates that work is a 
mental as well as physical activity, that it is goal-directed, and 
takes place in a life context with other activities.
Providing supervised practice is, for some vocational agri­
culture teachers, the biggest problem they face. Henderson (37:181)
has some good advice, for those who will listen, in his "Planning 
Supervised Practice for All." In this article he pointed out the 
inability for all students t get this practice on their own farm or 
at their homes. This is due to the fact that so many boys do not 
live on farms. In such cases, he suggests that the teacher consider 
opportunities existing at school for giving experience and knowledge 
through landscaping and maintaining the shrubbery and lawn, fertiliz­
ing shrubs and lawns, pruning and planting shrubbery. "Such
'“"s.
practices," Henderson said, "can serve as supervised experience while 
at the same time add much in the way of improvement to the school." 
Other possibilities included were greenhouses ^ laboratory plots, 
and the vocational agriculture shop. Placement of boys on farms was 
considered an invaluable tool for supervised practice since many 
urban students are more interested in this than some rural students.
At the same time, this may be the only opportunity for many urban 
boys to get first hand experience and information in production 
agriculture.
Henderson saw agriculture business as the possible solution for 
supervised practice programs in many cases and explored possibilities 
for boys in marketing farm products, agricultural supplies, services, 
and processing of agricultural products as the percentage of total 
population engaged in production agriculture is diminished. He empha­
sized the fact that placement of students in these businesses is 
intended for training rather than to have a parttime job to earn 
spending money.
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Support for the foregoing concepts can be found in Allison's 
(10:53) proposals. He wrote, "Now Every Vo-Ag Student Learns Through 
Supervised Practice." His faith seems to gain strength through his 
belief in the fact that upon completion of high school, these students 
are ready to become established in a specialized segment of farming, 
some agricultural business, or to pursue additional education through 
a technical institute or university. "Providing such experience," he 
added, "is in accordance with the provision of the 1963 Vocational 
Education Act and should be the concern of every vocational agri­
culture teacher."
Mueller (48:173-174) reminds that the vast change that has 
occurred and is still taking place in the economic and social order 
demands comparable change in education, and that what is known the 
world over as classically advanced agriculture is lagging in many 
areas in its most important ingredient--schooling. This does not 
refer to school simply in terms of reading, writing, and arithmetic, 
or producing farm products, but schooling in the very specific areas 
that are necessary for success in both modern agriculture and the 
modern business world.
"The challenge," according to Mueller, "is not only to equip 
the relatively few farm bound youths with modern educational tools, 
but to recognize the needs for the greater number who are industry 
bound." The two sets of tools are considered to be quite similar.
A new approach to work experience programs for vocational agri­
culture students was proposed by George S. WilLiams, (74:60) in 
stating that it is not only urgent but essential to the present role
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of vocational agriculture. This is probably because of the popula­
tion shift from farm to urban resulting in more non-farm students 
enrolling in vo-ag classes. In such a setting, the traditional type 
of supervised farm programs fail to provide for the needs of the 
vocational agriculture students. However, Williams recommended that 
the traditional type programs be retained on an optional basis to 
provide opportunity for supervised experience for on-farm students 
and for others interested in production agriculture.
The idea of supervised occupational experience program was 
discussed by Sidney (65:182-184) in his article, "A Bit of Truth or 
the Whole Truth." In this article, it was pointed out that some 
institutions make supervised occupational experience a part of the 
required curricula, while others accomplish the same objective through 
adjusted schedules which allow a specific time away from the campus 
for such experience. "In such a case," Sidney says, "a written agree­
ment among the student, the instructor and the employer is highly 
essential, and the instructor is expected to make follow-up lists while 
the student is employed." He predicted that supervised work experience 
will become more essential in the future as an increasing number of 
students will come from urban areas where occupational experiences are 
almost impossible to obtain. This seems to be the general consensus 
of all who write on the subject, and is supported by most of the 
studies reviewed by the writer.
For instance, an interesting study was made by Anderson (12:249) 
in which a group of guidelines were presented to potential respondents 
for evaluation. This study was made with vocational agriculture teachers
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in 44 states, distributive education teachers for 20 states, and trade 
and industrial education teachers who were coordinators of cooperative 
programs. These persons were asked to rate the importance of a tenta­
tive list of guidelines developed through a review of literature and 
the writer's knowledge of procedures employed by various vocational 
services by using the following rating scale:
4 - of extreme importance
3 - of considerable importance
2 - of some importance
1 - of limited importance
0 - of no importance
The following guidelines received a rating of 4 indicating 
them to be of extreme importance:
1. Developing a written local policy for administering coopera­
tive work experience,
2. Making systematic efforts to promote the program to stu­
dents, school personnel, and the public.
3. Employing a well planned and systematic method of selecting 
training stations,
4. Adopting a definite plan for screening and selecting students,
5. Exerting a concerted effort to insure that the interest of
both the student and the employer are considered when 
placing students for job training,
6. Making available adequace and appropriate facilities in
the school conducting vocational cooperative work experience 
programs,
7. Providing instructional material in areas of work in which 
students are being trained,
8. Organizing and planning related instruction so as to 
provide the information and experience not taught on the 
job and is essential to student progress in the respective 
occupations,
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9. Organizing and planning to visit students in their train­
ing stations to correlate classroom instruction with on- 
the-job training.
10. Keeping appropriate records and reports to insure sound 
operation of a vocational cooperative work experience 
program,
11. Considering achievement in both classroom related in­
struction and performance on the job in evaluating students, 
and
12. Practicing a continuous and planned program of evaluation 
of the vocational cooperative work experience program.
Other guidelines which received a mean rating of at least 3 
(of considerable importance) were:
1. Organizing an advisory committee to give guidance and 
direction to the teacher coordinator,
2. Conducting a survey of appropriate businesses and firms in 
the community before placing students,
3. Developing a written training plan showing learning activ­
ities the student should engage in at the training station 
to be used as a guide for the employer in providing on-the- 
job instruction and for the teacher coordinator in planning 
and teaching related instruction,
4. Developing a written agreement between the school and the 
employer designating specific responsibilities to be 
assumed by each,
5. Providing adequate and timely instruction by employer and 
supervising the students while they are working in the 
training station, and
6. Maintaining an organized system of follow-up cooperative 
work-experience of students after graduation.
Anderson strongly recommended cooperative work experience 
programs as the best means for many schools to use in providing 
needed occupational experience.
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"The vocational agriculture teacher has many opportunities 
for helping the student get started with a worthwhile supervised 
practice," says McCreary (46:53-54). He further stated, that for 
a department of vocational agriculture to meet the needs of each 
student, the community must be utilized as a means of gaining work 
experiences in areas needed for students pursuing courses in pro­
cessing, distribution, and service occupations. He also thinks 
that the teacher must play a vital role in determining the success­
fulness of the job experience, and that supervised practice programs 
must be fitted to the student rather than the student conforming 
to a preconceived plan called a supervised practice program.
Human Relations
"The teacher," asserted Dr. C. L. Mondart (93), "has a 
tremendous responsibility for maintaining good relations with all 
individuals who share in making his program a success." Some 
individuals listed as being important to the success of the voca­
tional agriculture program were the school board members, high 
school principals, classroom supervisors, counselors, guidance 
workers, and the parish school superintendent. "All of these," 
he believed, "live close to the program of vocational agriculture."
Norton (51:113-116) defined public relations as "the act of 
relating to or telling the community of the activities of the high 
school vocational agriculture department." He expressed a belief 
that it is hardly likely that the public will cooperate with or 
support a program of which they have little or no understanding.
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Consequently, he held that the community people should be informed 
as to the aims, purposes, possibilities, and achievements of the 
vocational agriculture department. This is one of the most important 
roles of the vocational agriculture teacher. The following were 
listed as being important and items about which the public should be 
informed: the FFA program, young farmer programs, class activities,
adult programs, supervised farming programs, and supervised work- 
experience programs.
Lloyd J. Phipps (3:91) listed the following as groups and 
individuals with which the agriculture teacher should maintain a 
desirable relationship if he expects his public relations program to 
be a success:
1. All-day students and their parents,
2. Adult farmers,
3. Farmers' organizations,
A. Cooperatives,
5. Agricultural agencies which work with farmers,
6. Agricultural extension service,
7. Local voluntary organizations,
8. Local teachers' organizations,
9. State vocational associations,
10. State educational associations,
11. Local school administrators, school boards, and teacher 
staff,
12. Prospective, all-day, young farmers, and adult farmers,
13. State teacher-training services,
1A. Livestock show committees, and other groups contributing
to the promotion and progress of the local program in
vocational agriculture.
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The vocational agriculture teacher is considered to be the
nucleus of the school's community relations program, according to
Amos W. Bair (15:84-87). He stated that the teacher is in constant
contact with the boy and his home, the school, and the community,
and he consequently, must meet the public on common grounds and
maintain a professional attitude at all times. Further, he must
create an atmosphere such that the students leave the classroom
with a feeling of genuine happiness based on a sound sense of
security, physical comfort, and success toward his chosen vocation.
Bair listed four factors that must be considered in order to
achieve good public relations, as follows:
Factors relating to the pupils: The teacher should recognize
individual differences among students--realizing that their 
experiences are many and varied. The teacher should approach 
subject-matter and the choice of problems to be solved at the 
level of the individual student and should make sure that each 
boy experiences success through the employment of classroom 
accomplishments, adapted to his own needs, interests, and 
abilities.
Factors relating to the teacher: The teacher must be happy
and interested in what he is teaching. He must be well pre­
pared in knowledge--subject matter--teaching methods, and 
should have a sound philosophy of proper pupil advancement.
The teacher should be cheerful, have a sense of humor, and 
realize his own limitations. He should be well groomed at 
all times, neatly dressed, and speak with a pleasant voice.
In consideration to physical facilities, Bair says:
It is the teacher's responsibility to see that the class­
room has an agricultural atmosphere, is conducive to study, 
is attractive and adapted to the interests, comfort, and 
health of the students. He should see that the equipment, 
references, and supplies are adequate and flexible enough to 
assure the best possible service to the students.
The parents were considered to be extremely important to the
public relations program. This can be sensed in the following state­
ment given by Bair:
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The parents should be kept informed of the outstanding 
achievements, opportunities, and needs of the students. Visits 
and reports to the parents by the agriculture teacher are 
highly essential and serve as guides to further interest, 
cooperation, and progress. This working relationship among 
the parents, the students, and teacher should enhance greatly 
the boy’s success as well as good public relations.
Two ways suggested for promoting good public relations were 
(1) originating projects for community improvement, through the 
class, the FFA organization, or the school, which could be worked 
cooperatively by the school and the community, and (2) encouraging 
students to carry educational programs for service clubs or aiding 
the city council, or the churches in some community or church pro­
ject. Some prerequisites were given to these activities, such as 
an understanding of the community needs and functions, on the part 
of the teacher, so as to become an integral part in its planning and 
effective use of its resources to further the educational process in 
the classroom and on supervisory visits.
The influence of the teacher's contact on the farm and in 
the community was emphasized by Bair as extremely important in the 
development of public relations. He felt that the teacher should en­
deavor to leave every person or group contacted with a higher estimate 
of the educational process than they had before the contact was made. 
Some qualities of the teacher which he listed as essential to good 
public relations included friendliness, honesty, sincerity, pro­
fessionalism, spirituality, morality, community interest, and interest, 
in each individual boy.
The Distributive Education Section encourages in its course 
in Human Relations Training that people should be treated as individ­
uals. Seven ideas for doing this were given thus:
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1. Know individual differences,
2. Be interested in individual differences,
3. Understand fundamental desires,
4. Know about individual similarities,
5- Analyze conditions under which the individual lives and 
works,
6. Learn the individual's background, interests, attitudes, 
ambitions, and problems, and
7. Adopt a method of handling to individual and to circumstances.
Students With Special Needs
O'Brian (53:54-57) did not feel that the teachers of vocational 
agriculture had met the needs of youth with special needs. Although 
realizing this as being difficult, he emphasized the fact that these 
needs could be met with special effort and with extra training for 
teachers. Referring to the Vocational Education Act of 1963, O'Brian 
identified these students as being those who have academic, socio­
economic, or other handicaps that prevent them from succeeding in 
the regular vocational programs. According to his article, "Youth 
with special needs constitute a sizeable portion of the school popu­
lation". The writer agrees that, if such students constitute a large 
per cent of the school population, they should be of much concern to 
the education staff--including those in the vocations and more espe­
cially the teachers of vocational agriculture. In order to plan 
programs for persons requiring special educational consideration 
demands that these individuals be identified along with their needs.
Again O'Brian furnishes some assistance by listing some identifying
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characteristics which may serve as guides in making this identifica­
tion. They are:
1. They may come from poverty stricken homes.
2. They may have poor educational backgrounds.
3. They may be undernourished or in poor health.
4. Their parents may hold unskilled or semi-skilled jobs.
5. They may be dependent upon social agencies to provide them 
with basic needs.
6. They may be members of minority ethnic groups, such as the 
Negro or Puerto Rican.
7. They may come from areas such as Appalachia.
8. They may have physical or mental disabilities.
9. They may not be highly motivated.
10. They may be culturally deprived.
Some clarification may be in order at this time as to the 
meaning of deprivation. O'Brian explained that culturally deprived 
often means being biologically deprived (hungry, underclothed, and in 
need of medical and dental attention or treatment). Hunger affects 
growth, mental performance, attitudes, and behavior. Consequently, 
culturally deprived students often score low on intelligence test.
As if anticipating the question, "What type of programs are 
needed?". O'Brian listed the following:
1. An educational program specially designed to prepare this 
segment of the population for useful and productive lives. 
To achieve this goal requires teachers with competencies 
to work effectively with these youths, and for teacher- 
training programs to prepare these teachers; a program for 
the youth with special needs must begin with the student's 
attained level of achievement and must provide these 
culturally starved youngsters with experiences which will 
broaden their intellectual horizons.
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2. A program for developing skills is also considered essential. 
The skill development aspect should provide the student with 
numerous saleable skills in several job families and of 
varying levels--some, of course, on the low level. There 
must be opportunity for students to move up the educational 
ladder and engage in the study of skilled and technical 
level occupations where aptitude and educational achieve­
ments permit.
Some job families listed as essential and which should be in­
cluded in the program were manufacturing, construction trades, medical 
and health, distribution, transportation, and service industries.
Many others could be listed. These, however, should be sufficient to 
arouse one's thinking who may have wondered about possibilities for 
student's with special needs and the role which the agriculture teacher 
could play in satisfying these needs.
Another need emphasized by O'Brian was that of supporting pro­
grams. This is where he thinks the greatest failure has been experi­
enced and suggests that this is where instruction should begin.
However, he warns, it should be followed by skill training programs.
Some ideas proposed as supporting programs were:
1. Communication skills (reading, oral communication, and 
written communication),
2. Mathematics,
3. Social Studies,
4. Occupational Information, and
5. Guidance.
Springer (97) pointed out some attributes of students with special 
needs in order to magnify the ambitious goal of the teacher-training 
program which sets out to prepare teachers to work with these youth.
The following are some indication of these attributes as given by 
Springer:
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The teacher of youth with special needs must possess all 
the attributes of a good teacher plus, he must be able to 
communicate at the trainee level. He must be a social worker, 
a psychologist, a parent substitute, an adult model, and a 
friend. He must care enough to discipline, be flexible yet 
firm, have patience, but be persistant, be empathetic, but not 
sympathetic, and be able to teach and be taught.
The teacher must work with youth who are insecure, pessi­
mistic, dejected, angry, undereducated, non-motivated, hungry, 
ill, delinquent, resentful toward authority, potential drop­
outs, have limited mental ability, are beset with physical 
disabilities, have little regard for the value of education, 
who nevertheless may realize that such a program could repre­
sent a last hope for them as far as the public schools are 
concerned.
With regard to the culturally different, Haubrick (36:163-167) 
says, "It is the quality of the teacher--his professionalism, and 
leadership--that makes a difference and that the curriculum is 
secondary in nature to the teacher."
As a final statement regarding programs for students with spe­
cial needs, the idea of O'Brian's (53:54-57) "Vocational Education Can 
Meet Special Needs of Youth" seems quite appropriate and fitting. He 
elaborates thusly:
An individual who has an over-all view of the organization 
in which he works is most likely to contribute to the success 
of the organization than one who does not have such a perspec­
tive. It is important that the teacher of youth with special 
needs has some conception of the total program of which he is 
a part. He should understand his own role and the role of his 
colleagues, and should understand the contribution that all 
parts make in effectively meeting the heeds of those entrusted 
to the program.
In-Service Education
According to King, (43:175) "An in-service education program 
is essential to teacher improvement and appraisal." Such a program 
should involve specialists from several disciplines and such other
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individuals as faculty members, supervisors, and members of various 
departments. Some activities considered important for in-service 
education were:
1. Visits to other schools with outstanding programs,
2. Off-campus courses for which college credit is given,
3. Area or district clinics for groups of teachers to improve
their ability and skills,
4. Laboratory courses at a college for advanced credit during 
the summer,
5. Demonstrations during workshops and courses,
6. Use of specialists from commercial companies to teach new 
techniques and procedures,
7. Individual study by teachers in books, magazines, bulletins,
and commercial literature.
In an editorial "In-Service Education: Crucial for the Times"
in January's, 1968 issue of the Agricultural Education Magazine, Warmbrod 
(72:147-148) treated, in-service education as the primary means of giv­
ing direction to both the nature of change in agricultural education 
and to the rapidity with which change is made. He indicated a belief 
that this change could influence, to a great extent, the role which
agricultural education is to play in future programs of vocational
education in the public schools. The following concepts were listed 
as possible contributors to the imperative needs for in-service 
education:
The rapidly changing sciences of agriculture and education 
which necessitates the constant upgrading of the profession in 
technical subject matter and the principles and practices of 
teaching and learning;
The broadening of vocational education in agriculture to in­
clude education for all occupations involving knowledge and
skill in agriculture which creates a need for additional com­
petencies by agricultural educators;
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The development of competencies which continue to place 
agricultural educators in leadership roles in planning, con­
ducting, administering, and evaluating a total program of 
vocational education as a prominent part of in-service educa­
tion in agricultural education,
Warmbrod made two statements which are considered, by the 
writer, to be of tremendous importance. These statements are, con­
sequently, projected here for the reader's evaluation and acceptance 
or rejection. He said:
The attitude of the practitioner, whether teacher, super­
visor, or teacher-educator, who is too busy with practice to 
find time for study, is as indefensible as it is unprofessional. 
Agricultural education, like any profession that wishes to 
continue to be dynamic and viable, must place high priority on 
the continual improvement and up-dating of the technical and 
professional competence of its members.
An article was written by Luster (45:152) on the National 
Seminar for Professional Leaders of Youth Organizations in Vocational 
Education which was held on June 12-16, 1967, at the FFA Leadership 
Training Center, Hardinsburg, Kentucky. He stated that the primary 
purpose of this seminar was to upgrade the professional leadership in 
the use of youth organizations as teaching devices. He further report­
ed that many persons in attendance believed the seminar to have made 
significant contributions in helping professional leaders of youth 
organizations to understand and appreciate more fully the programs of 
youth organizations in other vocational services.
Watkins and Dougan (29:149-150) concluded that there was a 
need for all teachers conducting agricultural supply and services 
programs in Ohio to receive some in-service training to prepare them 
as teacher coordinators. Such teachers were asked to enroll in a three 
week workship developed especially for this purpose. The idea was to
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present information regarding the operation of the business, employ­
ment patterns in the business, and better understanding of the products 
and services of the business. According to the report, the training 
stations consisted of five farm machinery dealerships, three feed, seed, 
and fertilizer dealers, one horticultural garden supply center, and 
a U. S. Wildlife Conservation facility.
As a part of his on-the-job training, each teacher was asked 
to complete six different assignments. They were:
1. The preparation of a recommended training program for 
teachers pursuing a similar intern program in the future,
2. The development of an on-the-job training for high school 
students in a similar situation,
3. The planning of a course of study for teaching technical 
and related instruction in the classroom,
4. The collection of appropriate instructional materials,
5. The preparation of a list of equipment and facilities 
essential for a school offering programs of agricultural 
supply and service,
6. The preparation of and evaluation of the intern training 
experience.
When attempting something for the first time, many falacies 
are likely to be observed and possibilities for improvement recognized. 
Judging from the recommendations made by Dougan and Watkins, this 
was the case with the In-Service Education for teachers in Ohio.
These are the recommendations they made:
1. Part of the orientation period should be spent at the
training station so that teacher can get involved in the
regular training programs as soon as possible.
2. The teacher must be assured of participating in a variety
of experiences in the business during the intern period.
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3. Agricultural business leaders in the state should be 
involved in the planning of the total intern training 
program.
A. The wise selection of experienced teacher-trainees is 
important.
5. The training stations should be managed by men willing to 
cooperate with the teacher-interns.
6. Full-time work by the teacher-interns is required while 
in the training program.
7. The local school must understand and endorse the program
and approve the participation of the teacher.
8. Teachers should not receive pay from the business while 
on the job.
In that the writer believes the benefits of this new program 
of in-service education, as reported by the teacher-interns, agri­
cultural leaders and the state staff of Ohio, to hold supreme interest 
for all other agriculture teachers, a list of these benefits are 
given below:
1. The occupational experience enabled the teacher to relate
more fully to the students their cooperative experience 
program because they participated in the same kind of work 
as other employees.
2. The prestige of the program has improved among business­
men since they know teachers are better prepared to conduct
the program.
3. The program provided more training opportunities for voca­
tional agriculture students.
A. The program aided teachers in developing individual train­
ing plans for students,
5. On-the-job experience gave teachers more confidence in 
teaching the program because they had a better understand­
ing of the operation of the business.
6. The occupational experience informed teachers about
problems and concerns of agricultural businesses.
7. The training program provided opportunities for the
agricultural businessmen to become better informed about 
the total vocational agriculture program.
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Recruitment and Selection
Several factors were reported by Snepp (67:197) as having in­
fluence on agricultural enrollment in college. One of these factors 
was the activities of the agriculture teacher. Snepp suggested 
that vocational agriculture teachers may be even more effective 
in the future in guiding prospective students to junior colleges.
This he attributed to the possibility of vocational agriculture 
teachers knowing the student's capabilities and interests better than 
any other teachers.
It was believed by Dr, J. C. Atherton (14:139) that, although 
the high school may have one or more trained counselors on its staff, 
there is still a place for guidance from the agriculture teacher. He 
suggested that careers in agriculture are numerous and that the agri­
culture teacher is in a position to present the many fields of agri­
culture to his students in a challenging way. However, he warned 
against the practice of directing or inducing a young person into 
following a specific career. "This choice," he emphasized, "is a 
personal one for the individual concerned." The role of the teacher 
is that of giving assistance to students as they attempt to evaluate 
their interests and qualifications. The teacher can assist the students 
in determining the types of careers with which his assets are compatible.
Dr. Atherton also considers it a responsibility and a privilege 
of the agriculture teacher to familarize high school students with 
opportunities in the professions and possibly recruit for this purpose. 
This, of course, would require a knowledge of the potentials of various 
institutions of higher learning in order to assist with the choice of 
a college or university to attend.
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According to Dr. Atherton,
Individuals should be led to examine their assets and 
limitations so as to make intelligent choices relative to 
the direction they will pursue, and the agriculture teacher, 
due to the nature of his work, is in a strategic position 
to give this leadership and to advise students concerning 
careers in vocational agriculture.
Attention should be given several considerations when selecting 
students for agricultural occupations. This idea is supported by 
Binkley (80) in his article "Initiating Programs in Non-Farm Agri­
cultural Occupations." According to Binkley's article, the teacher 
of vocational agriculture must take the necessary action to assure 
successful experience in each occupational area in which students are 
to work. It would appear that this would be true whether the work 
experience was being gained in farm or non-farm agricultural businesses. 
He further suggests that:
Students should be selected for work experience who have 
time to do the type of work and also to keep up with their 
other studies in school. Selection of students and develop­
ing individual class schedules around their work schedules 
require detailed effort on the part of the teacher.
This idea is supported by J . A. Hash (35:208-209) who implied 
that complete understanding is necessary to a student's making a 
realistic choice of a curriculum and subjects to choose when entering 
high school. He stated specifically that, "A boy of college caliber 
cannot be expected to take vocational agriculture unless he can get 
his college preparatory subjects at the same time." He agreed, how­
ever, with the idea that the vocational agriculture teacher should 
take the initiative in arranging for a conference with the guidance 
counselor and administrator to draft plans whereby this can be 
accompli shed.
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It appears that the role of the agriculture teacher in recruit­
ing is two-fold; (1) that of creating interest in students for 
selecting his area of specialty and (2) providing sufficient informa­
tion for students to continue successfully throughout his entire 
training. Hash indicated that:
If the teacher of vocational agriculture is successful in 
attracting college caliber students into his classes, he is 
in an excellent position to provide guidance in agricultural 
careers through special units on the broad field of agricul­
ture. His role is to provide an overview of the vast 
dimensions of agriculture and counsel with his students on 
educational and occupational planning in a non-directive way.
He proposed eight possible solutions to the current problem of in­
sufficient enrollment and graduates in agriculture:
1. Making occupational information in agriculture more 
palatable to guidance counselors,
2. Making sure all occupational information intended for use 
by the counselor meets the criteria of authenticity, 
objectivity, and recency,
3. Orienting high school counselor to the facts relative to 
occupational opportunities in agriculture, number of 
promotions, placement, vacancies, shortages, and the like,
4. Emphasizing multiple opportunities and breadth of training 
in agriculture,
5. Providing sufficient flexibility in high school vo-ag 
course offerings to allow for scheduling college pre­
paratory subjects,
6. Pointing out that farming and agriculture are not synony­
mous terms,
7. Striving to develop and maintain harmonious working 
relationships with the guidance people, and
8. Obtaining suggestions from guidance counselors and ad­
ministrators when revising curricula and expanding 
course offerings in vo-ag at the local level.
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Hash suggested, however, that if the teacher of vocational agri­
culture must use recruitment, he should conduct it himself and call it 
recruitment instead of trying to dress it up and calling it guidance.
Ralph Woodin (77:270) prepared an organizational chart to show 
the channels through which recruitment activities are carried on.
(Figure 2)
Evaluation
Evaluation is an integral part of program planning, and it is 
through planning that certain areas are accepted or rejected and new 
programs developed. This idea was projected by Cecchini (25:88-89) 
in his article, "Focus on Evaluation". He submitted the following 
support for his view points:
Through evaluation some areas which the program does not 
serve, and activities that no longer serve their purposes can 
be discarded, possible alternative activities can be pointed 
up, and selections made in the light of program objectives. 
Through evaluative efforts in discovering alternative activities, 
future program goals or areas of potential development are 
identified. In this way, a vocational agriculture program 
changes as the needs of individuals and the community change.
Cecchini's idea of the nature of evaluation with the basic con­
cept being that the purposes of vocational agriculture are to serve 
the community's and individual's needs is shown in Figure 3. With
this idea established as a point of departure, the job of evaluation
becomes that of determining the degree to which this function is 
carried out. For clarification, the following explanations of the chart 
are given:
A. Community and Individual Analysis: The discovery phase
involves an analysis or discovery of community and indivi­
dual needs such as level of agricultural knowledge, type
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ORGANIZATION OF ACTIVITIES FOR RECRUITMENT 
IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Organization Activities
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<
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2. Reads AATEA Folder
3. Reads State Recruiting 
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6. Decides to teach Vo. Ag.
\
Figure 2
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PROGRESS THROUGH EVALUATION
f Community 
and 
Individuai 
Analysis
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
f Potential 
Development
Program
Analysis
DoubtfulWeak Promising’Strong
New
Program
Figure 3
and amount of employment, number and type of training 
stations, types of individuals, number of individuals, 
etc. From this evaluation, alternative activities may be 
discovered and future programs and goals are identified. 
As the community and individual needs change, so should 
the vocational agriculture program change.
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B. Analysis of Present Program: This includes occupational
experience, classroom instruction, leadership, public rela­
tions, and laboratory facilities. The present program was 
divided into weak (B^) and strong (B2). The strong points 
were those to be maintained and possibly strengthened, while 
the weak ones were to be discarded from the program.
C. Total Potential Areas of Development: Included were areas 
which the present program is not serving. Some are listed 
as promising (C^) which should be maintained in the new 
program and some doubtful (C2) which seem incompatible.
These should be postponed. When the promising and strong 
points of the present program are combined, they make up 
the new program (D).
Consequently, the result of evaluation and program planning is the 
emergence of a new program which is cut to fit the community and the 
individual more effectively than that of the old program.
The arrow in the new program (D) represents the same path as the
arrows in the community and individual analysis (A) indicating that as 
(A) changes or moves in time, so should (D). Thus, evaluation must be 
continuous, must result in eliminating poor elements, and must provide 
for innovative new elements in the program.
All vocational agriculture instructors should have definite pro­
cedures by which they evaluate their vocational agriculture programs 
each year. C. W. Crawford (27:269) supports this idea and suggests
that the following areas be included in this evaluation:
1. All Day Students
2. Youth and Adult Programs
3. The FFA and Leadership Activities
4. Departmental Improvement.
Crawford also saw evaluation as a continuous process wherein the 
teacher determines how well he is proceeding with what he is trying to do.
The primary purpose of evaluation, according to Bass, (17:279) is 
to reach a decision relative to how well one is doing. The following 
statement indicates his faith in the evaluative process:
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When teachers determine what former students of vocational 
education in agriculture are doing at a particular time, data 
is provided which, when analyzed, reveals to some extent the 
effectiveness of the instruction provided these students.
Orientation, Placement, and Follow-up
It is possible that many teachers, including the teachers of 
vocational agriculture, wonder what should be included in their orien­
tation activities. A great deal of light has been shed on this ques­
tion by Lloyd J, Phipps (4:5>in "Your Career Opportunities in Vocational 
Agriculture." This book proposed the following activities as essential 
aspects of orientation services:
1. Acquainting students with agriculture generally,
2. Acquainting students with the characteristics of vocational 
agriculture,
3. Informing students of the relationship between vocational 
agriculture and other careers in the school curriculum,
4. Acquainting students with teaching procedures used in voca­
tional agriculture including shop, theory, and supervised 
experience,
5. Acquainting students with what vocational agriculture has 
to offer young people,
6. Acquainting students with careers in farming,
7. Teaching units on agricultural occupations other than farming,
8. Aiding students in choosing a specific occupation,
9. Making use of the Future Farmers of America organization 
as a means of leadership development,
10. Acquainting students with the opportunities afforded by the 
FFA,
11. Doing a thorough job of acquainting students with what 
agriculture really is.
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One should be able to develop a rationale of orientation from 
the above list of possible activities. It should be noticed that all 
items seem to indicate that orientation is concerned with learning 
about or becoming acquainted with the new. The new item could mean 
situations, procedures, teachers, students, facilities, possibilities, 
or a multiplicity of others. Nevertheless, the student who is well 
oriented to the new item is more likely to make wise choices with 
respect to it.
Some support can be secured from Smith's (66:148) "Guidance 
and Orientation for the Curriculum in Vocational Agriculture" in which 
he stated that boys need assistance in choosing a curriculum to follow 
in the secondary school. This is especially true of the pre-vocational 
students for whom the school should provide opportunities for discover­
ing their needs, interests, abilities, and opportunities for vocational 
preparation in agriculture. These boys should be helped to develop 
understanding and appreciation of the importance of agriculture in their 
lives. Such knowledge and understanding, supplemented with supervised 
practice and work-experience, is essential if the student is to obtain 
guidance and orientation regarding the agriculture curriculum. This 
fulfills the aim ot agriculture in the junior high school, which is to 
provide opportunities for study and experience to enable students to 
make an intelligent choice regarding the selection cf a vocational agri­
culture curriculum, and subsequently to arrive at some occupational 
objective.
The importance of o ri e nt at io n was clearly stated by Harold M.
Bvram (23:219) in "The Modern Guidance Role of the Teacher of Agriculture."
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He supports his concept with the following expressions:
If teachers are to be effective in filling their modern 
role in vocational guidance, they need to be able to move 
from a static approach as parental interests and feelings, 
preoccupation of teachers with the program, published occupa­
tional information which is likely to be obsolete, to a 
dynamic approach encompassing the interest of the children, 
preoccupation of teacher with the individual, and information 
gained through recent interviews and observations.
Vocational guidance is not a process of fitting the right 
individuals into occupations, for this too would be too static. 
The student should be trained and guided to the extent that he 
is capable of moving with the tide of occupational change-- 
successfully adjusting to each new innovation.
Johnson (40:54-81) was quite precise in pointing out the im­
portance of orientation in his "Orientation for Work." He holds 
streneously to the idea that:
Orientation is a course planned with the idea of presenting, 
in logical sequence, a picture of the entire (world-wide) labor 
force down to the individual in his local labor market. This 
should be followed by an attempt to gain an understanding of 
'cost-of-living' in the present and the future life of the 
student.
He used "future life" to imply the selection of a vocation and 
the building of correct habits which will make it possible to succeed 
in the vocation chosen.
Orientation for work could be a means of showing the potential 
drop-out what his future will be without a high school diploma, and, 
the effectiveness of the orientation endeavors will depend in large 
measure upon the capability, enthusiasm, and interest of the teacher 
as well as the cooperation of the administration.
Baker, (16:6-9) in "Curriculum for the World of Work," recom­
mended a course in the agricultural curriculum as a means of orienta-
t ion:
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The most common curricula approaches consist of (1) basic 
courses in agriculture with an instructional orientation toward 
the production of crops and livestock, and (2) multiple-track 
courses involving common skills and abilities needed for 
clusters of agricultural occupations.
"The child is not born with ways of thinking, believing, be­
having, or reacting emotionally." This idea was proposed by Ira J. 
Gordon (34:15-19) in "The Teacher as a Guidance Worker" in which she 
stated:
The child has no attitudes and values at birth, no prejudices 
or aspirations, no standards or skills. These are learned 
through his culture or way of life as he grows up. His learning, 
adaptation and adoption of various behavior is enhanced by many 
factors--his playmates, his family, church, social groups, as 
well as his teacher in the school setting. Each individual, 
child or adult, belongs not to one but to a number of societies, 
all of which impinge upon him and to which he relates himself 
and interacts. The teacher who would provide orientation for 
his students must be cognizant of this and strive to make pro­
vision for as many experiences as is possible.
Gordon proposed several activities through which this can be
accomplished.
1 . Industrial visitation
2. Surveys of community resources and agencies
3. Discussing and analyzing mass media
4. Use of library
5. Holding conferences
6. Making home visits
A great degree of similarities is found in Herr's writing (38;227) 
in which he suggested that there are many ways that the teacher can do 
occupational guidance work. SpecLfically, he proposed the following 
ideas:
On a group basis he can point out to his classes the various 
statistics that tell the present story of agriculture. He can
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discuss with the group various opportunities in the allied fields 
and provide the group with a chance to meet and talk with many 
important men such as specialists, salesmen, the county agent, 
and even the teacher himself.
Another responsibility of the vocational agriculture teacher 
in occupational guidance was pointed out by Herr. It is given below:
It is to know the opportunities for special scholarships and 
aquainting his pupils with them. He should also acquaint his 
students with the many companies which offer training programs 
to boys with abilities along certain lines. If the vocational 
agriculture teacher faces up to and accepts his role in occupa­
tional guidance, students will be directed from the path of 
unrealistic choices.
One of the aims of orientation is to get students properly 
started in his new program or situation. James (39:204-205) held 
that a good beginning on the part of freshmen in vocational agriculture 
is essential to making satisfactory progress toward accepted and de­
sirable goals. He stated emphatically:
It is the responsibility of the teacher of vocational agri­
culture to provide the necessary guidance to prospective students 
and parents to serve a well-qualified group of freshmen who are 
engaged in or plan to engage in some phase of agriculture.
In Wisconsin, Holton (89) made a study of vocational agriculture 
orientation programs for prospective ninth grade students. He found 
that 81 per cent of the instructors held a rural school day for pre­
liminary enrollment of freshmen and 62 per cent of the instructors did 
not visit pupils before this meeting, although all of them contacted 
parents of prospective students during the summer months.
Raymond M. Clark (84) conducted a study as a means of develop­
ing a vocational education training program at the high school level 
for occupation in farm and related areas with an appropriate vocational 
guidance program. One of the unique characteristics of this program
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was the fact that the training programs were planned to provide under­
standing and skills from agriculture, business, trades, and many other 
areas commonly described as "general education," all of which were 
needed by workers in the occupation. It was revealed that to offer 
an adequate program of training, involving many members of the high 
school staff as this, would necessitate: (1) the modification of
present state plans and policies, (2) more definitely trained teachers 
in the fields of agriculture, business, and industry, and (3) a staff 
at the state level that would be able and willing to recognize the 
merit of such a training program incorporating content from agriculture, 
business, and industry in an integrated manner.
In "A Survey of Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations in Huntingdon 
County, Pennsylvania" Cameron (83) set out to determine present em­
ployment opportunities and trends for the next five years. He was 
concerned with such problems as pre-employment agricultural education 
needs for entering off-farm agricultural occupations, and needed changes 
in the vocational agriculture course of study. He found that the average 
age of employees was 37 years, and the employers considered a high school 
education along with a farm background important to all employees.
It was found by Corde, (85) in his study of Career Opportunities 
in Agriculture, that the instruction in vocational agriculture has an 
excellent opportunity and responsibility to integrate classroom teach­
ing with vocational preparation and to provide counsel and guidance 
to students who Inquire about the existent opportunities within the 
agricultural vocation.
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"Too Many Vo-Ag. Graduates?" This question was raised by Dr. 
Anthony Mumphrey (50:203-204) while emphasizing the multiplicity of 
guidance activities engaged in by the teacher of agriculture. He said 
in his article:
It is the responsibility of the teacher of vocational agri­
culture to inform students of the occupational and educational 
opportunities available to them, including farming, college 
training in agriculture, possible entry into the professions, 
or the agriculturally related fields. It is the agriculture 
teacher's responsibility to plan a program of pre-employment 
training that will meet the needs of each individual. Such 
a program should make provisions for placement in situations 
demanding the need for certain facilities to provide pre­
employment experiences.
A study on the "Relationship Between Training in Vocational 
Agriculture and Occupational Selection" was conducted by Gary McEwen 
(92) to determine what percentage of the former senior students, in 
23 selected vocational agriculture departments in Idaho, were engaged 
in farming or in a related field. The author sought, by means of 
questionnaires submitted to instructors of the 23 selected vocational 
agriculture departments, to determine--among other things--the in­
fluence of the high school vocational agriculture program on the 
students" present occupation.
The study revealed that 72 per cent of the students who were 
farming, 45 per cent of these attending college, 23.4 per cent of the 
students in a non-agricultural and 55 per cent of those in an agri­
culturally related field were influenced by the high school vocational 
agriculture program
The help in performing mechanical jobs are among the greatest 
contributions made by the vocational agriculture department. This was
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revealed through a study made by David J. Mugler (94) with the graduates 
of the Dane County, Wisconsin. These graduates agreed that their vo­
cational agricultural training had helped them greatly in their work, 
and recommended that greater emphasis be placed on the farm mechanics 
program. The following were listed as factors which contribute to 
student success:
1. Agricultural Classroom Activities
2. Future Farmer Activities
3. Public Speaking
4. Parliamentary Procedure
5. Supervised Farming Programs
6. Farm Operation Skills
7. Farm Mechanics Skills
8. Judging Contest
When asked the question, "Should one enroll in vocational agri­
culture classes?" 96 per cent said, "Yes, if going into farming;" 82 
per cent said, "Yes, if going into farm related business or industry;" 
and 24 per cent said "Yes, if intention is to become engaged in an 
occupation unrelated to agriculture."
A follow-up study of high school drop-outs from the Still Water 
Senior High School, was conducted by Melvin D. Nelson (95) in 1960.
His aim was to discover characteristics of drop-outs, some causes of 
early school leaving, and to propose a solution to the drop-out 
problem. He used school records to secure the names of drop-outs and 
other pertinent information about the students. Questionnaires were 
sent to 118 of these drop-outs. For purposes of comparison, data were
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obtained regarding ability, attendance, extra-curricular participation,
family and home life information, employment records, and reasons for
leaving school.
The study revealed the following:
Sixty per cent of the drop-outs were boys; 50 per cent of 
senior dropouts withdrew from grade 10; the greatest number 
of boys left school at age 17; more girls left school at 16 
than any other age group; 50 per cent of the drop-outs were 
retarded from 1 to 4 grades at the time of withdrawal; I.Q. 
test scores indicated that the majority of the drop-outs 
are capable of satisfactory high school work; 60 per cent of 
the drop-outs failed one or more subjects while in high school;
75 per cent of the drop-outs had grade averages below C; only 
15 per cent of the graduates had grades that averaged less than
C. The fathers of the graduates have better jobs than the 
fathers of the drop-outs; 57 per cent of the drop-outs did not 
take part in extra-curricular activities while in school; and 
most parents encouraged their drop-out sons or daughters to 
stay in school.
The following recommendations were based on this study:
1. The establishment of an educational program wherein all 
students can experience achievement.
2. The teachers and counselors should know their students as 
individuals.
3. The school should start an on-the-job training program.
4. Increased time spent on orientation of students in the 
ninth grade would be helpful.
5. Students should not be allowed to drop out without an 
interview with a counselor.
Ralph Bender (19:220-222) stated that boys who have high school 
training in vocational agriculture do as well or better in the college 
of agriculture than those who did not have such preparation.
This study included students who enrolled in the college of agri­
culture at the Ohio State University in the Autumn Quarter, 1953.
Of the students who graduated, those who had vocational agriculture
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accumulated a point hour ratio of 2.78 compared to 2.61 for those 
students who had not received this training in high school. Almost 
half of the students with vocational agriculture were in the top one 
third of their high school class compared with only a third of the 
other group.
In the study, "Are Vo-Ag. Graduates Successful in Non-Farm 
Occupations?" Bittner (24:228-239) found that with the exception of 
vocational agriculture training, all graduates tend to have the same 
high school characteristics. There were no significant differences 
among the graduates of the graduating class in their participation 
scores in sports, music, and church activities. The graduates from 
vocational agriculture schools, however, had significantly higher 
participation scores in a group of leadership type activities.
Since the results of Bittner's study revealed no important 
differences among the high school graduates who had and those who had 
not studied vocational agriculture, it was concluded that the effective­
ness of the vocational agriculture program cannot be measured entirely 
by the number of boys who become successfully established in farming.
The guidance program of the school can be greatly enhanced 
through project visitation by the vocational agriculture teacher. In 
fact this is one of the most effective means of getting a factual and 
realistic understanding of the boys.
As Mellor (47:124-125) expressed it, "Hidden facets of the boys 
are uncovered during a project visit, which reflect light into under­
standing of their efforts and strivings." Often, a brief note to the 
counselor, written somewhere on the road home, folded over with the
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counselor's name on the back, and put into the clip on the steering 
column of the vehicle, can be handily stapled next morning and stuck 
under the absence slip clip on the classroom door. The counselor gets 
the note while still fresh, to the point, and possibly the very in­
formation he needed to complete a picture of the boy that was lacking 
something before. They need and appreciate just such information as 
the agriculture teacher can supply. In such cases, not only is the 
student helped, the agriculture department gets a boost, for this 
appreciation unconsciously leads to re-evaluation, in the counselor's 
mind, of the agriculture department and the work it is doing. Un­
consciously, there will be a tendancy to counsel more students into 
the agriculture program.
"Follow-up can be carried out more readily by the vocational 
agriculture teacher than by almost anyone else." This statement was 
made by Benjamin J. Novak (52:204-205 in "The Vocational Agriculture 
Teacher's Role in Guidance." He also stated that the agriculture 
teacher has a relatively small number of students and the group is 
loyal and closely knit. Informal and regular checks upon the occupa­
tional and educational pursuits of graduates help to keep teaching 
up to date.
Charles L. Stipes (70:57) had this to say after working for a 
year with Edwin Lowe, Counselor in his school conducting a follow-up 
study:
Teachers of vocational agriculture who have not worked with 
counselors in making follow-up studies have over looked one of 
the best professional experiences available to them. Such a 
study can enable school personnel to evaluate the present
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educational program and to make changes needed to better pre­
pare students to cope effectively with problems encountered 
after graduation from high school.
He also believes that a cooperative follow-up study of this 
nature can disclose information on or answers to such questions as 
the retrospective views held by graduates, extra-curricular activities, 
various subjects, where students go, what they do, and how well they 
accomplish what they strive to do.
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Introduction
It has been said that the only constant known is "change." It 
is always present, thus, making continuous adjustment necessary. If this 
is accepted as true, then it may well be considered a basic fact of life 
as well as a challenge to all. Change should not be considered a monster 
which merits only the fears of society, but, a possibility for good and 
continuous improvements if properly channeled. The important question to 
be answered is "who should be responsible for such adjustment in the face 
of ever-varying situations and circumstances?" The answer would probably 
point to the fact that every responsible citizen has a part to play in 
its promotion. Education tends toward the elimination of error and the 
unification of ideas, concepts, and thought patterns among people. The 
channeling of this process could be more effectively directed from within 
this realm. And, all the other unifying processes of life, should find 
their greatest direction in the education field. Thus, the education 
staff should be made thoroughly aware of this function which they are 
expected to perform in such leadership roles as will insure success in 
its undertaking.
Every teacher should be vividly aware of his role in the total 
educational process. To be otherwise is to fail in a most unique calling 
--not a calling to be a guardian of the traditional past--but a master of 
the present with goals set on future needs and possibilities.
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The role of the agriculture teacher is even greater, for he is 
concerned with many more areas of living, and with making a living, than 
education staff members generally, and in each area, multiple variations 
can be seen daily. More explicitly, the agriculture teacher is concerned 
with the same problems which confront the teacher in the general education 
field such as, knowledge, interests, ideals, habits, understandings, and 
the like. His role, however, does not end here. He must face other 
problems involving production, marketing, processing, and servicing which 
are necessary--not only to living a good moral and intellectual life, 
though of great importance,--but to actually making a living. Thus, 
the all inclusive role of the teacher of vocational agriculture is quite 
mammoth. He must be alerted to all developments which affect his program 
and finished product--the students in his classes--and must make necessary 
adjustments to keep abreast of the times, if vocational agriculture is 
to continue or to grow in importance as a special kind of education.
Keeping abreast also entails being aware of the role expectations 
held for him by other significant individuals. Herein lies the purpose 
of this study, that of determining "The Emerging Role of the Teacher of 
Vocational Agriculture."
It must be understood, however, that a field of this magnitude and 
one which imposes such a multiplicity of roles as vocational agriculture, 
does not lend itself to an all-inclusive role difinition in a single study. 
Consequently, some limitations as to what would be viewed or looked at 
rather closely, had to be imposed. Thus, this study was limited to:
1. Responses from five professional education groups whom, it was 
thought,hold significant role concepts for the vocational agri­
culture teacher
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2. A population which represents only a fraction of the total
3. Twelve major role items although many others may have been 
equally important to the teacher's success
4. A few selected activities considered essential to each role 
item
The following pages are devoted to an analysis and explanation 
of the responses of five professional groups: the teachers of agriculture;
teacher educators; superintendents of parish schools; parish supervisors 
of instruction; and the vocational agriculture supervisory staff of the 
State Department of Education. Responses to the twelve role items and 
seventy-eight role activities, considered to be possible roles of the 
teacher, were solicited. It is hoped that this information will enlighten 
the teachers on important expectations held for them, serve as a stimulant 
to making needed improvements for this new era, enhance their possibilities 
for achieving successful adjustments in the total education society, and 
insure the creation of a better finished product--the students--making 
them capable of achieving success while making a worthwhile contribution 
to society.
In the process of gathering data for determining "The Emerging 
Role of the Teacher of Vocational Agriculture," five professional educa­
tion groups were requested to respond to the 78 role activities listed 
under 12 role items as follows: (1) The High School Instructional Program,
(2) Post High School Instruction, (3) FFA and Leadership, (4) Work Ex­
perience and Job Training, (5) Extra Class Activity, (6) Orientation, 
Placement, and Follow-Up, (7) Summer Programs, (8) Educational Resources, 
(9) Recruitment and selection, (10) Program Organization, (11) In-Service 
Education, and (12) Evaluation.
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The High School Instructional Program
An analysis of the five professional groups' ratings of activities 
relating to the High School Instructional Program, as a teacher role is 
presented in Table I,
In referring to the mean scores in this and all subsequent tables, 
however, the reader is reminded that the following scale was used in 
assigning an importance rating to role activities.
Extremely Very Slightly
Important Important Important Important Inappropriate
4 3 2 1 0
The F test was chosen to determine if there were significant dif­
ferences among the ratings of the five professional groups. The follow­
ing values are needed to indicate a significant difference: 2.29 for 
the over-all analysis of the five group responses and 3.92 for comparisons 
1 and 2.
Data for this role item reveal an average mean rating of 3.07 
indicating it to be Very Important as a teacher role. Of the twelve 
activities listed under this role item, all received a rating of 2.28 and 
above from each group responding. The lowest rating went to "efforts 
toward team teachlng"--Important--while the highest rating of 3.62-- 
Very Important--was received by "Planning Individual and Group Instruction."
In view of the tremendous emphasis being placed on team teaching 
as an outstanding innovation to quality teaching and the promotion of 
educational excellence, the low rating assigned to it was quite surprising. 
Perhaps these responses signal a need for more concerted effort to acquaint 
all professional groups with the outstanding possibilities which can be 
achieved through this activity. The Superintendents gave this activity
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its lowest rating--l.73--even though all other groups seemed to be in 
complete accord with a definite lack of enthusiasm for it.
Although the five groups assigned a combined average rating of 3.07 
--Very Important--to the High School Instructional Program as a teacher 
role, the data indicated significant differences existing among their 
responses. In Table I, these differences are noted in activities (1) 
Instructing on a twelve-month basis, (3) Devote entire day to agricul­
tural instruction, (8) Direct efforts toward team teaching, and (9) 
Participate in school efforts made for training students who are physi­
cally and socio-economically handicapped. The responses to the other 
eight activities showed no significant differences, and consequently, 
indicated that each activity as well as the over-all number 1 Role 
item was considered to be an important role of the teacher of vocational 
agriculture.
Upon making two comparisons, as revealed by data in Table II, 
it was disclosed that the teachers differed significantly with the other 
four groups in their evaluation of several of the activities. Data in 
Table II reveal that the teachers' responses differed from the average 
responses of the other four groups with respect to activities numbers:
(3) Devoting the entire day to agricultural instruction and (8) Directing 
efforts toward team teaching. Comparison 1 equates the teacher responses 
with the responses of the other groups. Likewise, comparison 2 equates 
the teacher educators' responses with the remaining three groups' average 
responses. A glance at comparison 2 in Table II revealed that teacher 
educators differed with their three counterparts with respect to instructing 
on a 12 month basis. Data indicate also that, although the superintendents 
rated this activity--Important--they had less affinity for it as a teacher 
role than did the other groups.
TABLE I
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
THE HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM AS A TEACHER ROLE
Role Activity T
Mean Responses 
TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio
Average
Mean
Responses
1. Instruct on a 12-month basis 3.49 3.73 2.36 2.60 3.93 8.07* 3.22
2. Work with a select group of students 2.92 2.81 2.73 2.47 3.13 0.86 2.81
3. Devote entire day to agricultural 
instruction 3.32 3.08 2.18 2.47 3.07 3.57 2.82
4. Plan individual and group instruction 
according to the talents, interests, 
and needs of the students 3.55 3.69 3.64 3.80 3.40 0.83 3.62
5. Merge classroom teaching with supervised 
work experience 3.49 3.69 3.27 3.53 3.40 0.91 3.48
6. Assist students in formulating occu­
pational objectives 3.37 3.46 3.27 3.40 3.40 0.15 3.38
7. Provide timely occupational informa­
tion to all students 3.43 3.42 3.09 3.40 3.33 0.48 3.34
8. Direct efforts toward team teaching 2.62 2.35 1.73 2.07 2.67 2.88* 2.28
9. Participate in school efforts made for 
training students who are physically 
and socio-economically handicapped 2.80 2.39 2.46 2.20 3.07 2.38* 2.58
(Continued)
TABLE I (Continued)
Mean Responses
Average
Mean
Role Activity T TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio Responses
10. Supervise pre-occupational experiences 
of students 2.95 2.77 2.73 2.80 2.80 0.34 2.81
11. Set up training objectives for in-school 
and out-of-school groups 3.20 3.27 3.00 3.20 3.27 0.27 3.19
12. Provide instruction to aid students 
with interests geared toward agricul­
tural professions 3.39 3.19 3.18 3.53 3.47 0.69 3.35
ROLE I MEAN 3.21 3.15 2.80 2.96 3.25 3.07
Note; T = Teachers; TE = Teacher Educators; SPT = Superintendents; SPV = Supervisors; 
SS = State Supervisory Staff
* = Significant at the .05 level of confidence
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TABLE II
TWO COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ROLE ACTIVITIES 
RELATING TO THE VARIABLE HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONAL 
PROGRAM WHICH SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Level of Significance
Role Activity Comparison 1 Comparison 2a
1. Instruct on a 12-month basis 1.20 8.50*
3. Devote the entire day to 
agricultural instruction 6.97* 2.96
8. Direct efforts toward team teaching 4.58* 0.38
9. Participate in school efforts made for
training students who are physically
and socio-economically handicapped 2.80 0.75
Note: * significant at the .05 level of confidence
a See explanation of comparisons 1 and 2 on pages 18 and 19.
Post High School Instruction
The Vocational Education Act of 1963 is dedicated to serving per­
sons of all ages in all communities, and is probably the basic criteria 
for evaluating the role items chosen. The following are some indications 
of the intent of the Act:
- maintain, extend, and improve existing programs
- develop new programs
- provide part-time employment
- provide training for youth in high school
- provide training for people who have completed or left high 
school and need further preparation for job entry
- provide training for those with special education handicaps
- provide for the unemployed or displaced who need retraining
- provide continuing and upgrading courses for those who are 
already employed
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- provide ready access to high quality programs for those who 
want, need, and can profit from it
- provide realistic programs for gainful employment opportunity
- provide training suited to needs, interests, and ability of
students
- provide ancillary services
- promote research, training, and experimentation
The Vocational Act of 1963 provided funds for training people 
who have completed or left high school--Post High School--thus, the 
investigator decided to seek responses of the five participating groups 
relative to their evaluation of Post High School Instruction as a teacher 
role. Data in Table III reflect their responses. These data reveal that 
Post High School Instruction as a teacher role lacked one point of drawing 
a --Very Important--rating from the five groups. The data also reveal 
a low evaluation of 2.67 by the superintendents to a high of 3.16 by the 
state staff for a combined evaluation of 2.99 as a teacher role. It was 
noted that the lower rating assigned Providing Instruction for Employees 
resulted in Post High School Instruction as a teacher role receiving 
less than a --Very Important--rating. This may be surprising to those 
who believe that provision for employment is the number one role of the 
agriculture teacher.
Since no significant differences were reflected among the five 
group responses, and since the average mean for all groups combined was 
2.99, it was considered that post high school instruction is important 
to the role of the agriculture teacher. Further, due to complete agree­
ment among the five groups, no other comparisons were deemed necessary 
nor made.
TABLE III
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
POST HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTION AS A TEACHER ROLE
Role Activity T
Mean Responses 
TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio
Average
Mean
Responses
13. Assist students who leave school before 
graduation to obtain training needed 
for occupational entry and advancement 3.26 3.19 2. 73 2.80 3.27 1.88 3.05
14. Assist graduates in securing further 
training to enhance occupational 
possibilities 3.25 3.00 2.91 3.27 3.20 0.94 3.12
15. Provide instruction for employees who 
need and can profit from it 2.83 2.92 2.36 2.87 3.00 1.09 2.80
ROLE 11 MEAN 3.11 3.03 2.67 2.98 3.16 2.99
a>
N>
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FFA and Leadership
There were variations among the five groups' reaction toward 
FFA and Leadership. This was evidenced by the fact that the respondents' 
evaluation of this role item for the agriculture teacher differed signif­
icantly for six of the nine activities listed as clearly reflected by the 
data in Table IV. Significant differences were revealed in responses to 
activities numbered: (16) Act as adviser to a local FFA Chapter,
(18) Train parliamentarians, (19) Train public speakers, (20) Train 
competitive teams in judging contests, (21) Prepare individuals for 
national awards, and (22) Develop individual livestock projects for show­
ing at livestock shows and fairs. In spite of the fact that 6 out of 9 
of the role activities received a rating less than 3.00, the over-all 
rating of the FFA and Leadership by all groups was still 3.02 or -- 
Very Important.
It was of interest to note the activities which drew a rating less 
than 3.00. They were: training praliamentarians, training public speakers, 
training competitive teams for judging, preparing individuals for national 
awards, developing individual livestock projects, and sponsoring annual 
father-son-banquets.
The teachers assigned the greatest value to FFA and Leadership 
with 3.25, indicating it to be--Very Important--as a role of the agri­
culture teacher. The teacher-educators and superintendents gave the 
lowest rating with 2.73, and 2.70 respectively. The parish supervisors 
assigned to this role a value of 3.19 and the state staff responded with 
3.12.
TABLE IV
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
THE FFA AND LEADERSHIP AS A TEACHER ROLE
Mean Responses
Average
Mean
Role Activity T TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio Responses
16. Act as adviser to a local FFA Chapter 3.88 3.54 3.27 3.67 3.93 4.70* 3.66
17. Promote leadership through FFA programs 3.71 3.54 3.27 3.73 3.73 1.83 3.60
18. Train parliamentarians 3.39 2.35 2.82 3.07 3.00 7.35* 2.92
19. Train public speakers 3.26 2.46 2.46 2.67 2.87 5.07* 2.74
20. Train competitive teams in judging 
contests 3.17 2.15 2.73 3.20 2. 73 7.18* 2.80
21. Prepare individuals for national awards 2.68 2.04 2.55 3.07 2.60 3.59* 2.59
22. Develop individual livestock projects for 
showing at livestock shows and fairs 2.60 2.00 2.64 2.93 2.53 3.20* 2.54
23. Sponsor regular planned chapter meetings 3.57 3.42 3.00 3.47 3.53 1.75 3.40
24. Sponsor annual father-son banquet 3.00 3.23 2.55 2.93 3.13 1.12 2.97
ROLE III MEAN 3.25 2.73 2.70 3.19 3.12 3.02
oo
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TABLE V
TWO COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ROLE ACTIVITIES 
RELATING TO THE VARIABLE FFA AND LEADERSHIP 
WHICH SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Level of Significance
Role Activity Comparison 1 Comparison 2^
16. Act as adviser to a local 
FFA Chapter 8.45* 0.77
18. Train parliamentarians 0.18 8.70*
19. Train public speakers 17.84* 0.98
20. Train competitive teams in 
judging contests 14.31* 11.76*
21. Prepare individuals for national 
awards 1.74 9.71*
22, Develop individual livestock 
projects for showing at live­
stock shows and fairs 1.26 9.72*
The two comparisons drawn against items of FFA and Leadership to 
which significant differences were reflected revealed a difference be­
tween the responses of the agriculture teachers--comparison l--and the 
average mean responses of the other four groups with respect to three 
activities. They were: (16) acting as adviser to a local chapter, (19) 
training public speakers, and (20) training competitive judging teams. 
The results of these comparisons can be observed in Table V. Also in 
this table can be noted differences between the teacher educators-- 
comparison 2--and the other three groups with respect to the follow­
ing four activities: (18) training parliamentarians, (20) training
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competitive judging teams, (21) preparing individuals for national 
awards, and (22) developing individual livestock projects.
Although there were some variants as to the importance of FFA 
leadership as a teacher role, all groups agreed that it was nontheless, 
an important role of the vocational agriculture teacher.
Work Experience and On-the-Job Training
The passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 broadened 
the task of vocational education, added many new fields of training to 
the traditional concerns of vocational teachers, and provided funds for 
vocational education in any occupation involving knowledge and skills in 
agricultural subjects, whether or not such occupations involve the work 
of the farm. This has extended the possibilities of the vocational 
agriculture teacher's field of work.
Under these new provisions, the agriculture teacher is in a posi­
tion to touch the lives of students who were previously beyond his grasp 
--those without possibilities, facilities, or interest in farming per se, 
even though their interests were tending toward an occupation in which 
knowledge and skills in agricultural subjects were necessary.
The agriculture teacher, according to the Act, can now put a premium 
on technological education and competence, and has an opportunity to 
render outstanding services in this expanded framework of vocational educa­
tion.
The degree to which this program will be carried out effectively, 
it is believed by the investigator, will depend to a great extent on 
the concepts held by those who train the teachers for their role, the
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teachers' concept of their role in this respect, and the concepts held 
for the teacher's role by those who administer and supervise these pro­
grams .
Data in Table VI reflect the concepts held by five professional 
groups with respect to Work Experience and Job Training as an expected 
role of the vocational agriculture teacher. As can be clearly seen,
Work Experience and On-the-Job Training was conceived to be Very Im­
portant by all professional groups responding except the parish superin­
tendents who saw it as simply Important. No significant differences, 
however, were revealed by the data collected and the combined average of 
the mean rating by all groups was set at 3.18--Very Important as a 
teacher role.
In Table VI it can also be seen that each of the five role 
activities under Work Experience received a combined rating from all 
five professional groups of a 3 plus average. Individual group responses 
to the overall role item were: (1) teachers 3.11--Very Important, (2)
teacher educators 3.25--Very Important, (3) parish superintendents 2.82 
--Important, (A) parish supervisors, 3.21--Very Important, and (5) 
state staff, 3.40--Very Important.
Extra Class Activity
The Extra Class activity Role item received the lowest rating from 
the five professional groups of all the 12 role items. No activity under 
this role received a rating above that of Slightly Important by any 
of the groups responding. Many individuals assigned a value of "0" to 
several of these activities. The ratings for this role by groups and the
TABLE VI
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE AND JOB TRAINING AS A TEACHER ROLE
Mean Responses
Average
Mean
Role Activity T TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio Responses
25. Prepare students for interviews 3.12 3.12 2.91 3.33 3.27 0.54 3.15
26. Develop a cooperative work-experience 
program and arrange for acceptable 
training stations 3.00 3.27 2.82 3.27 3.27 1. 11 3.12
27. Counsel with students on selection 
of work stations 3.15 3.19 2.82 3.27 3.40 0.83 3.17
28. Counsel with cooperating employers 
on selection of trainees 3.15 3.27 2.73 3.47 3.53 2.11 3.23
29. Supervise students in work-experience 
programs 3.14 3.39 2.82 3.20 3.53 1.42 3.21
ROLE IV MEAN 3.11 3.25 2.82 3.21 3.40 3.18
oo
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TABLE VII
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
EXTRA CLASS ACTIVITIES AS A TEACHER ROLE
Role Activity T
Mean Responses 
TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio
Average
Mean
Responses
30. Perform hall duty 1.42 1.35 2.09 1.47 1.80 1.07 1.62
31. Keep study hall 0.80 0.92 1.46 0.87 1.00 0.91 1.02
32. Perform bus duty 1.03 1.04 1.55 1.27 0.80 0.78 1.14
33. Coach athletic team 0.23 0.08 0.46 0.47 0.07 1.50 0.26
34. Supervise activity period 1.20 1.19 1.82 1.33 1.27 0.72 1.36
35. Supervise lunchroom 0.97 1.04 1.55 1.20 0.80 0.89 1.11
36. Serve as homeroom adviser 1.31 1.85 2.18 1.93 1.73 2.30* 1.80
ROLE V MEAN 0.99 1.07 1.59 1.22 1.07 1.19
co>x>
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combined rating by all the professional groups are given in Table VII. 
These data reveal that in only one instance--serving as homeroom adviser 
--were significant differences among the responses of the respondents 
reflected. Thus, it was indicated that almost complete agreement existed 
among the five groups surveyed and that this role was only Slightly 
Important as a role of the vocational agriculture teacher. The combined 
mean average of all group responses was 1.19--Slightly Important as a 
teacher role.
When the two comparisons were made of responses to "serving as 
homeroom adviser," Table VIII, it was revealed in comparison 1 that the 
teachers differed significantly from the other four groups in their 
evaluation of this role activity. No significant differences existed 
between the teacher educators, comparison 2, and the remaining three 
groups. According to the combined evaluation given by the average of 
all group responses, it is evident that Extra Class Activities are not 
Important as a teacher role.
TABLE VIII
TWO COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ROLE ACTIVITIES 
RELATING TO THE VARIABLE EXTRA CLASS ACTIVITIES 
WHICH SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Role Activity
Level of Significance 
Comparison 1 Comparison 2a
36. Serve as homeroom adviser 8.05* 0.06
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Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up
The five professional groups participating in this study were 
asked to evaluate "Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up" according to 
their concept of the progressive role to be assumed by the teacher of 
vocational agriculture. These data in Table IX reveal the results of 
their responses. As shown in this table, all role activities except 
"providing students the opportunity to meet with college admission 
officer" received a rating of 3 or better as a role of the teacher of 
agriculture. However, the overall rating for the role item, Orientation, 
Placement, and Follow-Up, received a mean score of 3.15 indicating it to 
be Very Important as a teacher role. Data also indicate a tremendous 
variation among the five groups mean responses with respect to the 
degree of importance conceived for this item. Five of the eight activities 
received responses which were significant at the .05 level of confidence, 
four of which were highly significant. Those with highly significant 
differences were numbers: (37) acquainting students with total agri­
cultural program, (38) providing students with information regarding 
scholarships, loans, and other educational assistance, and (40) pro­
viding students opportunity to meet with agricultural college admission 
officer. Number 43--assisting former students in becoming established in 
an agricultural occupation--was also found to have responses with signi­
ficant differences among the five groups.
The teachers considered follow-up studies of students of less value 
than the other seven activities in his orientation, placement, and follow- 
up role. Nevertheless, he too, considered it important. The superinten­
dents were the only group to rate Orientation, placement, and follow-up
TABLE IX
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
ORIENTATION, PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP AS A TEACHER ROLE
Role Activity T
Mean Resp 
TE SPT
onses
SPV SS F-Ratio
Average
Mean
Responses
37. Acquaint students with total agricultural 
program 3.80 3.54 3.27 3.40 3. 67 3.24* 3.54
u> 00 Make available to students current cata­
logs from agricultural schools, colleges, 
universities, and vocational technical 
schools 3.43 2.69 3.09 2.93 2.93 4.42* 3.02
39. Provide students with information regard­
ing scholarships, loans, and other educa­
tional assistance 3.49 2.85 3.27 3.40 3.13 3.62* 3.23
40. Provide students the opportunity to meet 
with agricultural college admission 
officer 3.06 2.35 2.73 3.00 2.40 4.56* 2.71
41. Acquaint students with the relationship 
between vocational agriculture and 
other occupations 3.35 3. 27 2.82 3.53 3, 27 1.54 3.25
42. Assist former students in becoming estab­
lished in an agricultural occupation 3.34 3.58 2. 73 3.27 3.40 2.61* 3. 26
43. Make follow-up studies of students placed 
on farm or in a job 2.97 3. 23 3.00 3.07 3.00 0.46 3.05
(Continued)
TABLE IX(Conttnued)
Mean Responses
Average
Mean
Role Activity T TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio Responses
44. Maintain an information file on existing 
occupational opportunities and placement 
needs 3.05 3.27 2.91 3.40 3.13 0.93 3.15
ROLE VI MEAN 3.31 3.10 2.98 3.25 3.12 3.15
<X>
U>
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less than 3 as a conceived teacher role. They assigned to it an evalua­
tion of 2.98. The highest rating came from the agriculture teachers 
which was 3.31. Others in order of highest ratings were supervisors, 
3.25; state staff, 3.12; and teacher educators, 3,10.
Data in Table X reveal the results of two comparisons made for 
the five role activities to which the responses to orientation, placement 
and follow-up by the professional groups were shown to be significantly 
different. These data reveal that, of the five activities to which 
responses were different, four were clearly significant in comparison 1 
while comparison 2 showed three activities with significant differences 
among the groups responses.
TABLE X
TWO COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ROLE ACTIVITIES 
RELATING TO THE VARIABLE ORIENTATION, PLACEMENT, AND 
FOLLOW-UP WHICH SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Level of Significance
Role Activity Comparison 1 Comparison 2a
37. Acquaint students with total 
agricultural program 9.21* 0.24
38. Make available to students current 
catalogs from agricultural schools, 
colleges, universities, and voca­
tional technical schools 15.55* 18.70*
39. Provide students with information 
regarding scholarships, loans, and 
other educational assistance 8.63* 4.65*
40. Provide students the opportunity 
to meet with agricultural college 
admission officer 11.50* 2.74
42. Assist former students in becoming 
established in an agricultural 
occupation (farm or non-farm) 0.003 4.83*
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It appeared that the teachers of vocational agriculture tended to 
give more weight to Orientation, Placement, and Follow-l/p as their con­
ceived role than did the other four groups.
The teacher educators, comparison 2, differed with the other three 
groups with respect to activities: (38) making schools, colleges, and
universities catalogs available to students, (39) providing students with 
information regarding scholarships, loans, and other educational assistance, 
and (42) assisting former students in becoming established in an agri­
cultural occupation. Although there were differences in the responses, 
all groups assigned values indicating this role to be an important func­
tion for the vocational agriculture teacher.
Summer Programs
A summer program was considered Very Important by the five pro­
fessional education groups responding to this study. Data in Table XI 
indicate that the five groups combined to give this item a rating 
of 3.25--Very Important. Every group, except the superintendents, rated 
this item Very Important as a teacher role. The other four groups assigned 
evaluations as follows: (1) teachers 3.35, (2) teacher educators 3.32,
(3) supervisors 3.36, and (4) state staff 3.41.
Most of the activities listed under Role VII were given a rating 
of 3 and above. The superintendents--the probable source of differences 
among the group responses--assigned less than 3 to eight of the twelve 
activities. None, however, were rated less than 2. The teachers rated 
conduct of out-of-school classes and conduct of community surveys 2.88 
and 2.94 respectively. The only other activities which received less 
than a 3 rating were: conducting tours, field trips, and demonstrations
TABLE XX
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
SUMMER PROGRAMS AS A TEACHER ROLE
Role Activity T
Mean Responses 
TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio
Average
Mean
Responses
45. Conduct out-of-school classes in 
agriculture 2.88 3.04 2.27 2.73 3.07 1.23 2.80
46. Conduct tours, field trips, and 
demonstrations for high school boys, 
and out-of-school students 3.19 2.89 2.46 3.00 3.13 2.44* 2.93
47. Provide individual instruction 3.45 3.39 2.46 2.93 3.20 3.94* 3.08
48. Visit present and prospective students 3.45 3.56 2.91 3.20 3.47 1.59 3.32
49. Attend State Teachers' Conference 3.40 3.46 2.82 3.60 3.73 2.97* 3.40
50. Make desired and required reports 3.43 3.50 3.09 3. 60 3.73 1.36 3.47
51. Conduct community agricultural surveys 2.94 3.12 2.82 3.07 3.00 0.37 2.99
52. Develop or revise course of study 3.54 3.73 3.00 3.73 3.67 3.38* 3.53
53. Collect or prepare visual aids 3.37 3.23 2.82 3.47 3.33 1.59 3.24
54. Prepare requests for equipment, books, 
and supplies 3.45 3.12 2.91 3.67 3.40 2.37* 3.31
(Continued)
TABLE XI (Continued)
Role Activity T
Mean Responses 
TE SPT SPV SS
Average
Mean
F-Ratio Responses
55. Engage in personal and professional
development 3.62 3.62 3.18 3.73 3.80 1.69 3.59
56. Arrange classroom and shop for en­
suing year 3.49 3.15 3.09 3.60 3.40 1.63 3.35
ROLE VII MEANS 3.35 3.32 2.82 3.36 3.41 3.25
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for high school students which received 2.89 from the teacher educators, 
and the conduct of out-of-school classes and providing individual in­
struction. They received evaluations of 2.73 and 2.93 respectively 
from the parish supervisors of instruction.
From the total evaluation of all groups, only three of the eleven 
activities were rated less than 3. These were activities number (45) 
conduct of out-of-school classes, 2.88, (46) conduct tours, field trips, 
and demonstrations for high school boys, 2.93, and (51) conduct community 
agricultural surveys, 2.99).
These data attest to the fact that the Summer Programs are Very 
Important as a role of the teacher of vocational agriculture. The exact 
number of respondents from each professional education group assigning 
specific ratings to each role activity is given in frequency Tables XXIV- 
XXVIII located in the appendix.
The results of two comparisons made for the five activities to 
which the group responses were significantly different toward the summer 
program as a teacher role, are revealed through data located in Table XII, 
These data indicate that the teacher differed with the other four groups 
with respect to only two of the activities listed. These differences were 
noted in number (46) conducting tours, field trips, and demonstrations 
for high school boys, and out-of-school students, and number (47) provid­
ing individual instruction. The teacher educators' responses were signi- 
ficiantly different from the responses of the other three groups only 
with respect to activity number (47) providing individual instruction. 
Thus, the differences in other cases were as a result of the responses 
given by either the superintendents, the supervisors or the state staff.
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TABLE XII
TWO COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ROLE ACTIVITIES 
RELATING TO THE VARIABLE SUMMER PROGRAMS 
WHICH SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Role Activity
Level of Significance 
Comparison 1 Comparison 2a
46. Conduct tours, field trips, and 
demonstrations for high school 
boys, and out-of-school students 4.52* 0.008
47. Provide individual instruction 5.87* 5.01*
49. Attend state teachers' conference 0.12 0.02
52. Develop or revise course of study 0.25 2.18
54. Prepare requests for equipment, 
books, bulletins, and supplies 1.92 1.67
Educational Resources
The question as to the importance of educational resources as a 
role item was submitted to the respondents for their consideration of 
its importance for the vocational agriculture teacher. Activities listed 
for evaluation were: (1) keeping informed on current developments in 
agriculture, (2) using teaching aids effectively, (3) making available 
to students current occupational materials, (4) keeping instructional 
materials up to date, (5) cooperating with agricultural specialists in 
the area, and (6) utilizing local human and material resources.
The results of all group responses to these activities were 
presented in Table XIII. It is significant to note that each group 
assigned a Very Important rating to each of the activities listed with
TABLE XIII
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES AS A TEACHER ROLE
Role Activity T
Mean Resp 
TE SPT
onses
SPV SS F-Ratio
Average
Mean
Responses
57. Keep informed on current developments 
in agriculture 3.83 3.50 3.27 3.87 3.67 3.75* 3.63
58. Use teaching aids effectively 3.63 3.46 3.36 3.80 3.47 1.29 3.54
59. Make available to students current 
occupational materials 3.35 3.39 2.91 3.73 3.20 2.36* 3.32
60. Keep instructional materials up to date 3.73 3.62 3.27 3,87 3.67 1.76 3.63
61. Cooperate with agricultural specialists 
in the area 3.54 3.19 3.18 3.73 3.40 2.49 3.41
62. Utilize local human and material 
resources 3.34 3.39 3.00 3.67 3.40 1.50 3.36
ROLE VIII MEANS 3.57 3.43 3.17 3.78 3.47 3.48
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the exception of one (59)--making available to students current occupa­
tional materials--which was assigned a rating of Important by the superin­
tendents. As an overall evaluation of educational resources as a teacher 
role, the teachers, teacher educators, superintendents, supervisors, and 
state staff responded with 3.57, 3.43, 3.17, 3.78, and 3.47 respectively. 
When all group responses were combined and a mean tabulated, a resulting 
score of 3.48 was obtained, indicating educational resources to be Very 
Important as a role item of the teacher of vocational agriculture.
In only three cases were there any significant differences reflec­
ted by data in this table. Differences were revealed in the area of 
cooperating with agricultural specialists and making available to students 
current occupational materials. It may be noted that differences among 
group responses were highly significant in regard to keeping informed 
on current developments in agriculture.
Again comparisons 1 and 2 with respect to responses to activities 
listed under Educational Resources, were quite revealing. These com­
parisons are shown in Table XIV. The revelation of this table was that 
the teachers differed in their evaluation of this activity--keeping in­
formed on current developments in agriculture--from the average evalua­
tive responses of the other four groups. Although no further comparisons 
were made to determine, specifically, the source of differences of their 
responses to the other two activities, Table XIII, reveal that in both 
cases--making occupational information available, and cooperating with 
agricultural specialists--the superintendents assigned the lowest 
evaluations. They probably, constituted the sources of the existing dif­
ferences which were large enough to be significant at the .05 level of 
confidence.
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TABLE XIV
TWO COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ROLE ACTIVITIES 
RELATING TO THE VARIABLE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 
WHICH SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Level of Significance
Role Activity Comparison 1 Comparison 2a
57. Keep informed on current develop­
ments in agriculture 6.73 0.85
59. Make available to students cur­
rent occupational material 0.01 0.17
61. Cooperate with agricultural 
specialists in the area 2.73 2.57
Recruitment and Selection
Recruitment and selection obtained an Important rating from the 
combined responses of the professional groups surveyed. It is note­
worthy to observe that each of the five groups responding, gave this 
role item a similar rating. This is shown by data given in Table XV.
With all groups giving approximately the same rating, and with such 
high degree of agreement, one activity showed significant differ­
ences among the group responses. It is evident that the choice of re­
cruitment and selection as a role of the teacher of agriculture is valid 
and can be used as an objective in planning and administering a vocational 
agricultural program in the high school. Repeating, the noteworthy 
factor evident in Table XV is the high degree of agreement as to the 
relative importance assigned to the various statements by the five 
professional groups. The ratings of only one of the role activities 
significantly differed. This statement dealt with teachers' cooperating
TABLE XV
KEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION AS A TEACHER ROLE
Mean. Respo nses
Average
Mean
Role Activity T TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio Responses
63. Cooperate with organized college 
recruitment programs 3.19 2.77 2.27 3.07 2.80 3.86* 2.82
64. Limit enrollment to students with 
occupational objectives in agriculture 2. 19 2. 27 1.82 2.07 2.20 0.30 2.11
65. Counsel with students prior to high 
school entry 2.95 3.15 2.55 2.53 3.13 1.62 2.86
ROLE IX MEAN 2.77 2.73 2.21 2.56 2.71 2.60
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with organized college recruitment programs. The highest rating among 
the group responses, 3.19, was assigned by the teachers, indicating 
that they held this activity to be Very Important. For the overall role 
item, however, the group responses were: (1) teachers,, 2.77, (2)
teacher educators, 2.73, (3) superintendents, 2.21, (4) supervisors,
2.56 and (5) state staff, 2.71 which yielded a combined mean of 2.60.
TABLE XVI
TWO COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ROLE ACTIVITIES 
RELATING TO THE VARIABLE RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION 
WHICH SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Role Activity —
Level of Significance 
Comparison 1 Comparison 2a
63. Cooperate with organized college 
recruitment programs 9.07* 0.01
Data in Table XVI show the results of two comparisons made with 
respect to item 63, Table XV, the responses to which highly significant 
differences were revealed. These data reveal that the vocational agri­
culture teachers' responses were significantly different from the average 
responses of the other four groups in regard to "cooperating with orga­
nized college recruitment programs." It was evident that the teachers 
consider participating in such a program an important part of their 
function.
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Program Organization
Program organization is simply a structural design to bring into 
reality the ideals, concepts, and philosophy of individuals responsible 
for and involved in the promotion of a program. Before one can design 
an effective organization that will fulfill the needs of his program, 
the philosophy and role of the leader as well as that held for such 
program by significant individuals must be understood. After this 
understanding is achieved, the program can be tailored to those for 
whom it is being designed. The same can be said for an educational pro­
gram. An educational program should be tailor-made for students as well 
as for the school and community. How well this is done depends on the 
ideals, concepts, and philosophy of the educational leaders, the teachers 
themselves, teacher educators, superintendents, supervisors both parish 
and state. For this reason, the researcher submitted the following 
question to these five groups of professional people, "Evaluate Program 
Organization according to your concept of the progressive role to be 
assumed by the teacher of vocational agriculture with respect to the 
following four activities: (1) Providing opportunities for individual
and group work; (2) Providing a basic program for first two years in 
high school and specialized training during the junior and senior years;
(3) Encouraging the establishment of multiple teacher departments where 
student load and instructional areas dictate a need; and (4) Utilizing 
specialized teachers as needed."
The results of the five group responses are shown by the data 
given in Table XVII. These data reveal that only one group--the 
superintendents-rated program organization less than Very Important-- 
with a 2.82 value. They also rated two role activities less than 3.00.
TABLE XVII
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AS A TEACHER ROLE
Mean Responses
Average
Mean
Role Activity T TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio Responses
66. Provide opportunities for individualized 
and group work 3.31 3.31 3.00 3.67 3.27 1.32 3.31
67. Provide a basic program for first two 
years in high school and specialized 
training during the junior and senior 
years 3.28 3.19 3.00 3.47 3.47 0.87 3.28
68. Encourage the establishment of multiple 
teacher departments where student load 
and instructional areas dictate a need 3.45 3.42 2.55 2. 60 3.27 5.00* 3.06
69. Utilize specialized teachers as needed 3.32 3.23 2.73 3.27 3.13 1.55 3.14
ROLE X MEAN 3.34 3.29 2.82 3.25 3.29 3.20
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The low score of 2.55 for encouraging the establishment of multiple 
teacher departments along with a 2.60 rating from the supervisors seem 
to be the probable cause for the highly significant differences which 
existed among the responses of the five professional groups.
When two further comparisons were made, however,(Table XVIII) 
it was revealed that the teachers with a score of 3.45 differed from 
the combined average evaluations of the other four groups, and that the 
teacher educator responses differed with the remaining three groups.
As a final rating, all groups combined to give Program Organiza­
tion an average evaluation of 3.20--Very Important--as a role of the 
teacher of vocational agriculture.
TABLE XVIII
TWO COMPARISONS OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ROLE ACTIVITIES 
RELATING TO THE VARIABLE PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 
WHICH SHOWED SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Level of Significance
Role Activity Comparison 1 Comparison 2a
68. Encourage the establishment of
multiple teacher departments where 
student load and instructional 
areas dictate a need 6.37* 7.10*
In-Service Education
The primary purpose of In-Service Education is to up-grade the 
professional level of vocational agriculture teachers and to help them 
to become more competent in their work. Thus, every teacher of vocational
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agriculture should be encouraged to participate in In-Service Education 
programs according to his time, training, and understanding. The 
degree to which he participates, nevertheless, is likely to be influenced 
by what other significant individuals think of such programs. It was this 
feeling which prompted the researcher to solicit responses from five 
groups of professionals, including the vocational agriculture teachers, 
relative to their conceived importance of In-Service Education as a 
role of the teacher of vocational agriculture. Data in Table XIX reflect 
their thinking.
These data reveal that only the superintendents consider: "In- 
Service Education" less than Very Important as a teacher role. They 
rated it 2.93--Important. They, however, evaluated one activity under 
this role item, that of encouraging retraining and continuous education 
among teachers as Very Important. The teachers joined the superin­
tendents in rating "assisting in adopting in-service education programs" 
merely Important.
In spite of the superintendents assigning a mere Important rat­
ing to all of the role activities under in-service education except one, 
data reveal no significant differences existing among the five group means. 
This supports the hypothesis that all groups gave essentially the same 
responses. Thus, in perfect accord, the five professional groups evalua­
ted in-service education as being Very Important as the vocational agri­
culture teacher's role.
In that there were no significant differences revealed among the 
five group responses, there was no need for making any further comparisons.
TABLE XIX
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION AS A TEACHER ROLE
Mean Responses
Average
Mean
Role Activity T TE SPT SPV SS F-Ratio Responses
70. Assist in identifying needed in-service 
education activities 3.02 3.04 2.91 3.40 3.27 1. 11 3.13
71. Assist in adopting in-service education 
programs 2.99 3.04 2.82 3.40 3.20 1.35 3.09
72. Assist in planning in-service education 
programs 3.05 3.12 2.82 3.33 3.20 0.88 3.10
73. Participate in the implementation of in- 
service education programs 3.02 3.19 2.82 3.33 3.27 1.07 3.13
74. Encourage retraining and continuous 
education among agriculture teachers 3.45 3.23 3. 27 3.73 3.67 1.76 3.47
ROLE XI MEAN 3,15 3.12 2.93 3.44 3.32 3.18
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Evaluation
It appears to the writer that the reason for evaluating a voca­
tional agriculture program is the same as that for making any other 
systematic appraisal. This would include determining the extent to 
which the objectives of the total program are being fulfilled and to 
determine changes, where necessary, to improve existing conditions, 
methods, programs, and services. Thus, the criteria for evaluation could 
well be derived from the original objectives and used as the yard stick 
by which accomplishments are measured.
How important is evaluation as the vocational agriculture teacher’s 
role? Some light was shed on this question by the professional groups 
surveyed for this study. The results of their responses are revealed 
by the data in Table XX.
Even though no significant differences were revealed, it may be 
noteworthy to point out that the teachers rated the activity of compiling 
annual reports lower than did any of the other four groups. In fact, 
they rated this activity 2.95--Important. They also ranked the question 
of making case studies 2.94, next to the lowest of the five responding 
groups. The superintendents evaluated this same activity at 2.91.
Further, the superintendents ranked the overall role of evaluation 
Important as a role of the vocational agriculture teacher. All other 
groups rated evaluation Very Important as a teacher role.
Based on the combined average of all five group responses, the 
item of evaluation was assigned a very important rating. There being no 
significant differences revealed among the groups responding, this was 
concluded to be a valid rating for this role item and no further com­
parisons were necessary or made.
TABLE XX
MEAN RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
EVALUATION AS A TEACHER ROLE
Mean Responses
Average
Mean
Role Activity T te SPT SPV SS F-Ratio Responses
75. Participate in all evaluations made of 
total school program 3.43 3.35 3.37 3.67 3.13 1.36 3.37
76. Compile annual reports showing achieve­
ments under each teacher objective 2.95 3.23 3.00 3.00 3.13 0.89 3.13
77. Make case studies of students placed on 
farms or in jobs to determine effective­
ness of instruction 2.94 3.04 2.91 3.20 3.27 0.49 3.07
78. Revise instructional program annually 3.51 3.42 2.46 3.67 3.67 0.44 3.54
ROLE XII MEAN 3.21 3.26 2.94 3.39 3.30 3.28
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Although none of the 78 role activities received a rating of (4) 
Extremely Important, by the combined average of all groups' responses, 
many of these activities were given this rating by a large number of 
persons in each professional education group. It is, thus, noteworthy 
to point out that at least 20 per cent of the teachers conceived 70 
of the role activities to be Extremely Important. Sixty of the 78 
activities were assigned an Extremely Important rating by 20 per cent 
or more of the teacher educators. The number of activities rated thus 
by 20 per cent of other groups were: (1) superintendents--35 activities,
(2) supervisors--68 activities, and (3) state staff--64 activities.
These data are reflected in the chart below.
Professional Group
Number
by
of items rated Extremely Impor- 
20 per cent or more of the group
Teachers 70
Teacher Educators 60
Superintendents 35
Parish Supervisors 68
State Department Staff 64
Other activities were considered Extremely Important by a smaller
per cent of each of the professional education groups,
Data in Table XXI reflect the activities to which 70 per cent or 
more of any group gave a rating of Extremely Important. As indicated,
6 activities were so rated by 70 per cent of the teachers, 4 by the 
teacher educators, 14 by parish supervisors, and 8 by the state 
supervisory staff. No activity received an Extremely Important status 
by 70 per cent of the superintendents. Although, in many cases, there
TABLE XXI
ACTIVITIES TO WHICH AT LEAST 70 PER CENT OF ANY GROUP ASSIGNED 
A VALUE OF (A) - EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
T TE SPT SPV SS
Role Activity and Number Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
1 . Instruct on a 12-month basis 73.8 80.0 18.2 28.6 93.3
A. Plan individual and group instruction ac­
cording to the talents, interests, and 
needs of the students A6.7 76.9 63.6 78.6 A6.7
16. Act as adviser to a local FFA Chapter 89.2 69.2 A5.5 6A.3 93.3
17. Promote leadership through FFA planned 
programs 73.8 61.5 A5.5 71.A 73.3
37. Acquaint students with total agricultural 
program 81.5 61.5 A5.5 57.1 66.7
A8. Visit present and prospective students 
during summer 58.5 61.5 A5.5 28.6 73.2
A9. Attend state teacher’s conference (summer) 55.A 50.0 27.3 50.0 80.0
52 Develop or revise course of study (summer) 61.5 73.1 36.A 71.A 66.7
5A. Prepare requests for equipment, books 
bulletins and supplies 56.5 38.5 36.A 71.A A6.7
55. Engage in personal and professional 
development 6A.5 73.1 5A.5
(Continued)
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TABLE XXI (Continued)
T TE SPT SPV SS
Role Activity and Number__________________________Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
57- Keep informed on current developments in
agriculture 86.2 57.7 54.5 85.7 66.7
58. Use teaching aids effectively 66.7 57.7 45.5 78.6 60.0
59. Make available to students current occu­
pational materials 46.2 53.8 36.4 71.4 33.3
60. Keeping instructional materials up to date 75.4 69.2 63.6 85.7 73.3
61. Cooperate with agricultural specialists
in the area 60.0 34.6 45.5 78.6 46.7
62. Utilize local human and material resources 46.2 53.8 27.3 71.4 46.7
66. Provide opportunities for individualized
and group work 44.6 46.2 36.4 71.4 40.0
74. Encourage retraining and continuous educa­
tion among agriculture teachers 55.4 34.6 45.5 71.4 73.3
78. Revise instructional program annually 64.6 57.7 54.5 71.4 66.7
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was complete agreement among the respondents' responses generally, the 
responses of the superintendents were usually lower than that of the 
other four groups.
There were also several role activities which were rated by a 
large per cent of the respondents as being Inappropriate as a role of 
the teacher of agriculture. A list of the activities receiving this 
rating by at least 10 per cent of any of the responding groups is given 
in Table XXII, As indicated, 10 per cent or more of the teachers gave 
the Inappropriate rating to 8 role activities. The number of activities 
receiving this rating from at least 10 per cent of the other groups were: 
(1) Teacher Educators--8 activities, (2) superintendents-^ activities,
(3) parish supervisors--8 activities, and (4) state department sta/f—
6 activities. f
It was somewhat surprising to note that a representative number of 
teachers and superintendents considered "efforts toward team teaching" 
Inappropriate as a role of the agriculture teacher. No one among the 
teacher educators, parish supervisors, and state staff thought of team 
teaching as being inappropriate as a teacher role. It was further in­
teresting to note that some respondents among the teachers, superinten­
dents, and parish supervisors rated "establishment of multiple teacher 
departments" as being Inappropriate as a role of the vocational agri­
culture teacher also. Only among the teacher educators and state staff 
was there a lack of Inappropriate evaluations for the multiple teacher 
department.
Another noteworthyportrayal is that found in Table XXIII--a 
rank order of the 12 teacher role items based on the evaluations assigned
TABLE XXII
ACTIVITIES TO WHICH AT LEAST 10 PER CENT OF ANY GROUP ASSIGNED 
A VALUE OF (0) - INAPPROPRIATE
T TE SPT SPV SS
Role Activity and Number Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
8. Direct efforts toward team teaching 6.2 0.0 18.2 0.0 0.0
30. Perform hall duty 30.8 26.9 0.0 28.6 20.0
31. Keep study hall 55.4 38.5 36.4 50.0 40.0
32. Perform bus duty 44.6 53.8 17.3 35.7 40.0
33. Coach athletic teams 86.2 92. 3 63.6 78.6 93.3
34. Supervise activity period 36.9 30.8 9.1 35.7 20.0
35. Supervise lunchroom 47.7 46.2 18.2 35.7 40.0
36. Serve as homeroom adviser 35.4 11.5 9.1 14.3 6.7
64. Limit enrollment to students with occupa­
tional objectives in agriculture 10.8 15.4 9.1 7.1 6.7
68. Encourage the establishment of multiple
teacher departments where student load and
instructional areas dictate a need 1.5 0.0 9.1 14.3 0.0
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by the five professional education groups. The data in this table in­
dicate a high degree of agreement among the five responding groups.
Based on a summary of all evaluations given for the activities listed 
under the 12 role items, all groups ranked Educational Resources first and 
Extra Class Activities last. They were extremely close in their placing 
of Recruitment and Selection as a role of the teacher--all ranking it 
11th, next to last--except for the teacher educators who ranked it 10.5 
in a tie for second lowest with FFA and Leadership Training.
The ranking of all other items were tremendously varied, and offer 
noteworthy implications. Of particular interest is the comparison of the 
individual group rankings with that of the total or combined rank of all 
respondents which is given in the last column at right in the Table.
The supervisors gave the High School Instructional Program 10th place 
among the 12 Teacher Role Items while the overall placing was 8th. Post 
High School Instruction received its most favorable placing from the state 
staff. They ranked it 8th as compared with a 10th place assignment by 
their all professional groups.
FFA and Leadership was more highly ranked by the teachers of agri­
culture than any of the other four groups. There is quite a contrast 
between their 5th place ranking of this Role Item and the 9th place rating 
endowed by the five groups of professional educators.
The state staff also saw Work Experience in a more prominent posi­
tion among the 12 Teacher Role Items than did the combined responses of 
all professional groups tended to indicate. They put it in 3rd place 
while the rank given by all groups combined was 5.5 in a tie with In- 
Service Education. Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up was ranked 2nd
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TABLE XXIII
RANK ORDER OF 12 TEACHER ROLE ITEMS ACCORDING TO THE 
RESPONSES OF FIVE PROFESSIONAL GROUPS
Rank Order by Respondents
Role T TE SPT SPV SS All
I . High School Instruc­
tion Program 6.5 6 8 10 7 8
II. Post High School 
Instruction 9.5 9 10 9 8 10
III. Future Farmers of 
America (FFA) 5 10.5 9 8 9.5 9
IV. Work Experience and 
Job Training 9.5 5 6 7 3 5.5
V. Extra Class Activity 12 12 12 12 12 12
VI. Orientation, Place­
ment, & Follow-Up 4 8 2 5. 5 9.5 7
VII. Summer Programs 2 3 6 4 2 2
VIII. Educational Resources 1 1 1 1 1 1
IX. Recruitment and 
Selection 11 10.5 11 11 11 11
X. Program Organization 3 3 6 5. 5 6 4
XI. In-Service Education 8 7 4 2 4 5.5
XII. Evaluation 6.5 4 3 3 5 3
by the superintendents, while the teachers ranked it 4th and the combined 
rank order of 7th was given to it by all respondents. As a final observa­
tion, the teachers, teacher educators, and state staff ranked Summer Pro­
grams 2nd among the Role Items, the superintendents ranked it 6th, and
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the supervisors gave it 4th place as an important teacher responsibility. 
All groups combined to give the Summer Program 3rd place.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the role of 
the vocational agriculture teacher as conceived by five professional 
education groups: Vocational Agriculture Teachers, Teacher Educators,
Parish Superintendents of Schools, Parish Supervisors of Instruction, 
and State Agricultural Supervisory Staff of the Department of Education.
It was believed that information concerning the role concepts held 
for the teacher by the above named groups would prove essential to teach­
er planning and performance of these roles in an acceptable manner.
The descriptive survey method with mailed questionnaires was used
in gathering data with regard to the importance of 12 possible teacher
Role Items and 78 role activities.
The Role Items submitted for evaluation included: (1) The High
School Instructional Program, (2) Post High School Instruction, (3) FFA 
and Leadership, (4) Work Experience and Job Training, (5) Extra Class 
Activities, (6) Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up, (7) Summer 
Programs, (8) Educational Resources, (9) Recruitment and Selection,
(10) Program Organization, (11) In-Service Education, and (12) Evaluation.
The population sample used for this study consisted of the follow­
ing professional educators:
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20 per cent of parish superintendents of Louisiana with voca­
tional agriculture programs under their administration
20 per cent of the parish supervisors of instruction in Louisiana 
parishes where vocational agriculture is taught
20 per cent of the vocational agriculture teachers in each of the 
four areas of Louisiana
100 per cent of the Vocational Agriculture Supervisors in the 
Louisiana State Department of Education
The State Directors of Vocational Agriculture in each of the 
five states of Region VII
100 per cent of the Head Teacher Trainers of the five states of 
Region VII
100 per cent of the Teacher Educators in Louisiana
Selected Teacher Educators from thirteen other Universities in 
the nation
Vocational Agriculture teachers from the five states of Region VII 
equal to the number of teacher educators from these same states
One principal and one counselor both of whom were asked to re­
spond to the questionnaires as a jury before mailing to the 
population sample
For convenience in tabulation and summarizing the data, all re­
spondents were grouped into five groups as follows:
1. Vocational Agriculture Teachers
2. Teacher Educators
3. Parish Superintendents of Schools
4. Parish Supervisors of Instruction
5. State Supervisory Staff
The responses of the five professional education groups to each of 
the 78 role activities are shown in Tables 24-28 in the appendix.
The analysis of variance was considered an extremely useful method 
of testing experimental hypothesis where several means are involved and
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was used for this study to determine whether to accept or reject the 
hypothesis. The F-ratio was used to test the overall significant 
differences among the five group means. Because the F-ratio simply 
indicates that at least one of the group means is significantly different 
from the others rather than pointing out specifically which one differs, 
two other comparisons were made wherever the F-ratio was sufficiently 
large--2.29 or greater--to incicate a significance at the .05 level of 
confidence:
1. Comparison 1: The teachers' responses were compared with the
average responses of the other four groups.
2. Comparison 2: The teacher educators’ responses were compared
with the average responses of the remaining three groups-- 
teachers excluded.
The purpose of these comparisons was to determine if the teachers 
or the teacher educators responded differently from their counterparts. 
Thus: comparison 1 tested the hypothesis that vocational agriculture 
teachers gave the same response as the average of the other four groups 
while comparison 2 tested the hypothesis that teacher educators gave the
same response as the average of the remaining three groups.
Of the 12 Role Items submitted for evaluation, only one--Extra 
Class Activities--received less than an Important rating by the combined 
responses of all groups. It was rated Slightly Important. The different 
Role Items receiving the various ratings from the five professional educa­
tion groups were as follows:
A. Extremely Important--none
B. Very Important
1. The High School Instructional Program
2. FFA and Leadership
3. Work Experience and Job Training
4. Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up
5. Summer Programs
6. Educational Resources
7. Program Organization
8. In-Service Education
9. Evaluation
C. Important
1. Post High School Instruction
2. Recruitment and Selection
D. Slightly Important
1. Extra Class Activities
E. Inappropriate--none
An attempt was made to determine the degree to which the five 
participating groups were in agreement with their ratings of the 12 
selected Role Items and 78 Role Activities. As indicated in Tables I-- 
XX, the five groups differed significantly in their evaluation of 8 of 
these Role Items, two of which were highly significant, and 26 of the 
Role Activities.
No significant differences existed among the responses of the 
five groups to 52 of the role activities indicating complete agreement 
among them with respect to their evaluation of these activities as 
conceived roles of the vocational agriculture teacher.
High School Instruction received a combined average rating of 
3.07--Very Important--from the five professional education groups as 
a role of the teacher of vocational agriculture. The groups differed, 
however, in their responses to four instructional activities. These 
differences were observed in respect to activities (1) Instruct on a 12 
month basis, (3) Devote entire day to agricultural instruction, (8) 
Direct efforts toward team teaching, and (9) Participate in school
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efforts for training students who are physically and socio-economically 
handicapped *
The teachers assigned slightly higher values to activities (3) 
and (8) than the average of the combined responses of the other four 
groups. Likewise, the teacher educators evaluated role activity (1) 
higher than the combined average of the responses of their counterparts, 
while the lowest rating given the High School Instructional Program as a 
teacher role came from the parish superintendents. This Role Item was 
rated Important or better by 94.8 per cent of the teachers, 94,2 per 
cent of the teacher educators, 94.0 per cent of the superintendents,
89.9 per cent of the supervisors, and 98.9 per cent of the state super­
visory staffs. Percentages of these groups evaluating High School Instruc­
tion as being Extremely Important were: teachers 47.7, teacher educators
48.6, superintendents 26.5, supervisors 35.7, and state staff 43.3.
Inappropriate or slightly important responses were given by 5.2 
per cent of the teachers, 5.8 per cent of the teacher educators, 6 per 
cent of the superintendents, 10.1 per cent of the supervisors, and 1.1 
per cent of the state supervisory staff.
Of all respondents, 94.4 per cent conceived High School Instruction 
to be a role of the teacher while 5.6 per cent considered it either in­
appropriate or only slightly important.
There were, significantly, no differences among the responses of 
the five professional education groups to Post High School Instruction as 
a teacher role. Thus, they unanimously agreed that this role is Important. 
Two of the Post High School Instruction activities (13) Assisting students 
who leave school before graduation to obtain training needed for occupa­
tional entry and advancement and (14) Assisting graduates in securing
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further training to enhance their occupational possibilities--were 
evaluated as being Very Important by the combined responses of the five 
participating groups.
Post High School Instruction as a teacher role was rated Extremely 
Important by 53.9 per cent of the teachers, 30.8 per cent of the teacher 
educators, 9.1 per cent of the superintendents, 33,4 per cent of the 
supervisors, and 31.1 per cent of the state supervisory staff. In the 
same order, this role was rated Inappropriate or Slightly Important by 
4.1, 3.8, 0.0, 2.4, and 0.0 per cent of the respective respondents.
FFA and Leadership Training found more favor among the teachers, 
supervisors, and state staff workers while the teacher educators and 
superintendents were more reserved in their appraisal of this Role Item. 
The teachers, being more lavish in their ratings differed with the aver­
age of the other four groups' responses to three of the FFA and Leadership 
role activities. On the other hand, the more reluctant teacher educators 
differed with their counterparts in their response to four of these 
activities.
Although this role was rated Very Important by the five responding 
groups, 36.3 per cent considered it Extremely Important. Only 4.9 per 
cent said it was Inappropriate or Slightly Important.
All participating groups of professional educators evaluated Work 
Experience as being Very Important as a teacher role except the super­
intendents who responded with an Important rating. The rating for this 
Role Item by the combined average of all groups' responses was 3.18-- 
Very Important. It was rated Extremely Important by 49.5 per cent of the 
state staffs. .'None in this group conceived Work Experience as being
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Inappropriate or Slightly Important. Other groups assigning an Extremely 
Important value to this role were: teachers 37.1 per cent, teacher educa­
tors 41.5 per cent, superintendents 14.6 per cent, and supervisors 48.6 
per cent. A Slightly Important to Inappropriate response was given by 5.8 
per cent of the teachers, 2.3 per cent of the teacher educators, 1.8 per 
cent of the superintendents, and 1.4 per cent of the supervisors.
It was indicated by 98.2 per cent of all respondents that Work Experience 
is an expected role of the vocational agriculture teacher.
There were no significant differences among the responses of the 
five groups even though the superintendents did assign a low score of 
2.82 to this item.
Among the 12 Role Items submitted for evaluation, Extra Class 
Activities received the lowest score--1.19 (Slightly Important)--from 
the five professional educator groups and in only one case— Serving as 
Homeroom adviser--were any differences found among the group responses 
large enough to be significant at the .05 level of confidence. In this 
case the teachers differed significantly with the average responses of 
the other four groups.
This role was considered Slightly Important or Inappropriate by
67.9 per cent of the teachers, 42.9 per cent of the teacher educators,
23.4 per cent of the superintendents, 39.8 per cent of the supervisors, 
and 37.1 per cent of the state staffs. Several individuals suggested 
that participation in such activities could enhance the teacher's relation­
ship with other members of the faculty, thus effecting greater inter­
departmental and staff cooperation and, consequently, the effectiveness 
of the teacher of vocational agriculture.
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Small percentages of each group conceived Extra Class Activities 
to be Extremely Important. These were: teachers 4.0 per cent, teacher
educators 3.8 per cent, superintendents 9.1 per cent, supervisors 8.1 
per cent, and the state supervisory staffs 1.9 per cent.
As shown in Table IX of Chapter III, all role activities listed 
under Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up were evaluated as Very Impor­
tant roles of the teacher of vocational agriculture except one--Providing 
students the opportunity to meet with agricultural college admission 
officer. It rated Important. The superintendents were the only respon­
dents rating this Role Item less than Very Important. They gave it a 
2.98 score as their contribution to a 3.15 overall rating from all groups.
Differences were found among responses to five activities under 
Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up. The teachers' response to these 
activities differed with the four other groups in their response to four, 
and the teacher educators differed in response to three of these activi­
ties. Only 2.7 per cent of the respondents thought this Role Item 
Inappropriate or Slightly Important while 97.2 per cent said it was clear­
ly a conceived role of the teacher. It was given an Extremely Important 
rating by 40.1 per cent of the participating groups of respondents.
The five groups surveyed agreed, with some differences reflected, 
that Summer Programs are Very Important as a teacher role. Differences 
arose among responses to five of the Summer Program activities although 
only three of them received an evaluation less than Very Important:
Conduct of Out-of-School classes in agriculture was rated 2.80, Conduct 
tours, field-trips, and demonstrations 2.93, and Conduct community surveys 
2.99, all Important. An overall evaluation of 3.25--Very Important--
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rating resulted from all groups' responses even though 2.8 per cent of 
the responding individuals assigned an Inappropriate evaluation to this 
item. Summer Programs as a teacher role was assigned a value of Extremely 
Important by 46.1 per cent of the participants.
The only responses reflecting a rating less than Important for 
Educational Resources were those of the superintendents. Four and 
five tenths per cent of this group responded with s Slightly Important 
evaluation. No one considered it Inappropriate as a role to be assumed 
by the teacher of agriculture. On the other hand, 63.6 per cent of the 
teachers, 51.8 per cent of the teacher educators, 45.5 per cent of the 
superintendents, 78.6 per cent of the supervisors, and 54.4 per cent of 
the state staff agreed that consideration of this Role Item on the part 
of the agriculture teacher is Extremely Important.
Responses to three of these activities differed significantly 
among the five participating groups. In neither case, however, did the 
teacher or the teacher educators differ with their respective counter­
parts .
The combined average of all group responses showed each Recruit­
ment and Selection activity to be Important in the vocational agricul­
ture teacher's list of tasks to be performed. Each participating group 
also assigned a similar rating to this overall role item. In only one 
instance were differences evident among the responses. Teacher educators 
evaluated the task of cooperating with organized college recruitment 
programs higher than the average of the other three groups with whom they 
were equated. An Inappropriate rating was extended by 13.8 per cent of 
the individuals responding while 22.1 per cent said "Recruitment and
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Selection is an Extremely Important Role of Teachers of Agriculture." It 
was conclusively conceived to be a role of teachers by 86.2 per cent of 
those responding.
Program Organization, according to the participants in this study, 
is a Very Important role to be assumed by the vocational agriculture teach­
er. Only the superintendents thought it merely Important. The idea that 
it is a conceived role of the teacher was accepted by 97.2 per cent of 
the participants. Differences were reflected in their responses to 
Encouraging the Establishment of Multiple Teacher Departments. These 
differences were partly due to the higher ratings given this activity as 
a teacher role by the teachers and teacher educators. Program Organiza­
tion was considered Extremely Important by 20.5 per cent while only 2.8 
per cent of those participating in the study said it was Inappropriate 
or Slightly Important.
One agriculture teacher stood alone in each of the five In-Service 
Education activities by rating them Inappropriate. Some of the superin­
tendents, of course, joined the teachers in rating this role Slightly 
Important. Thirty seven and one tenth per cent of all groups concluded 
that In-Service Education, as a part of the teacher's task, is Extremely 
Important and 5.9 per cent said it was either Inappropriate or Slightly 
Important. In that there were no significant differences among the five 
group's responses, the 3.18--Very Important--rating stands incontestable 
as the value of In-Service Education as a teacher role.
Finally, Evaluation was rated 3.22--Very Important--as a role of 
the teacher of vocational agriculture with all respondents giving, signi­
ficantly, the same evaluations. It was conceived to be Extremely Impor­
tant by 46.1 per cent of the professional educators responding.
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Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn as a result of responses from 
five professional education groups distributed among 131 respondents to 
12 selected potential Role Items for a vocational agriculture teacher 
through 78 activities.
1. Eleven of the 12 Role Items are conclusively conceived to be
essential roles of the teacher of vocational agriculture.
The five participants were in complete agreement in their evalua­
tion of Post High School, Work Experience, In-Service Education, 
and Evaluation as necessary tasks of the teacher.
The respondents differed in their responses to seven of the 
proposed teacher Role Items, even though the average of their 
responses indicated them to be responsibilities which the teach­
er is expected to assume. These included: The High School In­
structional Program; FFA and Leadership Training; Orientation, 
Placement, and Follow-Up; Summer Programs; Educational Resources; 
and Program Organization.
2. Extra class activity is not considered to be an important role 
of the teacher. It could enhance the teacher's effectiveness in his 
relationship with the school administrators and other members of the 
staff.
This conclusion is supported by verbal statements from several 
respondents to the effect that vocational agriculture teachers 
should perform the same tasks as any other teacher in the same 
school. The average responses of the five professional education 
groups indicated Extra Class Activity to be Slightly Important 
as a teacher function. Significant differences among the five 
groups' responses existed in only one instance. These differences 
seem to have arisen as a result of higher ratings being assigned 
by the parish superintendents of schools and parish supervisors 
of Instruction.
3. Although most of the proposed activities were evaluated as 
being the expected responsibilities of the vocational agriculture teach­
er, it is difficult to assign an exact value to these activities due to 
differences of opinions.
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Significant differences were noted among responses to 26 of the 
activities submitted for evaluation. In most cases these differ­
ences were based on the degree of importance assigned rather than 
concepts of roles to be assumed. This is reflected by the fact 
that most activities were rated at least Important by the five 
groups.
The response of teachers to 15 activities differed with the aver­
age of the other four groups. Their ratings were generally higher. 
Likewise the teacher educators differed with their counterparts 
in rating 10 of the 78 role activities.
4. The superintendents had less affinity for Providing Instruction 
on a 12 month basis as a teacher role than did the four other professional 
education groups.
5. A number of the activities considered in this study are being 
used by supervisors, administrators, and teachers as criteria for eval­
uating high school programs. This study suggests that they re-evaluate 
these criteria and adjust, where necessary, to the newer concepts.
6. The following are concluded to be Very Important activities 
which vocational agriculture teachers should assume:
Instruct on a 12 month basis.
Plan individual and group instruction according to the talents, 
interests, and needs of the students.
Merge classroom teaching with supervised work experience.
Assist students in formulating occupational objectives.
Provide timely occupational information to all students.
Set up training objectives for in-school and out-of-school groups.
Provide instruction to aid students with interests geared toward 
agricultural professions.
Assist students who leave school before graduation to obtain 
training needed for occupational entry and advancement.
Assist graduates in securing further training to enhance occupa­
tional possibilities.
Act as adviser to a local FFA Chapter.
Promote leadership through FFA planned programs.
Sponsor regular, planned chapter meetings.
Prepare students for interviews
Develop a cooperative work-experience program and arrange for 
acceptable training stations.
Counsel with students on selection of work stations.
Counsel with cooperating employers on selection of trainees.
Supervise students in work-experience programs.
Acquaint students with total agricultural program.
Make available to students current catalogs from agricultural 
schools, colleges, universities, and vocational technical schools.
Provide students with information regarding scholorships, loans, 
and other educational assistance.
Acquaint students with the relationship between vocational agri­
culture and other occupations.
Assist former students in becoming established in an agricultural 
occupation (farming or non-farm job).
Make follow-up studies of students placed on farm or in a job.
Maintain an information file on existing occupational opportuni­
ties and placement needs.
Provide individual instruction.
Visit present and prospective students.
Attend state teachers' conference.
Make desired and required reports.
Develop or revise course of study.
Collect or prepare visual aids.
Prepare request for equipment, books, bulletins, and supplies. 
Engage in personal and professional development.
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Arrange classroom and shop for ensuing year.
Keep informed on current developments in agriculture.
Use teaching aids effectively.
Make available to students current occupational materials.
Keep instructional materials up to date.
Cooperate with agricultural specialists in the area.
Utilize local human and material resources.
Provide opportunities for individualized and group work.
Provide a basic program for first two years in high school and 
specialized training during the junior and senior years.
Encourage the establishment of multiple teacher departments where 
student load and instructional areas dictate a need.
Utilize specialized teachers as needed.
Assist in identifying needed in-service education activities.
Assist in adopting in-service education programs.
Assist in planning in-service education programs.
Participate in the implementation of in-service education programs.
Participate in all evaluations made of total school program.
Encourage retraining and continuous education among agriculture 
teachers.
Compile annual reports showing achievements under each teacher 
objective.
Make case studies of students placed on farm or in jobs to determine 
effectiveness of instruction.
Revise instructional program annually.
7. Sixteen of the activities used in this study are conclusively
Important roles of the vocational agriculture teacher:
Work with a select group of students (those with agricultural 
objectives).
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Devote the entire day to agricultural instruction.
Direct efforts toward team teaching.
Participate in school efforts made for training students who are 
physically and socio-economically handicapped.
Supervise pre-occupational experiences of students.
Provide instruction for employees who need and can profit from it.
Train parliamentarians.
Train public speakers.
Train competitive teams in judging contests.
Prepare individuals for national awards.
Develop individual livestock projects for showing at livestock 
shows and fairs.
Sponsor annual father-son banquet.
Conduct community agricultural surveys.
Cooperate with organized college recruitment programs.
Limit enrollment to students with occupational objectives in 
agriculture.
Counsel with students prior to entering high school.
8. Slightly Important Activities to be performed by agriculture 
teachers include:
Perform hall duty.
Keep study hall.
Perform bus duty.
Supervise activity period.
Supervise lunchroom.
Serve as homeroom adviser.
Provide students the opportunity to meet with agricultural college 
admission officer.
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Conduct out-of-school classes in agriculture.
Conduct tours, field trips, and demonstrations for high school 
boys, and out-of-school students.
9. Only one activity--coach athletic teams--is concluded to be
Inappropriate as a teacher role.
This activity was rated inappropriate by 86.2 per cent of the 
teachers, 92.3 per cent of the teacher educators, 63.6 per cent 
of the parish superintendents of schools, 78.6 per cent of the 
parish supervisors of instruction, and 93.3 per cent of the state 
supervisory staffs.
10. Differences among the responses of the five professional educa­
tion groups should serve as a warning of minor conflict which could in­
fluence the degree of success in performing these tasks. Since most 
differences, however, were based on degree of importance rather than to
a choice of item as a possible role of the teacher, it is concluded that 
these differences do not yet pose a serious threat to the quality of 
vocational programs in agriculture. Rather, these differences could serve 
as a stimulus for program improvements and adjustments to recent changes.
11. The hypothesis that the concepts held by the five groups of 
professional educators relative to the role of vocational agriculture 
teachers was rejected at the .05 level of confidence on 8 of the 12 
items and 26 of the activities. This hypothesis was accepted for 4 
items and 52 activities.
12. Based on comparisons made for the 26 activities which re­
flected significant differences among the respondents, the following con­
clusions are reached:
Comparison 1: The hypothesis that responses of teachers were
essentially the same as the average responses of the other 
four groups was accepted for 11 and rejected for 15 of the 
activities.
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Comparison. 2: The hypothesis that responses of teacher educa­
tors were the same as the average of the responses of their 
counterparts was accepted for 16 and rejected for 10 of the 
proposed activities.
13. The hypothesis that all role items submitted were conceived 
roles of the teacher of vocational agriculture was accepted for 11 of 
the Role Items and rejected only once.
As a final conclusion, it is evident that the expected role of 
the teacher of vocational agriculture has changed tremendously since the 
passage of the 1963 Vocational Education Act imposing many new demands 
upon the teacher. If he is to meet these demands and perform effectively 
the various tasks arising because of them, the teacher must not only re­
assess his own conceived ideas of the teachers' role in this innovative 
program, but at the same time, understand what expectations are held 
for him by other significant individuals.
Emerging programs will require a teacher who is alert, resource­
ful, and who can work congenially with many individuals holding various 
social positions. This study should be considered only a beginning of 
much research needed to build stronger concepts and serve as a basis for 
program modification in vocational agriculture in order to meet these 
and other requirements.
Recommendations
Many ideas involving concepts of teacher role activities were in­
cluded in this study. The responses to these items and activities by 
five professional education groups suggest many ideas, some of which are 
presented in the form of recommendations. These recommendations are 
further supported by a careful review of related literature and the
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background and experiences of the researcher. Consequently, It is 
believed that these recommendations, if followed, will strengthen and 
unify the concepts of teacher roles among professional educators and 
at the same time enhance the effectiveness of the vocational agricul­
tural programs in the high school. It is with these ideas in mind
that the following recommendations are offered:
1. A philosophy of and attitude toward vocational agriculture 
teacher roles need to be further developed and unified among the pro­
fessional education groups. Seminars and workshops could be the 
vehicles to use for this purpose.
2. Teacher educators in agricultural education should provide 
at the preemployment level comprehensive instruction in the various 
roles of the agricultural teacher. Owing to a difference in role con­
cepts held by teacher educators and other respondents, it is recommended 
that workers in vocational agriculture at all levels adjust their dif­
ferences, using the conference procedure.
3. Further studies on the various aspects of the vocational
agriculture teacher's role need to be conducted as a means of broaden­
ing the professional educator's viewpoint with respect to the true 
responsibilities of the vocational agriculture teacher. It is further 
recommended that teachers, teacher educators, and supervisors examine 
jointly concepts held of teacher roles as a means of unifying their 
viewpoints.
4. The subject of. teacher role in vocational agriculture demands 
continuous study, since it must adjust to changing conditions brought
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about by social movements; hence, it is recommended that follow-up 
studies be conducted at least every decade.
5. Based on the findings among the five professional education 
groups showing their lack of enthusiasm toward team-teaching, further 
research and experimentation at local school levels is recommended as 
a means of developing keener insight and strengthening concepts about 
team-teaching.
6. Government aid to vocational education emphasized post high 
school training as a secondary school function. Among the respondents 
were those who viewed such training negatively; presumably, because of 
a lack of information. Responsibility for providing necessary infor­
mation rests with those in vocational education; accordingly, it is 
recommended that educational peer groups be informed about programs in 
vocational agriculture, preferably by those responsible for planning 
such programs.
7. A difference in teacher role concepts was found between 
teachers and their peers in vocational agriculture. Widening teacher 
role concepts may be accomplished by a series of conferences with admin­
istrators, supervisors and teacher educators, including those at the
local level. This action is strongly recommended.
8. In that the vocational agricultural program should be
based on the needs and interests of the society it serves, it is
recommended that additional studies be made involving participants 
from a broad sampling of this group and used a a guide for establishing 
teacher role concepts and the promotion of vocational agricultural 
programs in high schools.
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9. The various roles of the agricultural teacher should be known 
to all persons interested in secondary school programs, especially those 
serving in rural areas and where nonfarm agriculture is of economic 
importance. Information provided by vocational agriculture workers for 
professional journals and other news media on a continuing basis will 
have a profound effect on public acceptance of the program. Considera­
tion to this element is highly recommended.
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
44064 Capitol Station 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804 
May 10, 1968
To: Selected Superintendents, State Directors of Vocational Agriculture,
Head Teacher Trainers, Supervisors and Agriculture Teachers
From: Alfred Stewart, Supervisor
Vocational Agriculture
Subject: Questionnaire for a Study
Gentlemen:
To determine "The Energing Role of the Teacher of Vcoational Agriculture," 
I am presently engaged in a study under a graduate committee - chaired 
by Dr. Charlie Curtis - at Louisiana State University. This is an attempt 
toward partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy.
Your cooperation in this study by completing the enclosed questionnaire 
and mailing back to me in the stamped, self-addressed envelope at your 
earliest convenience, is humbly requested and will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you for your consideration and immediate response.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
DIRECTIONS: Please evaluate the following items according to your con­
cept of the progressive role to be assumed by the teacher of 
vocational agriculture, using the rating scale given below. Any 
item you believe to be inappropriate should be rated "0".
Role Evaluation Scale 
4 - Extremely Important 
3 - Very Important 
2 - Important 
1 - Slightly Important 
0 - Inappropriate
Activity or Role
Role
Evaluation
I. The High School Instruction Program
1. Instruct on a 12-month basis
2. Work with a select group of students (Those with agricultural 
objectives)
3. Devote the entire day to agricultural subjects
4. Plan individual and group instruction according to the 
talents, interests, and needs of the students
5. Merge classroom teaching with supervised work experience
6. Assist students in formulating occupational objectives
7. Provide timely occupational information to all students
8. Direct efforts toward team teaching
9. Participate in school efforts made for training students 
who are physically and socio-economically handicapped
10. Supervise pre-occupational experiences of students
11. Set up training objectives for in-school and out-of-school 
groups
12. Provide instruction to aid students with interests geared 
toward agricultural professions
II. Post High School Instruction
13. Assist students who leave school before graduation to obtain
training needed for occupational entry and advancement
14. Assist graduates in securing further training to enhance
occupational possibilities
15. Provide instruction for employees who need and can profit
from it
III. Future Farmers of America and Leadership
16. Act as adviser to a local FFA Chapter
17. Promote leadership through FFA planned programs
18. Train Parliamentarians
19. Train public speakers
20. Train competitive teams in judging contests
21. Prepare individuals for national awards
22. Develop individual livestock projects for showing at 
livestock shows and fairs
23. Sponsor regular planned chapter meetings
24. Sponsor annual father-son banquet
IV. Work Experience and Job Training
25. Prepare students for interviews
26. Develop a cooperative work-experience program and arrange 
for acceptable training stations
27. Counsel with students on selection of work stations
28. Counsel with cooperating employers on selection of trainees
29. Supervise students in work-experience programs
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V. Extra Class Activities
30. Perform hall duty
31. Keep study hall
32. Perform bus duty
33. Coach athletic teams
34. Supervise activity period
35. Supervise lunchroom
36. Serve as homeroom adviser
VI. Orientation, Placement, and Follow-Up
37. Acquaint students with total agricultural program
38. Make available to students current catalogs from agricul­
tural schools, colleges, universities, and vocational 
technical schools
39. Provide students with information regarding scholarships, 
loans, and other educational assistance
40. Provide students the opportunity to meet with agricultural 
college admission officer
41. Acquaint students with the relationship between vocational 
agriculture and other occupations
42. Assist former students in becoming established in an 
agricultural occupation (farming or non-farm job)
43. Make follow-up studies of students placed on farm or in 
job
44. Maintain an information file on existing occupational 
opportunities and placement needs
VII. Summer Programs
45. Conduct out-of-school classes in agriculture
46. Conduct tours, field trips, and demonstrations for high 
school boys, and out-of-school students
47. Provide individual instruction
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48. Visit present and prospective students
49. Attend state teachers1 conference
50. Make desired and required reports
51. Conduct community agricultural surveys
52. Develop or revise course of study
53. Collect or prepare visual aids
54. Prepare requests for equipment, books, bulletin^, and 
supplies
55. Engage in personal and professional development
56. Arrange classroom and shop for ensuing year
VIII. Educational Resources
57. Keep informed on current developments in agriculture
58. Use teaching aids effectively
59. Make available to students current occupational materials
60. Keep instructional materials up to date
61. Cooperate with agricultural specialists in the area
62. Utilize local human and material resources
IX. Recruitment and Selection
63. Cooperate with organized college recruitment programs
64. Limit enrollment to students with occupational objectives 
in agriculture
65. Counsel with students prior to entering high school
X. Program Organization
66. Provide opportunities for individualized and group work
67. Provide a basic program for first two years in high school 
and specialized training during the junior and senior years
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68. Encourage the establishment of multiple teacher departments
where student load and instructional areas dictate a need ( )
69. Utilize specialized teachers as needed ( )
XI. In-Service Education
70. Assist in identifying needed in-service education activities ( )
71. Assist in adopting in-service education programs ( )
72. Assist in planning in-service education programs ( )
73. Participate in the implementation of in-service education
programs ( )
74. Encourage retraining and continuous education among agri­
culture teachers ( )
XII. Evaluation
75. Participate in all evaluations made of total school program ( )
76. Compile annual reports showing achievements under each
teacher objective ( )
77. Make case studies of students placed on farm or in jobs to
determine effectiveness of instruction ( )
78. Revise instructional program annually ( )
Thank you for your cooperation. If you wish to receive a report 
on the findings of this study, please sign your name below and give your 
mailing address.
Name _______________ ______
Zip Code
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TABLE XXIV
A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES OF 65 TEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
TO THE 78 TEACHER-ROLE ACTIVITIES
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2 3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
I. The High School Instructional 
Program
1 . Instruct on a 12-month basis 3 4.6 1 1.5 5 7.7 8 12.3 48 73.8 3.49
2. Work with a select group of 
students 4 6.2 2 3.1 11 16.9 26 40.0 22 33.8 2.92
3. Devote entire day to agri­
cultural instruction 4 6.2 0 0.0 6 9.2 16 24.6 39 60.0 3.32
4. Plan individual and group 
instruction according to 
talents, interests, and needs 
of students 0 0.0 3 4 .6 3 4 .6 14 21.5 45 69.2 3.55
5. Merge classroom teaching with 
supervised work experience 1 1.5 0 0.0 6 9.2 17 26.2 41 63.1 3.49
6. Assist students in formulating 
occupational objectives 1 1.5 0 0.0 5 7.7 27 41.5 32 49.2 3.37
7. Provide timely occupational
information to all students 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 13.8 19 29.2 37 56.9 3.34
(Continued)
TABLE XXIV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
8. Direct efforts toward team 
teaching 4 6.2 3 4 .6 19 29.2 27 41. 5 12 18.5 2.62
9. Participate in training physi­
cally and socio-economically 
handicapped students 4 6.2 2 3.1 17 26.2 22 33.8 20 30.8 2.80
10. Supervise pre-occupational 
experiences of students 0 . 0.0 5 7.7 13 20.0 27 41.5 20 30.8 2.95
11. Set up training objectives for 
in-school and out-of-school 
groups 0 0.0 2 3.1 7 10.8 32 49.2 24 36.9 3.20
12. Provide instruction to aid 
students with interest in 
agricultural professions 1 1.5 1 1.5 2 3.1 29 44.6 32 49.2 3.39
II. Post High School Instruction
13. Assist students who leave 
school before graduation to 
obtain training needed for 
occupational entry and ad­
vancement 0 0.0 2 3.1 8 12.3 26 40.0 29 44.6 3.26
14. Assist graduates in securing 
further training to enhance 
occupational possibilities 0 0.0 1 1.5 9 13.8 28 43.1 27 41.5 3.25
(Continued)
TABLE XXIV (Continued)
__________________ Ratings Assigned____________________
0 1 2 3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity__________________________No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
15. Provide instruction for em-
ployees who need and can profit 
from it 1 1.5 4 6.2 14 21.5 32 49.2 14 21.5 2.83
.11. FFA and Leadership
16. Act as adviser to a local 
FFA Chapter 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.5 6 9.2 58 89.2 3.88
17. Promote leadership through 
FFA planned programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 3.1 15 23.1 48 73.8 3.71
18. Train parliamentarians 0 0.0 0 0.0 10 15.4 20 30.8 35 53.8 2.39
19. Train public speakers 0 0.0 3 4.6 9 13.8 21 32,3 32 49.2 2.26
20. Train competitive teams for 
judging contests 1 1.5 2 3.1 13 20.0 18 27.7 31 47.7 2.17
21 Prepare individuals for 
National awards 1 1.5 7 10.8 19 29.2 23 35.4 15 23.1 2.68
22. Develop individual livestock 
projects for showing at live­
stock shows and fairs 1 1.5 7 10.8 22 33.8 22 33.8 13 20.0 2.60
23. Sponsor regular chapter 
meetings 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 7.7 18 27.7 42 64.6 3.57
(Continued)
TABLE XXIV (Continued)
Ratines Assigned
0 1 2 3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
24. Sponsor annual father-son 
banquet 1 1.5 4 6.2 18 27.7 13 20.0 29 44.6 3.00
IV. Work Experience and Job Training
25. Prepare students for interviews 1 1.5 4 6.2 3 4.6 35 53.8 22 33.8 3.12
26. Develop a cooperative work- 
experience program and arrange 
for acceptable training stations 1 1.5 2 3.1 12 18.5 31 47.7 19 29.2 3.00
27. Counsel with students on selec­
tion of work stations 2 3.1 2 3.1 7 10.8 27 41.5 27 41.5 3.15
28. Counsel with cooperating em­
ployers on selection of 
trainees 1 1.5 2 3.1 9 13.8 27 41.5 26 40.0 3.15
29. Supervise students in work- 
experience programs 1 1.5 3 4.6 9 13.8 25 38.5 27 41.5 3.14
V. Extra Class Activities
30. Perform hall duty 20 30.8 16 24.6 16 24.6 8 12.3 5 7.7 1.42
31. Keep study hall 36 55.4 12 18.5 12 18.5 4 6.2 1 1.7 0.80
32. Perform bus duty 29 44.6 14 21.5 16 24.6 3 4.6 3 4.6 
(Continued)
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TABLE XXIV (Continued)
0
Ratings Assigned
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent
Mean
Responf
33. Coach athletic teams 56 86.2 4 6.2 4 6,2 1 1.5 0 0.0 0.23
34. Supervise activity period 24 36.9 17 26.2 15 23. 1 5 7.7 4 6.2 1.20
35. Supervise lunchroom 31 47.7 12 18.5 17 26.2 3 4.6 2 3.1 0.97
36. Serve as homeroom adviser 23 35.4 15 23.1 14 21.5 10 15.4 3 4.6 1.31
VI. Orientation, Placement, and 
Follow-Up
37. Acquaint students with total 
agriculture program 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.5 11 16.9 53 81.5 3.80
38. Make available to students 
current catalogs from agri­
cultural schools, colleges, 
universities, and vocational 
technical schools 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 13.8 19 29.2 37 56.9 3,43
39. Provide students with infor­
mation regarding scholarships, 
loans, and other educational 
assistance 0 0.0 1 1.5 5 7.7 20 30-8 39 60.0 3.49
40. Provide students the oppor­
tunity to meet with agricul­
tural college admission 
officer 0 0.0 0 0.0 16 24.6 29 44.6 20 30.8 3.06
(Continued)
TABLE XXIV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
41. Acquaint students with the 
relationship between voca­
tional agriculture and other 
occupations 0 0.0 1 1.5 6 9.2 27 41.5 31 47.7 3.35
42. Assist former students in 
becoming established in an 
agricultural occupation 0 0.0 2 3.1 6 9.2 25 38.5 32 49.2 3.34
43. Make follow-up studies of 
students placed on farm or in 
job 2 3.1 2 3.1 9 13.8 35 53.8 17 26.2 2.97
44. Maintain an information file 
on existing occupational 
opportunities and placement
needs 0 0.0 4 6.2 12 18.5 26 40.0 23 35.4 3.05
VII. Summer Programs
45. Conduct out-of-school classes 
in agriculture 4 6.2 2 3.1 14 21.5 23 35.4 22 33.8 2.88
46. Conduct tours, field trips, 
and demonstrations for high 
school boys, and out-of-school 
students 0 0.0 1 1.5 10 15.4 30 46.2 24 36.9 3.19
47. Provide individual instruction 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 10.8 22 33.8 36 55.4 3.45
(Continued)
TABLE XXIV (Continued)
0
Ratings Assigned
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity___________________________ No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No, Cent Response
48. Visit present and prospective
students 1 1.5 0 0.0 6 9.2 20 30.8 38 58.5 3.45
49. Attend state teachers'
conference 0 0.0 1 1.5 8 12.3 20 30.8 36 55.4 3.40
50. Make desired and required
reports 0 0.0 1 1.5 9 13.8 16 24.6 39 60.0 3.43
51. Conduct community agricultural
surveys 1 1.5 1 1.5 16 24.6 30 46.2 17 26.2 2.94
52. Develop or revise course of
Study 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 7.7 20 30.8 40 61.5 3.54
53. Collect or prepare visual aids 1 1.5 0 0.0 6 9.2 25 38.5 33 50.8 3.37
54. Prepare requests for equipment,
books, bulletins, and supplies 1 1.5 0 0.0 5 7.7 22 3L3.8 37 56.9 3.45
55. Engage in personal and profes­
sional development 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 3.1 21 32.3 42 64.5 3.62
56. Arrange classroom and shop
for ensuing year 1 1.5 0 0.0 4 6.2 21 32.3 39 60.0 3.49
VIII, Educational Resources
57. Keep informed on current de­
velopments in agriculture 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 3.1 7 10.8 56 86,2 3.83
(Continued)
TABLE XXIV ^Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
58. Use teaching aids effectively 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 4.6 18 27.7 44 67.7 3.63
59. Make available to students cur­
rent occupational materials 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 10.8 28 43.1 30 46.2 3.35
60. Keep instructional materials 
up to date 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 3.1 14 21.5 48 75.4 3.73
61. Cooperate with agricultural 
specialists in the area 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 6.2 22 33.8 39 60.0 3.54
62. Utilize local human and 
material resources 0 0.0 0 0.0 8 12.3 27 41.5 30 46.2 3.34
IX. Recruitment and Selection
63. Cooperate with organized col­
lege recruitment programs 0 0.0 1 1.5 10 15.4 30 46.2 24 36.9 3.19
64. Limit enrollment to students 
with occupational objectives 
in agriculture 7 10.8 16 24.6 13 20.0 16 24.6 13 20.0 2.19
65. Counsel with students prior 
to entering high school 0 0.0 5 7.7 13 20.0 27 41.5 20 30.8 2.95
(Continued)
TABLE XXIV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
X. Program Organization
66. Provide opportunities for indi­
vidualized and group work 0 0.0 1 1.5 7 10.8 28 43.1 29 44. 6 3.31
67. Provide a basic program for 
first two years in high school 
and specialized training during 
the junior and senior years 0 0.0 1 1.5 8 12.3 28 43.1 28 43.1 3.28
68. Encourage the establishment of 
multiple teacher departments 
where student load and instruc­
tional areas dictate a need 1 1.5 0 0.0 5 7.7 22 33.8 37 56.9 3.45
69. Utilize specialized teachers 
as needed 1 1.5 0 0.0 10 15.4 20 30.8 34 52.3 3.32
XI. In-Service Education
70. Assist in identifying needed 
in-service education activities 1 1.5 2 3.1 11 16.9 32 49.2 19 29.2 3.02
71. Assist in adopting in-service 
education programs 1 1.5 1 1.5 11 16.9 37 56.9 15 23.1 2.99
72. Assist in planning in-service 
education programs 1 1.5 0 0.0 12 18.5 34 52.3 18 27.7 3.05
(Continued)
TABLE XXIV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent N o .
Per
Cent N o ,
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
73. Participate in the implementa­
tion of in-service education 
programs 1 1.5 1 1.5 13 20.0 31 47 ,7 19 29.2 3.02
74. Encourage retraining and 
continuous education among 
agriculture teachers 1 1.5 1 1.5 2 3.1 25 38.5 36 55.4 3.45
XII.
75.
Evaluation
Participate in all evaluations 
made of total school program 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 9.2 25 38.5 34 52.3 3.46
76. Compile annual reports showing 
achievements under each teacher 
objective 1 1.5 2 3.1 17 26.2 24 36.9 21 32.3 2.95
77. Make case studies of students 
placed on farm or in jobs to 
determine effectiveness of 
instruction 3 4.6 1 1.5 18 27.7 18 27. 7 25 38.5 2.94
78. Revise instructional program 
annually 0 0.0 2 3.1 5 7.7 16 24.6 42 64.6 3.51
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TABLE XXV
A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES OF 26 TEACHER EDUCATORS 
TO THE 78 TEACHER-ROLE ACTIVITIES
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
I. The High School Instructional 
Program
I. Instruct on a 12-month basis 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 3 11.5 21 80.0 3.73
2. Work with a select group of 
students 2 7.7 0 0.0 7 26.9 9 34.6 8 30.8 2.81
3. Devote entire day to agri­
cultural instruction 2 7.7 2 7.7 3 11.5 4 15.4 15 57.7 3.08
4. Plan individual and group in­
struction according to talents, 
interests, and needs of students 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 4 15.4 20 76.9 3.69
5. Merge classroom teaching with 
supervised work-experience 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 8 30.8 18 69.2 3.69
6. Assist students in formulating 
occupational objectives 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 10 38.5 14 53.8 3.46
7. Provide timely occupational in­
formation to all students 0 0.0 1 3.8 3 11.5 6 23.1 16 61.5 
(Continued)
3.42
TABLE XXV (Continued)
__________________ Ratings Assigned____________________
0 1 2 3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity__________________________No. Cent No, Cent No, Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
8. Direct efforts toward team 
teaching
9. Participate in training physi­
cally and socio-economically 
handicapped students
10. Supervise pre-occupational 
experiences of students
11. Set up training objectives for 
in-school and out-of-school 
groups
12. Provide instruction to aid 
students with interest in 
agricultural professions
II. Post High School Instruction
13. Assist students who leave 
school before graduation to 
obtain training needed for 
occupational entry and ad­
vancement 0 0.0 1 3.8 5 19.2 8 30.8 12 46.2 3.19
0 0.0 3 11.5 14 53.8 6 23.1 3 11.5 2.35
1 3.8 3 11.5 10 38.5 9 34.6 3 11.5 23.9
0 0,0 2 7.7 9 34.6 8 30.8 7 26.9 2.77
0 0.0 0 0.0 6 23.1 7 26.9 13 50.0 3.27
0 0.0 2 7.7 5 19.2 5 19.2 14 53.8 3.19
(Continued)
TABLE XXV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No. Cent No, Cent No, Cent No. Cent Response
14. Assist graduates in securing 
further training to enhance 
occupational possibilities
15. Provide instruction for 
employees who need and can 
profit from it
0 0.0 1 3.8 3 11.5 17 65.4 5 19.2 3.00
0 0.0 1 3.8 7 26.9 11 42.3 7 26.9 2.92
III. FFA and Leadership 
16. Act as adviser to a local
17.
FFA Chapter
Promote leadership through
0 0.0 1 3.8 2 7.7 5 19.2 18 69.2 3.54
FFA planned programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 8 30.8 16 61.5 3.54
18. Train parliamentarians 1 3.8 5 19.2 8 30.8 8 30.8 4 15.4 2.35
19.
20.
Train public speakers 
Train competitive teams in
0 0.0 3 11.5 12 46.2 7 26.9 4 15.5 2.46
21.
judging contests 
Prepare individuals for
0 0.0 5 19.2 14 53.8 5 19.2 2 7.7 2.15
national awards 0 0.0 7 26.9 12 46.2 6 23.1 1 3.8 
(Continued)
2.04
TABLE XXV (Continued)
t
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
22. Develop individual livestock 
projects for showing at live­
stock shows and fairs 0 0.0 6 23.1 15 57.7 4 15.4 1 3.8 2.00
23. Sponsor regular chapter 
meetings 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 15.4 7 26.9 15 57.7 3.42
24. Sponsor annual father-son 
banquet 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 19.2 10 38.5 11 42.3 3.23
IV.
25.
Work Experience and Job Training 
Prepare students for interviews 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 15.4 15 57.7 7 26.9 3.12
26. Develop a cooperative work- 
experience program and arrange 
for acceptable training stations 0 0.0 2 7.7 3 11.5 7 26.9 14 53.8 3.27
27. Counsel with students on 
selection of work stations 0 0.0 1 3.8 2 7.7 14 53.8 9 34.6 3.19
28. Counsel with cooperating em­
ployers on selection of trainees 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 15.4 11 42.3 11 42.3 3. 27
29. Supervise students in work- 
experience programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 11.5 10 38.5 13 50.0 3.39
(Continued)
TABLE XXV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity No. Cent No. Cent No, Cent No. Cent No, Cent Response
V. Extra Class Activities
30. Perform hall duty 7 26.9 8 30.8 7 26.9 3 11.5 1 3.8 1.35
31. Keep study hall 10 38.5 9 34.6 6 23.1 0 0.0 1 3.8 0.92
32. Perform bus duty 14 53.8 2 7.7 6 23,1 3 11.5 I 3.8 1.04
33. Coach athletic teams 24 92.3 2 7.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.08
34. Supervise activity period 8 30.8 9 34.6 6 23.1 2 7.7 1 3.8 1.19
35. Supervise lunchroom 12 46.2 5 19.2 6 23.1 2 7.7 1 3.8 1.04
36. Serve as homeroom adviser 3 11.5 8 30.8 7 26.9 6 23.1 2 7.7 1.85
VI.
37.
Orientation, Placement, and 
Follow-Up
Acquaint students with total 
agricultural program 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 8 30.8 16 61.5 3.54
38. Make available to students 
current catalogs from agri­
cultural schools, colleges, 
universities, and vocational 
technical schools 1 3.8 2 7.7 5 19.2 14 53.8 4 15.4 2.69
(Continued)
TABLE XXV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2 3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
39. Provide students with infor­
mation regarding scholarships 
loans, and other educational 
assistance 0 0.0 2 7.7 6 23.1 12 46.2 6 23. 1 2.85
40. Provide students the opportunity 
to meet with agricultural col­
lege admission officer 0 0.0 7 26.9 7 26.9 8 30.8 4 15.4 2.35
41. Acquaint students with the 
relationship between vocational 
agriculture and other occupations 0 0.0 1 3.8 2 7.7 12 46. 2 11 42.3 3.2/
42. Assist former students in be­
coming established in an agri­
cultural occupation 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 12 46.2 14 53.8 3.58
43. Make follow-up studies of 
students placed on farm or in 
job 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 19.2 10 38.5 11 42.3 3. 23
44. Maintain an information file on 
existing occupational oppor­
tunities and placement needs 0 0.0 1 3.8 2 7.7 12 46.2 11 42.3 3. 27
VII. Summer Programs
45. Conduct out-of-school classes 
in agriculture 1 3.8 1 3.8 7 26.9 4 15.4 13 
(Continued)
50.0 3.04
TABLE XXV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
46. Conduct tours, field trips, and 
demonstrations for high school 
boys, and out-of-school students 0 0.0 1 3.8 8 30.8 10 38.5 7 26.9 2.46
47. Provide individual instruction 1 3.8 0 0.0 3 11.5 6 23.1 16 61.5 3.39
48. Visit present and prospective 
students 0 0.0 0 0.0 I 3.8 9 34.6 16 61.5 3.56
49. Attend state teachers' 
conference 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 3.8 12 46.2 13 50.0 3.46
50. Make desired and required 
reports 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 9 34.6 15 57.7 3.50
51. Conduct community agricultural 
surveys 0 0.0 0 0.0 8 30.8 7 26.9 11 42.3 3. 12
52. Develop or revise course of 
study 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 26.9 19 73.1 3.73
53. Collect or prepare visual aids 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 15.4 12 46.2 10 38.5 3.23
54. Prepare requests for equipment, 
books, bulletins, and supplies 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 26.9 9 34.6 10 38.5 3.12
55. Engage in personal and profes­
sional development 0 0.0 1 3.8 1 3.8 5 19.2 19 73. 1 3.62
(Continued)
TABLE XXV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
56. Arrange classroom and shop 
for ensuing year 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 23.1 10 38.5 10 38.5 3.15
VIII. Educational Resources
57. Keep informed on current de­
velopments in agriculture 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 9 34.6 15 57.7 3.50
58. Use teaching aids effectively 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 11.5 8 30.8 15 57.7 3.46
59. Make available to students 
current occupational materials 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 15.4 8 30.8 14 53.8 3.39
60. Keep instructional materials 
up to date 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 6 23.1 18 69.2 3.62
61. Cooperate with agricultural 
specialists in the area 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 15.4 13 50.0 9 34.6 3.19
62. Utilize local human and 
material resources 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 15.4 8 30.8 14 53.8 3.39
IX. Recruitment and Selection
63. Cooperate with organized col­
lege recruitment programs 0 0.0 1 3,8 11 42.3 7 26.9 7 26.9 2.77
(Continued)
TABLE XXV (Continued)
0
Ratings Assigned
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No, Cent Response
64. Limit enrollment to students 
with occupational objectives 
in agriculture
65. Counsel with students prior 
to entering high school
4 15.4 0 0.0 11 42.3 7 26.9 4 15.4 2.27
0.0 1 3.8 4 15.4 11 42.3 10 38.5 3.15
X. Program Organization
66. Provide opportunities for 
individualized and group work 0
67. Provide a basic program for 
first two years in high school 
and specialized training during 
the junior and senior years 0
68. Encourage the establishment of 
multiple teacher departments 
where student load and instruc­
tional areas dictate a need 0
69. Utilize specialized teachers
as needed 0
0.0 1 3.8 2 7.7 11 42.3 12 46.2 3.31
0.0 1 3.8 6 23.1 6 23.1 13 50.0 3.19
0.0 1 3.8 1 3.8 10 38.5 14 53.8 3.42
0.0 0 0.0 2 7.7 16 61.5 8 30.8 3.23
XI. In-Service Education
70. Assist in identifying needed in- 
service education activities 0.0 0 0.0 7 26.9 II 42.3 8 30.8 3.04
(Continued)
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TABLE XXV (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
71. Assist in adopting in-service 
education programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 26.9 11 42.3 8 30.8 3.04
72. Assist in planning in-service 
education programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 15.4 15 57.7 7 26.9 3.12
73. Participate in the implementa­
tion of in-service education 
programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 19.2 11 42.3 10 38.5 3.19
74. Encourage retraining and con­
tinuous education among agri­
culture teachers 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 11.5 14 53.8 9 34.6 3.23
XII. Evaluation
75. Participate in all evaluations 
made of total school program 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 11.5 11 42.3 12 46.2 3.35
76. Compile annual reports showing 
achievements under each teacher 
objective 1 3.8 0 0.0 2 7.7 12 46.2 11 42.3 3.23
77. Make case studies of students 
placed on farm or in jobs to 
determine effectiveness of in­
struction 0 0.0 3 11.5 4 15.4 8 30.8 11 42.3 3.04
78. Revise instructional program 
annually 0 0.0 1 3.8 2 7.7 8 30.8 15 57.7 3.42
APPENDIX E
TABLE XXVI
A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES OF 11. SUPERINTENDENTS 
TO THE 78 TEACHER-ROLE ACTIVITIES
0
Ratings Assigned
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
I. The High School Instructional 
Program
1. Instruct on a 12-month basis 1 9.1 2 18.2 2 18.2 4 36.4 2 18.2 2.36
2. Work with a select group of 
students 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 45.5 4 36.4 2 18.2 2.73
3. Devote entire day to agri­
cultural instruction 1 9.1 2 18.2 3 27.3 4 36.4 1 9.1 2.18
4. Plan individual and group 
instruction according to 
talents, interests, and needs 
of students 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 7 63.6 3.64
5. Merge classroom teaching with 
supervised work-experience 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 9.1 6 64.5 4 36.4 3.27
6. Assist students in formulating 
occupational objectives 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 18.2 4 36.4 5 45.5 3.27
7. Provide timely occupational 
information to all students 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 4 36.4 4 36.4 3.09
(Continued)
TABLE XXVI (Continued)
0
Ratings Assigned
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
8. Direct efforts toward team 
teaching
9. Participate in training physi­
cally and socio-economically 
handicapped students
10. Supervise pre-occupational 
experiences of students
2 18.2 0 0.0 8 72.7 1 9.1 0 0.0 1.73
0 0.0 0 0.0 7 63.6 3 27.6 1 9.1 2.46
0 0.0 0 0.0 5 45.5 4 36.4 2 18.2 2.73
11. Set up training objectives for 
in-school and out-of-school 
groups
12. Provide instruction to aid 
students with interest in 
agricultural professions
0 0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 5 45,5 3 27.3 3.00
0 0.0 0 0.0 2 18.2 5 45.5 4 36.4 3.18
II. Post High School Instruction
13. Assist students who leave 
school before graduation to 
obtain training needed for 
occupational entry and ad- 
vanc ement 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 6 54.5 1 9.1 2.73
(Continued)
TABLE XXVI (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
14. Assist graduates in securing
further training to enhance
occupational possibilities 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 6 64.5 2 18.2 2.91
15. Provide instruction for em­
ployees who need and can 
profit from it 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 63.6 4 36.4 0 0.0 2.36
[II. FFA and Leadership
16. Act as adviser to a local 
FFA Chapter 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 18.2 4 36.4 5 45.5 3.27
17. Promote leadership through 
FFA planned programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 18.2 4 36.4 5 45.5 3.27
18. Train parliamentarians 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 5 45.5 2 18.2 2.82
19. Train public speakers 0 0.0 2 18.2 3 27.3 5 45.5 1 9.1 2.46
20. Train competitive teams in 
judging contests 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 6 64.5 1 9.1 2.73
21. Prepare individuals for 
national awards 0 0.0 1 9.1 3 27.3 7 63.7 0 0.0 2.55
22. Develop individual livestock 
projects for showing at live­
stock shows and fairs 0 0.0 1 9.1 2 18.2 8 72.7 0 0.0 2.64
(Continued)
TABLE XXVI (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
23. Sponsor regular chapter meetings 0 0.0 0
24. Sponsor annual father-son 
banquet 0 0.0
0.0
0.0
36.4 3 27.3 4 36.4 3.00
64.5 4 36.4 1 9.1 2.55
IV. Work Experience and Job Training
25. Prepare students for interviews 0 0.0 1 9.1
26. Develop a cooperative work ex­
perience program and arrange for
acceptable training stations 0 0.0 0 0.0
27. Counsel with students on selec­
tion of work stations 0 0.0 0 0.0
28. Counsel with cooperating em­
ployers on selection of trainees 0 0.0 0 0.0
29. Supervise students in work-
experience programs 0 0.0 0 0.0
18.2
27.3
27.3
36.4
36.4
45.5
63.6
63.6
54.5
45.5
27.3 2.91
9.1 2.82
9.1 2.82
9.1 2.73
18.2 2.82
V. Extra Class Activities
30. Perform hall duty
31. Keep study hall
0 0.0 4 36.4 3 27.3 3
4 36.4 2 18.2 2 18.2 2
27.3 1 9.1 2.09
18.2 1 9.1 1.46
(Continued)
TABLE XXVI (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
32. Perform bus duty 3 27. 3 3 27.3 2 18.2 2 18.2 1 9.1 1.55
33. Coach athletic teams 7 63.6 3 27.3 1 9.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.46
34. Supervise activity period 1 9.1 3 27.3 5 45.5 1 9.1 1 9.1 1.82
35. Supervise lunchroom 2 18.2 4 36.4 3 27.3 1 9.1 1 9.1 1.55
36. Serve as homeroom adviser 1 9.1 1 9.1 6 54.5 1 9.1 2 18.2 2. 18
VI. Orientation, Placement, and 
Follow-Up
37. Acquaint students with total 
agricultural program 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 18.2 4 36.4 5 45.5 3.27
38. Make available to students 
current catalogs from agricul­
tural schools, colleges, uni­
versities, and vocational 
technical schools 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 2 18.2 5 45.5 3.09
39. Provide students with infor­
mation regarding scholarships, 
loans, and other educational 
assistance 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 2 18.2 6 64.5 3.27
(Continued)
TABLE XXVI (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No.
Per Mean 
Cent Response
40. Provide students the opportunity 
to meet with agricultural college 
admission officer 0
41. Acquaint students with the 
relationship between vocational 
agriculture and other occupations 0
42. Assist former students in be­
coming established in an agri­
cultural occupation 0
43. Make follow-up studies of stu­
dents placed on farm or in job 0
44. Maintain an information file on 
existing occupational oppor­
tunities and placement needs 0
0.0 0 0.0 5 45.5 4 36.4 2 18.2 2.73
0.0 1 9.1 3 27.3 4 36.4 3 27.3 2.82
0.0 0 0.0 5 45.5 4 36.4 2 18.2 2.73
0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 5 45.5 3 27.3 3.00
0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 4 36.4 3 27.3 2.91
VII. Summer Programs
45. Conduct out-of-school classes 
in agriculture
46. Conduct tours, field trips, and 
demonstrations for high school 
boys, and out-of-school students
9.1
0.0
9.1 4 36.4 4 36.4 1 9.1 2.27
9.1 5 45.5 4 36.4 1 9.1 2.46
(Continued)
TABLE XXVI (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
47. Provide individual instruction 1 9.1 1 9.1 3 27.3 4 36.4 2 18.2 2.46
48. Visit present and prospective 
students 1 9.1 0 0.0 3 27.3 2 18.2 5 45.5 2.91
49. Attend state teachers' 
conference 0 0.0 1 9.1 3 27.3 4 36.4 3 27.3 2.82
50. Make desired and required 
reports 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 2 18.2 5 45.5 3.09
51. Conduct community agricultural 
surveys 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 5 45.5 2 18.2 2.82
52. Develop or revise course of 
study 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 3 27.3 4 36.4 3.00
53. Collect or prepare visual aids 0 0.0 1 9.1 1 9.1 8 72.7 1 9.1 2.82
54. Prepare requests for equipment, 
books, bulletins, and supplies 0 0.0 1 9.1 3 27.3 3 27.3 4 36.4 2.91
55. Engage in personal and profes­
sional development 0 0.0 1 9.1 2 18.2 2 18.2 6 54.5 3.18
56. Arrange classroom and shop 
for ensuing year 0 0.0 1 9.1 1 9.1 5 45.5 4 36.4 3.09
(Continued)
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TABLE XXVI (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
VIII. Educational Resources
57. Keep informed on current de­
velopments in agriculture
58. Use teaching aids effectively
59. Make available to students cur­
rent occupational materials
60. Keep instructional materials 
up to date
61. Cooperate with agricultural 
specialists in the area
62. Utilize local human and 
material resources
0 O.'O 1 9.1 1 9.1 3 27.3 6 54.5 3.27
0 0.0 0 0.0 1 9.1 5 45.5 5 45.5 3.36
0 0.0 1 9.1 3 27.3 3 27.3 4 36.4 2.91
0 0.0 1 9.1 2 18.2 1 9.1 7 63.6 3.27
0 0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 3 27.3 5 45.5 3.18
0 0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 5 45.5 3 27.3 3.00
IX. Recruitment and Selection
63. Cooperate with organized col­
lege recruitment programs
64. Limit enrollment to students 
with occupational objectives 
in agriculture
65. Counsel with students prior to 
entering high school
0 0.0 1 9.1 6 54.5 4 36.4 0 0.0 2.27
9.1 3 27.3 4 36.4 3 27.3 0 0.0 1.82
0.0 2 18.2 3 27.3 4 36.4 2 18.2 2.55
(Continued)
TABLE XXVI (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No, Cent No. Cent No, Cent No. Cent Response
X.
66.
67.
Program Organization
Provide opportunities for indi­
vidualized and group work
Provide a basic program for first 
two years in high school and 
specialized training during the 
junior and senior years
Encourage the establishment of 
multiple teacher departments 
where student load and instruc­
tional areas dictate a need
69. Utilize specialized teachers 
as needed
0 0.0 1 9.1 2 18.2 4 36.4 4 36.4 3.00
68.
0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 3 27.3 4 36.4 3.00
9.1 0 0.0 4 36.4 4 36.4 2 18.2 2.55
0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 6 54.5 1 9.1 2.73
XI. In-Service Education
70. Assist in identifying needed in- 
service education activities
71. Assist in adopting in-service 
education programs
72. Assist in planning in-service 
education programs
0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 6 54.5 2 18.2 2.91
0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 5 45.5 2 18.2 2.82
0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 5 45.5 2 18.2 2.82
(Continued)
TABLE XXVI (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
73. Participate in the implementa­
tion of in-service education 
programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 5 45.5 2 18. 2 2.82
74. Encourage retraining and con­
tinuous education among agri­
culture teachers 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 18.2 4 36.4 5 45.5 3.27
XII. Evaluation
75. Participate in all evaluations 
made of total school program 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 9.1 6 54.5 4 36.4 3.37
76. Compile annual reports showing 
achievement under each teacher 
objective 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 18.2 7 63.6 2 18.2 3.00
77. Make case studies of students 
placed on farm or in jobs to 
determine effectiveness of 
instruction 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 36.4 4 36.4 3 27.3 2.91
78. Revise instructional program 
annually 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 9.1 4 36.4 6 54.5 2.46 184
APPENDIX F
TABLE XXVII
A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES OF 14 PARISH SUPERVISORS 
TO THE 78 TEACHER-ROLE ACTIVITIES
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
I.
1.
The High School Instructional 
Program
Instruct on a 12-month basis 1 7.1 1 7.1 4 28.6 4 28.6 4 28.6 2.60
2. Work with a select group of 
students 1 7.1 3 21.4 3 21.4 4 28.6 3 21.4 2.47
3. Devote entire day to agricul­
tural instruction 1 7.1 1 7.1 5 35.7 4 28.6 3 21.4 2.47
4. Plan individual and group in­
struction according to talents, 
interests, and needs of 
students 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 21.4 11 78.6 3.80
5. Merge classroom teaching with 
supervised work-experience 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 50.0 7 50.0 3.53
6. Assist students in formulating 
occupational objectives 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 5 35.7 7 50.0 3.40
7. Provide timely occupational 
information to all students 0 0.0 1 7.1 1 7.1 4 28.6 8 
(Continued)
57.1 3.40
TABLE XXVII (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity No. Cent No. Cent No, Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
8. Direct efforts toward
team teaching 0 0.0 5 35,7 5 35.7 3 21.4 1 7.1 2.07
9. Participate in school efforts 
made for training students who 
are physically and socio­
economically handicapped
10. Supervise pre-occupational 
experiences of students
11. Set up training objectives 
for in-school and out-of­
school groups
12. Provide instruction to aid 
students with interest in 
agricultural professions
II. Post High School Instruction
13. Assist students who leave 
school before graduation to 
obtain training needed for 
occupational entry and 
advancement
(Continued)
0 0.0 2 14.3 8 57.1 4 28.6 0 0.0 2.20
0 0.0 1 7.1 4 28.6 6 42.9 3 21.4 2.80
0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 7 50.0 5 35.7 3.20
0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 5 35.7 8 57.1 3.53
0 0.0 0 0.0 7 50.0 3 21.4 4 28.6 2.80
TABLE XXVII (Continued)
__________________ Ratings Assigned___________________
0 1 2 3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity_________________________ No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
14. Assist graduates in securing 
further training to enhance
occupational possibilities 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 21.4 5 35.7 6 42.9 3.27
15. Provide instruction for em­
ployees who need and can 
profit from it 0 0.0 1 7.1 4 28.6 5 35.7 4 28.6 2.87
[II. FFA and Leadership
16. Act as adviser to a local 
FFA Chapter 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 35.7 9 64.3 3.67
17. Promote leadership through 
FFA planned programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 28.6 10 71.4 3.73
18. Train parliamentarians 0 0.0 1 7.1 2 14.3 5 35.7 6 42.9 3.07
19. Train public speakers 1 7.1 1 7.1 4 28.6 3 21.4 5 35.7 2.67
20. Train competitive teams 
for judging contests 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 7 50.0 5 35.7 3.20
21. Prepare individuals for 
national awards 0 0.0 1 7.1 2 14.3 6 42.9 5 35.7 3.07
22. Develop individual livestock 
projects for showing at live­
stock shows and fairs 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 50.0 2 14.3 5 35.7 
(Continued)
2.93
TABLE XXVII (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
23. Sponsor regular chapter 
meetings 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 6 42.9 7 50.0 3,47
24. Sponsor annual father-son 
banquet 0 0.0 1 7.1 4 28.6 5 35.7 4 28.6 .2.93
IV.
25.
Work Experience and Job Training 
Prepare students for interviews 0 0.0 0 0.0 Z 14.3 5 35.7 7 50.0 3.33
26. Develop a cooperative work- 
experience program and arrange 
for acceptable training stations 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 6 42.9 6 42.9 3.27
27. Counsel with students on selec­
tion of work stations 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 6 42.9 6 42.9 3.27
28. Counsel with cooperating em­
ployers on selection of 
trainees 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 4 28.6 8 57.1 3.47
29. Supervise students in work- 
experience programs 1 7.1 0 0.0 2 14.3 4 28.6 7 50.0 3.20
V.
30.
Extra Class Activities 
Perform hall duty 4 28.6 3 21.4 6 42.9 0 0.0 1 7.1 1.47
(Continued)
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TABLE XXVII (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2 3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
31. Keep study hall 7 50.0 4 28.6 2 14.3 0 0,0 1 7.1 0.87
32. Perform bus duty 5 35.7 5 35.7 2 14.3 1 7.1 1 7.1 1.27
33. Coach athletic teams 11 78.6 1 7.1 1 7.1 0 0.0 1 7.1 0.47
34. Supervise activity period 5 35.7 3 21.4 4 28.6 0 0.0 2 14,3 1.33
35. Supervise lunchroom 5 35. 7 4 28.6 3 21.4 1 7.1 1 7.1 1.20
3b. Serve as homeroom adviser 2 14.3 3 21.4 5 35.7 3 21,4 1 7.1 1.93
VI. Orientation, Placement, and 
Follow-Up
37. Acquaint students with total 
agricultural program 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 21.4 3 21,4 8 57.1 3.40
38. Make available to students 
current catalogs from agricul­
tural schools, colleges, uni­
versities, and vocational 
technical schools 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 35.7 4 28.6 5 35. 7 2.93
39. Provide students with infor­
mation regarding scholarships, 
loans, and other educational 
assistance 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 3 21.4 9 64.3 3.40
(Continued)
TABLE XXVII (Continued)
____________________Ratings Assigned_____________________
0 1 2 3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No, Cent No. Cent Response
40. Provide students the oppor­
tunity to meet with agricul- \ 
tural college admission
officer 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 28.6 5 35.7 5 35.7 3.00
41. Acquaint students with the 
relationship between voca­
tional agriculture and other 
occupations
42. Assist former students in be­
coming established in an agri­
cultural occupation
43. Make follow-up studies of stu­
dents placed on farm or in job
44. Maintain an information file 
on existing occupational 
opportunities and placement 
needs
VII. Summer Programs
45. Conduct out-of-school classes
in agriculture 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 42.9 5 35.7 3 21.4 2.73
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0.0 2 14.3
0.0 3 21.4
0.0 4 28.6
0.0 2 14.3
3 21.4 9
4 28.6 7
6 42.6 4
5 35.7 7
64.3 3.53
50.0 3.27
28.6 3.07
50.0 3.40
(Continued)
TABLE XXVII (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
46. Conduct tours, field trips, 
and demonstrations for high 
school boys, and out-of-school 
students 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 28.6 5 35. 7 5 35.7 3.00
47. Provide individual instruction 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 28.6 7 50.0 3 21.4 2.93
48. Visit present and prospective 
students 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 9 64.3 4 28.6 3.20
49. Attend state teachers' 
conference 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 42.9 8 57.1 3.60
50. Make desired and required 
reports 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 4 28.6 9 64.3 3.60
51. Conduct community agricultural 
surveys 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 28.6 6 42.9 4 28.6 3.07
52. Develop or revise course of 
study 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 28.6 10 71.4 3.73
53. Collect or prepare visual aids 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 6 42.9 7 50.0 3.47
54. Prepare requests for equipment, 
books, bulletins, and supplies 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 3 21.4 10 71.4 3.67
55. Engage in personal and profes­
sional development 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 2 14.3 11 78.6 3.73
(Continued)
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Role Activity
56. Arrange classroom and shop 
for ensuing year
VIII. Educational Resources
57. Keep informed on current de­
velopments in agriculture
58. Use teaching aids effectively
59. Make available to students cur­
rent occupational materials
60. Keep instructional materials 
up to date
61. Cooperate with agricultural 
specialists in the area
62. Utilize local human and 
material resources
IX. Recruitment and Selection
63. Cooperate with organized col­
lege recruitment programs
64. Limit enrollment to students 
with occupational objectives 
in agriculture
TABLE XXVII (Continued)
__________________ Ratings Assigned___________________
0 1 2 3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Respons
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
0 0.0 0
1 7 . 1 4
0.0 1 7.1
0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0 0.0
0.0 1 7.1
0.0 1 7.1
0.0 5 35.7
28.6 5 35.7
4 28.6 9
2 14.3 12
3 21.4 11
4 28.6 10
2 17.3 12
2 14.3 11
3 21,4 10
4 28.6 5
3 21.4 1
54.3 3.60
85.7 3.87
78.6 3.80
71.4 3.73
85.7 3.87
78.6 3.73
71.4 3.67
35.7 3.07
7.1 2.07
(Continued)
TABLE XXVII (Continued)
0 J
Ratings Assigned
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity_________________________ No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
65. Counsel with students prior
to entering high school 1 7.1 0 0.0 4 28.6 6 42.9 3 21.4 2.53
X. Program Organization
66. Provide opportunities for indi­
vidualized and group work 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 3 21.4 10 71.4 3.67
67. Provide a basic program for first 
two years in high school and 
specialized training during the
junior and senior years 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 6 42.9 7 50.0 3.47
68. Encourage the establishment of 
multiple teacher departments 
where student load and instruc­
tional areas dictate a need 2 14.3 1 7.1 2 14.3 6 42.9 3 21.4 2.60
69. Utilize specialized teachers
as needed 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 7 50.0 5 35.7 3.27
XI. In-Service Education
70. Assist in identifying needed in-
service education activities 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 6 42.9 7 50.0 3.40
71. Assist in adopting in-service
education programs 0 0 . 0 0 0.0 1 7.1 6 42.9 7 50.0 3.40
(Continued)
TABLE XXVII (Continued)
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0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
72. Assist in planning in-service 
education programs 0 0.0 1 7.1 1 7.1 5 35.7 7 50.0 3.33
73. Participate in the implementation 
of in-service education programs 0 0.0 1 7.1 1 7.1 5 35.7 7 50.0 3.33
74. Encourage retraining and con­
tinuous education among agri­
culture teachers 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 28.6 10 71.4 3.73
XII. Evaluation
75. Participate in all evaluations 
made of total school program 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 35.7 9 64.3 3.67
76. Compile annual reports showing 
achievement under each teacher 
objective 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 14.3 6 42.9 6 42.9 3.00
77. Make case studies of students 
placed on farm or in jobs to 
determine effectiveness of in­
struction 1 7.1 0 0.0 2 14.3 3 21.4 8 57.1 3.20
78. Revise instructional program 
annually 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 7.1 3 21.4 10 71.4 3.67
APPENDIX G
TABLE XXVIII
A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES OF 15 STATE SUPERVISORY STAFF 
MEMBERS TO THE 78 TEACHER-ROLE ACTIVITIES
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2 3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
I. The High School Instructional 
Program
1. Instruct on a 12-month basis 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 14 93.3 3.93
2. Work with a select group of 
students 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 20.0 7 46.7 5 33.3 3.13
3. Devote entire day to agricul­
tural instruction 0 0.0 1 6.7 3 20.0 5 33.3 6 40.0 3.07
4. Plan individual and group in­
struction according to talents, 
interests, and needs of 
students 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 7 46.7 7 46.7 3.40
5. Merge classroom teaching with 
supervised work-experience 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 7 46. 7 7 46.7 3.40
6. Assist students in formulating 
occupational objectives 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 7 46.7 7 46.7 3.40
7. Provide timely occupational in­
formation to all students 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 6 40.0 7 
(Continued)
46. 7 3.33
TABLE XXVIII (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
8. Direct efforts toward 
team teaching 0 0.0 1 6.7 5 33.3 7 46.7 2 13.3 2.67
9. Participate in school efforts 
made for training students 
who are physically and socio­
economically handicapped 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 33.3 4 26.7 6 40.0 3.07
10. Supervise pre-occupational 
experiences of students 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 40.0 6 40.0 3 20.0 2.80
11. Set up training objectives 
for in-school and out-of­
school groups 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 7 46.7 6 40.0 3.27
12. Provide instruction to aid 
students with interest in 
agricultural professions 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 6 40.0 8 53.3 3.46
II. Post High School Instruction
13. Assist students who leave
school before graduation to 
obtain training needed for 
occupational entry and
advancement 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 7 46.7 6 40.0 3.27
(Continued)
TABLE XXVIII (Continued)
0
Ratings Assigned
Role Activity
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent Response
14. Assist graduates in securing 
further training to enhance 
occupational possibilities
15. Provide instruction for em­
ployees who need and can 
profit from it
0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 8 53.3 5 33.3 3.20
0 0.0 0 0.0 3 20.0 9 60.0 3 20.0 3,00
III. FFA and Leadership
16. Act as adviser to a local 
FFA Chapter 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 14 93.3 3.93
17. Promote leadership through
FFA planned programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 26.7 11 73.3 3. 73
18. Train parliamentarians 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 20.0 9 60.0 3 20.0 3.00
19.
20.
Train public speakers 
Train competitive teams
0 0.0 0 0.0 3 20.0 11 73.3 1 6.7 2.87
21.
for judging contests 
Prepare individuals for
0 0.0 0 0.0 6 40,0 7 46. 7 2 13.3 2.73
national awards 0 0.0 0 0.0 8 53.3 5 33.3 2 13.3 
(Continued)
2.60
TABLE XXVIII (Continued)
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0 1 2  3 4
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Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
22. Develop individual livestock 
projects for showing at live­
stock shows and fairs 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 60.0 4 26.7 2 13.3 2.53
23. Sponsor regular chapter 
meetings 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 46.7 8 53.3 3.53
24. Sponsor annual father-son 
banquet 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 20.0 7 46.7 5 33.3 3.13
IV.
25.
Work Experience and Job Training 
Prepare students for interviews 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 7 46.7 6 40.0 3. 27
26. Develop a cooperative work ex­
perience program and arrange for 
acceptable training stations 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13. 3 7 46.7 6 40.0 3.27
27. Counsel with students on selec­
tion of work stations 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 7 46.7 7 46. 7 3.40
28. Counsel with cooperating employ­
ers on selection of trainees 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 5 33.3 9 60.0 3.53
29. Supervise students in work 
experience programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 5 33. 3 9 60.0 3.53
(Continued)
TABLE XXVIII (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Per Per Per Per Per Mean
Role Activity No, Cent No, Cent No, Cent No, Cent No. Cent Response
V. Extra Class Activities
30. Perform hall duty 3 20.0 2 13.3 7 46.7 1 6.7 2 13.3 1.80
31. Keep study hall 6 40.0 4 26.7 4 26.7 1 6.7 0 0.0 1.00
32. Perform bus duty 6 40.0 6 40.0 3 20.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.80
33. Coach athletic teams 14 93.3 1 6.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.07
34. Supervise activity period 3 20.0 6 40.0 5 33.3 1 6.7 0 0.0 1.27
35. Supervise lunchroom 6 40.0 6 40.0 3 20.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.80
36. Serve as homeroom adviser 1 6.7 6 40.0 4 26.7 4 26.7 0 0.0 1.73
VI.
37.
Orientation, Placement, and 
Follow-Up
Acquaint students with total 
agricultural program 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 33.3 10 66.7 3.67
38. Make available to students 
current catalogs from agri­
cultural schools, colleges, 
universities, and vocational 
technical schools 0 0.0 1 6.7 2 13.3 9 50.0 3 20.0 2.93
(Continued)
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0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No,
Per
Cent No.
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Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
39. Provide students with infor­
mation regarding scholarships, 
loans, and other educational 
assistance 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 11 73.3 3 20.0 3.13
40. Provide students the opportunity 
to meet with agricultural 
college admission officer 0 0.0 1 6.7 9 60.0 3 20.0 2 13.3 2.40
41. Acquaint students with the 
relationship between voca­
tional agriculture and other 
occupations 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 20.0 5 33.3 7 46.7 3.27
42. Assist former students in 
becoming established in an 
agricultural occupation 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 5 33.3 8 53.3 3.40
43. Make follow-up studies of stu­
dents placed on farm or in job 0 0.0 1 6.7 2 13.3 8 53.3 4 26.7 3.00
44. Maintain an information file 
on existing occupational 
opportunities and placement 
needs 0 0.0 1 6.7 0 0.0 10 66. 7 4 26.7 3.13
VII. Summer Programs
45. Conduct out-of-school classes 
in agriculture 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 26.7 6 40.0 5 33.3 3.07
(Continued)
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TABLE XXVIII (Continued)
Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
Role Activity No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No .
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
46. Conduct tours, field trips, and 
demonstrations for high school 
boys, and out-of-school students 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 9 60.0 4 26.7 3, 13
47. Provide individual instruction 0 0.0 2 13.3 1 6.7 4 26. 7 8 53.3 3.20
48. Visit present and prospective 
students 0 0.0 2 13.3 0 0.0 2 13.3 11 73.3 3.47
49. Attend state teachers' 
conference 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 2 13.3 12 80.0 3.73
50. Make desired and required 
reports 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 2 13.3 12 80.0 3.72
51. Conduct community agricultural 
surveys 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 20.0 9 60.0 3 20.0 3.00
52. Develop or revise course of 
s tudy 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 33.3 10 66.7 3.67
53. Collect or prepare visual aids 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 8 53.3 6 40.0 3.33
54. Prepare requests for equipment, 
books, bulletins, and supplies 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 7 46.7 7 46.7 3.40
55. Engage in personal and profes­
sional development 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 20,0 12 80.0 3.80
(Continued)
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56. Arrange classroom and shop 
for ensuing year 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 5 33.3 8 53.3 3.40
VIII. Educational Resources
57. Keep informed on current de­
velopments in agriculture 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 33.3 10 66. 7 3. 67
58. Use teaching aids effectively 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 4 26. 7 9 60.0 3.47
59. Make available to students cur­
rent occupational materials 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 8 53.3 5 33.3 3. 20
60. Keep instructional materials 
up to date 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 3 20.0 11 73.3 3.67
61. Cooperate with agricultural 
specialists in the area 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 7 46.7 7 46. 7 3.40
62. Utilize local human and 
material resources 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 7 46. 7 7 46.7 3.40
IX. Recruitment and Selection
63. Cooperate with organized col­
lege recruitment programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 46.7 4 26.7 4 26.7 2.80
(Continued)
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Ratings Assigned
0 1 2  3 4
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Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent No.
Per
Cent
Mean
Response
64. Limit enrollment to students 
with occupational objectives 
in agriculture 1 6.7 3 20.0 4 26.7 6 40.0 1 6.7 2.20
65. Counsel with students prior 
to entering high school 0 0.0 1 6.7 3 20.0 4 26.7 7 46.7 3.13
X. Program Organization
66. Provide opportunities for indi­
vidualized and group work 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 7 46.7 6 40.0 3.27
67. Provide a basic program for first 
two years in high school and 
specialized training during the
junior and senior years 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 6 40.0 8 53.3 3.47
68. Encourage the establishment of 
multiple teacher departments 
where student load and instruc­
tional areas dictate a need 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 9 60.0 5 33.3 3.27
69. Utilize specialized teachers
as needed 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 9 60.0 4 26.7 3.13
XI. In-Service Education
70. Assist in identifying needed in-
service education activities 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 9 60.0 5 33.3 3.27
(Continued)
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71. Assist in adopting in-service 
education programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13.3 8 53.3 5 33.3 3.20
72. Assist in planning in-service 
education programs 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 13, 3 8 53.3 5 33.3 3.20
73. Participate in the implementation 
of in-service education programs
L
0 0.0 0 0.0 ■"t£ 13.3 7 46.7 6 40.0 3.27
74. Encourage retraining and con­
tinuous education among agri­
culture teachers 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.7 3 20.0 11 73.3 3.67
XII. Evaluation
75. Participate in all evaluations 
made of total school program 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 26.7 5 33.3 6 40.0 3. 13
76. Compile annual reports showing 
achievement under each teacher 
objective 0 0.0 0 0.0 4 26.7 5 33.3 6 40.0 3.13
77. Make case studies of students 
placed on farm or in jobs to 
determine effectiveness of in­
struction 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 11 73.3 4 26.7 3.27
78. Revise instructional program 
annually 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 33. 3 10 66. 7 3.67
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APPENDIX H
NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
A Statutory College of the State University 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
Ithaca, N. Y. 14850
Department of Education 
Stone Hall
March 1, 1968
Mr. Alfred Stewart, Supervisor 
Vocational Agriculture 
State Department of Education 
P. O. Box 2
Donaldsonville, Louisiana 70346
Dear Mr. Stewart:
Your request of February 27, 1968, to use the guidelines developed 
by Dr. Hamilton and myself is granted. The list appeared in the October 
1967 issue of The Agricultural Education Magazine. A copy of the complete 
study is also provided for your information. —
Sincerely yours,
Joe P. Bail, Chairman 
Agricultural Education Division
JPB:EDR 
Enc.
cc: Dr. W. Hamilton
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APPENDIX I
NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
A Contract College of the State University 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
Ithaca, N. Y. 14850
Rural Education Department 
Agricultural Education Division 
Stone Hall
Innovation and Articulation Project 
Principal Investigator--Joe P. Bail 
Associate Investigator--W.H,Hamilton
GUIDELINES FOR INNOVATING HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
IN AGRICULTURE
I . Starting the Program
A. Surveys are Useful in Several Ways
First, surveys can serve as a means of informing people that a
new program is being considered. Second, they serve as an indication of 
student interest and give preliminary estimates of student enrollment.
Third, an employer survey can be used to identify some of the skills or
competencies that the boys or girls will need during training in the
special program being planned. Fourth, this employer survey will help in­
form employers and develop a favorable attitude towards the program. Fifth, 
the improved public relations will make work experience stations easier 
to obtain and will make possible better employer-teac.her cooperation in 
planning and conducting programs.
B . A Great Deal of Help is Available from the State Department of 
Education
Help in planning, survey forms, in securing personnel for meetings 
with officials and the public, and other consultative services are avail­
able. Printed materials from various sources may also be provided to help 
in getting new programs started.
C . Joint Meetings of Administrators, Guidance Personnel, Teachers 
of Agriculture and Advisory Group Members are Desirable
The involvement in planning of all groups who will be affected by 
the program will do much toward accomplishing the program goals. The 
people involved will become knowledgeable, and become supporters of the 
program. In addition, they will help interpret the program to the people 
they represent and the people they come into contact with in their daily 
work. Good public relations can be improved in this manner.
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D. Visits to Other Existing Programs will be a Useful Tool in the
Planning of a Local or Area Program
Actual visits to existing new programs provide the incentive for 
innovation among the key people responsible for such changes. In addition, 
the enthusiasm exhibited by those conducting the programs visited, helps 
to "sell" a number of such individuals who can assist in telling the story 
locally.
II. Work Experience
A. Work Experience is a Valuable Part of the School Program
The traditional viewpoint that learning is a self-active process 
and is reflected in changed behavior has been demonstrated through super­
vised practice programs. Practical work experience in as near a real job 
setting as is possible should be an integral part of a special program.
Yearly goals in terms of hours of experience varied, with the
range in this survey from 150 to over 400 hours per year,
B . The School Should Help Students Find Work Experience Stations
The majority opinion favors the school helping the students locate 
work experience stations. Among reasons given are the following:
(1) The school has too much at stake to leave this arrangement to
chance. Likely this is the student's first job experience and
he can use the help and encouragement in making an initial contact.
(2) The school needs to be concerned about the quality of the work
station,
C . Employers Should be Involved in Planning Work Experience Programs
For full cooperation the employers should be involved in planning
the experiences for students who are to be efrnployed in their place of
business. Advantage can be taken of particular equipment or techniques 
involved in a given business. It is also an excellent opportunity to 
impress employers with the idea that students are there to gain as wide 
a range of knowledge or experience as possible. In addition, any plan a 
person helps make is more readily adopted by him and becomes "his" 
program.
D . In Work Experience Programs the Student Should be Paid
Although it is recognized the primary purpose of the program is 
the training of the student in skills within the business, unless the student 
is paid he will have very little incentive to do well on the job. The 
student must show his presence is profitable to the business to justify 
his presence there. Assuming that the student must show a profit to his 
employer, the matter of pay becomes one of compliance with the labor laws 
and motivation. A plan that permits a base starting point in pay with a 
possible incentive increase after the student has learned some basic skills 
in the business will serve as a powerful incentive.
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III. Facilities
A. Adequate Facilities are a Must for Quality Programs
In planning for new programs, facilities should be large enough to 
handle increasing enrollment. The history of these programs has been a 
small start and a rapid expansion in a period of a few years. The nature 
of the specialized program will determine the kinds of facilities needed 
to make the instruction most meaningful.
B . Adequate Equipment is a Must for Specialized Programs
Provisions in the budget must be made for adequate equipment 
appropriate to the specialty being offered. The more intensive the 
instruction in the specialized program, the greater the need for special­
ized equipment.
C . Teachers Must be Aware of Instructional Materials, and Their
Sources in the Specialized Area
Inexperienced teachers or those working in a specialty for the 
first time, must acquaint themselves with materials of the field. This 
includes commercial as well as educational materials.
IV. Community Concern
A. Community Resources Should be Used in Specialty Programs
Businesses in the community who have specialists and special 
equipment not available in the local schools can be used as a source for 
training. The use accomplishes two purposes, first, it provides the student 
with the experience and second, it helps acquaint the employer with the 
program.
B . The Inclusion of Specialty Programs in the School Curriculum Helps
Fill Community Needs
Agriculture is more than farming. The change in community sources 
of revenue from agriculture to industry, or for services to agriculture, 
have reduced the number of people inquired in farm production. Many people 
serving farmers need extensive agricultural skills. The specialized pro­
grams provide an opportunity to train workers for these service businesses.
C . Local Dealers and Trade Organizations Should be Informed About
Special Programs
Local dealer or trade organizations can be helpful in the conduct 
of work experience and in planning the in-school portion of these programs. 
Often a member of such an organization may serve as a member of an advisory
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board. Good public understanding demands that these people be included in 
planning such programs. Getting businessmen involved will help them under 
stand the program and also will help the teacher understand the business­
man's situation.
V. Public Relations
A . Communications are Very Important in S arting Specialized Programs
Involvement and information builds understanding and support. 
Estimates of public relations and informational programs are often too 
high. In the survey, parents, employers, advisory board members and 
other people were not as well informed about the program as the teachers 
and administrators of those programs thought they were.
B . Wide Publicity is Needed in Starting Programs
All suitable avenues of publicity should be used to inform the 
public and prospective students of new programs. Some of the methods 
of publicity used by districts in the study included newspaper stories, 
radio, TV programs, printed materials, public meetings, student demonstra­
tions, open houses, demonstration plots and special student-parent meetings. 
For established new programs, most school people stated that word of mouth 
advertising by other students was the most effective publicity.
C. Exhibits are Useful Tools in Promoting Programs
Exhibits serve two useful purposes in promoting programs. First, 
a properly prepared and placed exhibit may contact with more force, more 
people than other publicity is able to do. A second value is the experience 
obtained by students in preparing and placing the exhibits. The type of 
exhibit may vary according to the specialized program.
D . Students Should be Involved in Public Relations Activities
There are several reasons for including students in public re­
lations activities. Among these are: the value to the student involved,
parent interest in student participation, opportunity for the public to 
observe the students of the program and the value of presentation by 
other than professional personnel.
E. Demonstration Plots Can be Used to Advantage in Promoting
Programs
The same comments as made concerning exhibits would apply to de­
monstration plots. The major difference is that the demonstration plots 
would continue over a longer period of time, perhaps years, whereas an 
exhibit would likely be of shorter duration.
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VI. Insurance and Liability Concern
A. Insurance and Liability for New Programs Should be Checked With
School Master Policy
Teachers because they work with the students in these new situations 
are more cognizant of possible hazards. Most school insurance policies 
are broad enough to include these new programs in the same framework as 
existing programs. Perhaps all that is needed is a word to the insurance 
carrier to check special coverage for these programs.
VII. Transportation and Travel
A. Transportation of Students is a Concern in Starting New Programs
Transportation problems were worked out in different ways by 
different districts. The basic concern was the time the students spent 
in traveling. This was a primary concern of students interviewed who 
attended area centers. They felt that the time they had spent in travel 
could have been more profitably spent in learning more in the specialty. 
Care, therefore, should be exercised in planning for the minimum amount of 
transportation time in bringing students to these new programs. Pro­
vision should be made for transportation of studdnts on field trips to 
facilitate quality instruction.
B . The Movement of a Teacher Between Centers can be an Important
Concern
Where teachers have to move between centers for different classes, 
careful scheduling needs to be worked out between the attendance centers. 
Adequate travel time must be allowed considering travel conditions through 
the winter months. The amount of time the teacher spends in travel may 
need careful evaluation.
VIII. Objectives of the Program
A. Development of Entry Level Skills Must be a Primary Objective
Programs supported under Public Law 88-210 must have this as a 
primary objective. There are several other objectives that should be con­
sidered. Among these are vocational exploration, and preparation for 
entrance into post-high school institutions.
IX. Area Program Concern
A. In Multiple Teacher Programs One Teacher Should Act as Coordinator
Someone must bear final responsibility for reports and for the 
overall successful operation of the program. This teacher assumes major 
administrative responsibilities for the work of the department.
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B . Differences in Feeder School Programs Should be Considered
Such things as marking systems, differences in student regula­
tion, or scheduled starting times may be problems in the start of a new 
program. For example, if the area school uses 60 as a passing mark and 
a local school uses 65, problems may arise at the marking period time. 
Careful examination of these items in advance can prevent these matters 
from becoming major pitfalls.
C . In New York, the Board of Cooperative Educational Services
Program's Responsibility Should be Clearly Defined
Where programs operate in cooperation with a B.O.C.E.S. Center 
an opportunity exists for misunderstandings to occur. A clear statement 
of responsibilities of each party is desirable.
X . Other Administrative Concerns
A . Careful Attention to Scheduling is Needed
For students who may later consider additional education, 
careful construction of the schedule is necessary so these students can 
obtain the necessary college entrance requirements if they so desire. 
Scheduling may involve the time available for on-the-job experience.
An opportunity for the student to participate in other extra-curricular 
activities should be considered in scheduling.
B . Careful Planning is Essential in Scheduling Work Experience
Programs
On-the-job experience in specialty training requires careful 
scheduling of time for the in-class-portion of the program as well as the 
work experience portion. The total number of hours spent in the program 
as compared to other school programs should also be considered in the 
awarding of school credit.
C . Follow-Up Records of Graduates are Valuable in Program Planning
Current knowledge of the status of graduates and former students 
can be of considerable value in program planning and development. To be 
of most value, the teacher of agriculture should be involved in gathering 
this data. This should be a cooperative endeavor with the guidance depart­
ment .
D . A Youth Organization is a Valuable Adjunct to Training Programs
Where area programs have been involved, three types of organiza­
tional patterns have been reported by the respondents in this study.
Careful evaluation of these programs needs to be made before final decisions 
are made in regard to the type of youth organization included in the new 
program. The first type involved an FFA at each of the feeder schools for
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boys in the last two years of specialization at the area center. The 
second type involved an FFA chapter at the local school with i embers from 
both the home school and the area center. The third type involved the 
organization of an FFA only in the area center.
E. A Written Policy for the Operation of the Program is Desirable
Some type of written guidelines are needed at the beginning of 
the program although policy should not become rigid. Provisions should be 
made for revising policies based on experience and changing conditions.
F . Students Should be Able to Elect a Specialty Without Having Had
Previous Agricultural Courses
It is recommended that students take Ag. 1 and 2 before entering 
special programs unless the specialty begins at the sophomore level.
However students may decide later in their academic careers to explore one 
of the specialties and a requirement that they take a preliminary course 
would probably exclude them. These students should recognize, however, 
that they may be at a disadvantage compared to those who have pursued the 
entire sequence.
G. In the Multiple Teacher Program Teacher Speicalization Should be
Practiced
The obvious benefits of having each teacher operate in the area 
of his most adequate preparation and experience is obvious. Specializa­
tion within the department will permit teachers to take courses to increase 
their competencies. Improvement in teacher competency can be accomplished 
more rapidly with specialization.
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APPENDIX J
PROGRAM IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE FOR AGRICULTURE I & II IN LOUISIANA
Figure IV
Percentages of Time to Devote to Areas of Instruction
Area: Percentage
Vocational Agriculture
I and II
Soil Science 10 1C
Animal Science 15 15
Plant Science 20 15
Farm Mechanics 25 25
Basic Agricultural Economics 5 10
Orientation and Supervised work experience 5 5
Agricultural Leadership 10 10
Occupational Information________________________________ 10_______10
TOTAL 100 100
Figure V
Hours Per Year to Devote to Each Subject Matter Area
Area Hours
Vocational Agriculture 
I and II
Soil Science 16 16
Animal Science 24 24
Plant Science 32 24
Farm Mechanics 40 40
Basic Agricultural Economics 8 16
Orientation and Supervised Work Experience 8 8
Agricultural Leadership 16 16
Occupational Information 16_______16
TOTAL 160 160
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APPENDIX K
FORMAT FOR COURSES IN NONFARM AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS
Title of the Course:
Ob jectives:
Time Allotment:
In School:
Class instruction_____________________ hrs.
Shop or laboratory work________________ hrs.
Total  hrs.
Occupational or Job experience_________ hrs.
Course Total _______  hrs.
Grade Level of the Course____________________
Post High School ______ ______________________
Persons to be Served__________________
Supporting Vocational Services
Instructional units 
Supporting Academic Subjects
Instructional units
Introducing the Course
Teaching Units Making Up the Course 
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
etc.
Instructional Materials: References
Evaluating the Course
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APPENDIX L 
FORMAT FOR INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT
Instructional Unit 
Unit Objectives 
Time Allotment
In School:
Class instruction___________________________ hrs.
Shop or laboratory work_____________________ hrs.
Total hrs.
Occupational or job experience______________hrs.
Unit Total hrs.
Competencies to be Developed
Student Motivation (introducing the unit) 
Teaching the Unit:
1. Organization:
a . Lessons to be taught 
1 .
2 .
3.
etc.
b. Instructional Materials
c. Job Experiences
2. Teaching the Lesson:
1. Objectives
2. Motivation
3. Subject Matter Content
4. Student Participation
5. Teaching Aids 
Evaluating the Unit
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APPENDIX M
The Follow-Up Interview
1. Definition of a follow-up interview
"An informal conference between a supervisor and an 
employee to determine how the employee is getting 
al’ .g, to encourage him, and to help him to improve."
2. Types of follow-up interviews
The routine check-up for the purpose of seeing how 
the employee is getting along, not to correct a known 
weakness or error
The correction interview for the purpose of correcting 
a weakness or error on the part of the employee and to 
help him to improve
3. What may be gained through follow-up interviews
Information about the individual employee 
Information about conditions in the department 
Development of good supervisor-employee relationship 
Correction of a specific situation 
Improved employee performance 
Check on effectiveness of supervision
4. What must be done in planning for follow-up interviews
Plan for both routine and correction interviews
Make sure that all employees receive attention 
Hold interview when the employee most needs it 
Set aside sufficient time for the interview
5. Steps involved in conducting follow-up interviews
Prepare for the interview
Make a careful, not a superficial, check-up
Correct constructively
Check results of the interview
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